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Abstract
Efficient content-based multimedia searching to retrieve near-duplicate video segments is
required in big multimedia archives and data banks. A major challenge of content-based
video retrieval is its computational cost. Efficiency was identified as a major issue in the
overview of the final TRECVID content-based copy detection (CCD) in 2011, as the top 10
most effective systems were slower than in the previous year. So, the contribution of this
research is improving the efficiency of video similarity detection with minimal impact on the
effectiveness.
Compressed domain processing is a promising approach that saves a considerable amount
of computational resources by avoiding fully decompressing the video signal with the advan-
tages of faster processing of less data, lower storage requirements, and reduced bandwidth
utilisation. However compressed domain algorithms are generally suffering from lack of spa-
tial information which is the most important factor for image/video processing. During the
general compression process, in most of the cases, a shift of information will happen and
spatial information among the pixels will be converted to the frequency information and will
be stored in the compressed domain. However, there are some compression standards, such
1 (October 31, 2018)
ABSTRACT
as H.264 (MPEG4), that keep spatial information in the compressed file. To achieve the ben-
efits of the compressed domain we need to address the following four major challenges in this
research: which pixel domain method is the appropriate baseline, what spatial information
can be extracted from the compressed domain, what structure is suitable for those features
to construct a descriptor, and how sensitive is the descriptor to spatio-temporal parameters,
visual transformations, and compression settings?
To answer these questions the first step is extracting the global visual features from the
pixel domain of the video stream. This step enables us to compare the performance of the pro-
posed global features extracted from the compressed domain in the following steps. The se-
lected global descriptors from the pixel domain are introduced by CRIM (Centre de Recherche
Informatique de Montre´al) team, that acquired the best results in the TRECVID/CCD in
content-preserving visual transformations and selected as the baseline in this research. How-
ever, an alternate pixel domain approach utilising luminance is introduced in this thesis
which improved the efficiency of the baseline.
The second step is selecting the format of the compressed video and the appropriate
feature from that compressed domain. H.264/AVC is used as the compressed video stan-
dard in this research. This video codec utilises three types of frames, I- P- and B-frames.
I-frames keep the spatial information of the whole image content of the frames that are
known as key pictures (frames). The compression technique that used in I-frames is known
as intra-prediction. Unlike the other elements stored in the compressed domain, such as
DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform), which store only frequency information, intra-predictions
store spatial information in the compressed domain. This information then is directly stored
2 (October 31, 2018)
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in the I-frames of H.264 video file in the form of 8 directions (modes). Utilising spatial
information, stored in the compressed domain, is the main motivation for using such infor-
mation to propose three efficient yet effective Intra Prediction Mode -based (IPM-based)
visual descriptors.
The third step is the spatio-temporal structure of the proposed feature descriptors. Novel
combinations of the intra-prediction modes, combined on a group of frames, are introduced in
this thesis in form of three IPM-based visual descriptors (named IPMH, e-IPMH, and IPMC
in this research) and investigates which descriptors are most effective for video copy detection
tasks. We compare the efficiency and effectiveness of intra-prediction modes with two other
widely used global spatial features (intensity and colour histogram- and auto-correlogram-
based features) in a single region as well as multi-regions (ordinal approach).
The final step is sensitivity test of the proposed descriptors to the spatio-temporal pa-
rameters, visual transformations as well as compression settings. Compressed domain-based
features are generally sensitive to pixel distortions and encoder settings. Multiple sensitiv-
ity tests are conducted to investigate and measure the impact of visual transformations as
well as compression parameters on the proposed visual descriptors. For sensitivity to com-
pression settings, these tests show that the impact of encoding profiles, the most common
compressing variable, is not significant; however, using different types of encoders can affect
the performance of the proposed feature descriptors. The tests also show the sensitivity of
the proposed features to the spatio-temporal parameters such as frame sampling rate and
frame partitioning as well as visual transformations such as four major content-preserving
transformations. Content-altering transformations are out of the scope of the functionality
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of global descriptors and consequently this research.
The contribution of this thesis is improving the efficiency of video copy detection with
minimum impact on the effectiveness. As the testing scope of the global features is content-
preserving (non-geometric) visual distortions, the effectiveness of the global features of both
domains were investigated on the content-preserving video distortions. The experimental re-
sults show the proposed descriptors are as effective as the baseline on the content-preserving
visual transformations with much more efficient searching time. Efficiency analysis shows the
proposed descriptors are 3.3 times faster than the baseline, even in much slower programming
platform, CPU- versus GPU-based programming utilised for the baseline. On the same hard-
ware and software programming platforms IPM-based descriptors are even more significantly
efficient, 153 to 320 times faster than the baseline, depending on the proposed descriptors.
Effectiveness analysis also shows the baseline method is more effective in minNDCR but less
effective in F1 measures compared to the most effective IPM-based descriptor (IPMC).
Consequently, this research suggests the proposed descriptors can be utilised effectively in
video similarity detection applications as a robust feature descriptor, where efficiency plays
an important role.
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Introduction
A wide variety of multimedia applications, such as video copy detection, archive searching,
advertisement tracking, traffic control and real-time identification, are motivating the devel-
opment of new content-based features and algorithms. Content-based techniques are not yet
mature enough to outperform tag-based multimedia retrieval. Nevertheless, content-based
multimedia processing can complement tag-based multimedia retrieval methods to improve
overall retrieval effectiveness; for example, using the very many redundant videos in multime-
dia libraries and web-content sharing applications as a good source for generating additional
tags. The main contribution of this thesis is offering efficient yet effective visual features that
can be extracted from the compressed domain, for video similarity detection. This concept
is addressed as near-duplicate video copy detection in the multimedia processing literature.
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1.1 Motivation
Two factors make efficient yet effective content-based multimedia processing and, in particu-
lar, video similarity detection important. The first factor is the dramatic increase in the size
of digital multimedia collections and video sharing websites which can affect the efficiency of
multimedia searching. Easy to buy and use digital multimedia devices, such as digital cam-
eras and mobile phones, as well as faster Internet transfer rates are the main reasons for the
rapid growth rate in the size of online video collections. The second factor is the widespread
use of low computational budget devices such as mobile phones as well as conventional desk-
tops, laptops, and tablets. Moreover, it can be predicted as an increasingly demanding task
in mobile platforms such as smartphones and tablets. These two factors show the increasing
need of more efficient and yet effectively competitive algorithms in multimedia processing
tasks. Table 1.1 depicts the increasing rate of online video users in the United States from
2012 to 2021 (values for 2017 onward are forecasted), reported by Statista [2017].
Lack of ability of tag-based multimedia retrieval to offer query by video and detect content
similarity in such a huge pool of multimedia data resources is another motivation for research
in this context. A content-based approach is the method of choice for multimedia processing
tasks such as video search, copy detection, and advertisement tracking. TRECVID confer-
ences, organised by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), dedicate
periodic tasks for content-based multimedia retrieval. Video copy detection was among the
tasks in a four year period from 2008 to 2011. The objective in video similarity detection
tasks, and more specifically in content-based video copy detection, is detecting near duplicate
video segments which are affected by different audio-visual distortions. The general approach
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2012 2013 2014 20115 2016 2017* 2018* 2019* 2020* 2021*
171.6 186.2 196.1 205.8 213.2 221.8 227.5 232.1 236.0 239.2
Table 1.1: Number of digital video viewers in the the United States from 2012 to 2021 (in
millions). The values for 2017 to 2021 are forecasted.
to solve the problem is extracting audio or visual (or both) features from the compressed or
decompressed video signal and store them as a signature. The features should be discrimi-
native enough to detect the video affected by different distortions. The focus in this thesis
is on visual features only.
Following feature extraction and construction of the signatures, the next step is matching
the query signature with previously extracted signatures of the dataset files in local or net-
work multimedia libraries. The feature extraction phase of the dataset collection is usually
an oﬄine server process, however, in real time searching as well as copy detection task in
TRECVID (TRECVID/CCD), extracting visual descriptors from query videos is an online
task and should be performed by the client in the requester’s device. Thus, what makes video
similarity detection task a challenging and time-consuming, can be categorized as follows:
• the higher dimensionality of video signals compared to audio and image collections,
• the large size of multimedia collections, demands low feature vector size for efficient
search,
• visually distorted videos of the queries,
• in online tasks, limited computational budget on many requesting devices, and
• in online tasks, the limitation imposed by internet bandwidth to transfer the large
query videos or query feature descriptors.
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In oﬄine applications with high-performance platforms, the efficiency issue is not signifi-
cant. In such situations, the inefficient processing time can be overcome by utilising efficient
programming techniques such as GPU programming. The effectiveness of search also can
be improved by utilising a variety of local and global visual features, as well as exploiting
audio features. However, in online content-based video searching tasks on platforms with
limited memory and processing capability, such as tablets and mobile phones, the problem
can emerge again. Concise yet effective visual signatures that can be extracted efficiently can
be considered as a solution for such environments. Such robust features reduce the feature
extraction and the overall searching time by offering an effective low feature vector size.
Extracting effective visual features from not fully-decompressed video files can reduce the
memory and processing demand of video similarity detection tasks. The solution proposed in
this thesis is based on extracting visual features from the key frames (I-frames) of H.264/AVC
videos, the most commonly used video format on the Internet. Moreover, the small size
of the proposed feature vector also assures efficient overall search (as measured by mean
processing time). The performance of the proposed features is evaluated on the most recent
TRECVID/CCD (Content-based Copy Detection) data collection (from 2011) and show their
significantly efficient and discriminative results on content-preserving visual distortions.
The novel characteristic of the current research is the extraction of spatial information
from video compressed domain (H.264). It is shown that fully decompressing all the stored
data in video files is not necessary, as the spatial data needed for an effective visual signature
can be extracted directly from the compressed files.
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1.2 Video copy detection; challenges and solutions
Video similarity detection can be addressed via two major approaches: visual and semantic
content. The current research is proposing a method for detecting visually similar videos
based on their visual content. This approach is known as Content-based Copy Detection
(CCD). On the contrary, the semantic similarity detection is based on high-level fingerprints
such as semantic tags, as well as audio processing. Semantic similarity detection is not
covered in the current research.
Video processing engaged with higher-dimensional input data compared to image process-
ing. Video processing tasks are generally involved with spatio-temporal information which
makes them distinctly separate from still image processing which focuses on spatial infor-
mation only. This combination of the spatial (or in some cases frequency) information in a
sequence of frames (temporal data), classifies the video processing among high memory de-
mand and time-consuming tasks which consequently urge to use high-performance hardware
for efficient results.
To understand the dimensionality of the video processing task, a simple example is pro-
vided to represent the computational load more clearly. TRECVID/CCD 2011 data col-
lection contains 400 hours of videos in its dataset and 32 hours of videos in its query-set
collection. With respect to considering 24 frames per second as standard frame-rate (some
videos are using higher rate in the collection), for an algorithm which is designed based on
extracting two frames per second, the total number of extracted frames would be 2,880,000
and 230,400 respectively in dataset and query-set. The overall number of frame comparisons
would exceed 660 billion (663,552,000,000) comparisons which impose huge processing load
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and memory demand to handle a copy detection algorithm, based on comparing two frames
per second, even in such a small data collection. As shown in Table 1.1 the size of videos in
real environments, such as YouTube or TV archives, are drastically larger than the provided
example.
There are some approaches to reduce the complexity of the computational load in the
indexing and searching phases, especially in CCD task which are categorised as follows.
1.2.1 Global visual features versus local interest points
A robust CCD application should cope with different types of visual distortions [Over et al.,
2011; 2012]. The visual distortions generally can be categorised into two groups; geometric
or content-altering, and non-geometric or content preserving. The type of visual descriptor
used for the CCD task plays a crucial role in overcoming the visual distortions as well as in
the efficiency of the application in the both indexing and searching phases. Visual features
such as colour and texture can be used to construct global image descriptors [Lisin et al.,
2005] that are representative of the whole or a sub-section of a picture/frame. Conversely,
local image descriptors are based on the concept of a local pixel neighbourhood and represent
the interrelation of the interest points of a picture/frame. Local descriptors, such as SIFT
and SURF, are also widely adopted in CCD tasks. Descriptors based on global features are
more efficient compared to the visual descriptors based on the interest points such as SIFT
and SURF. This is due to lower feature vector size and lower computational load to extract
and compute the features. Global features are not robust enough in geometric or content-
altering transformations such as scaling, cropping and cam-cording. However, they can
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handle these transformations by applying some pre-processing phases, such as mirroring and
scaling before feature extraction phase, to enable them to perform better on these content-
altering transformations [Gupta et al., 2011; 2012].
1.2.2 Block- or grid-based versus individual pixels
Grid-based versus individual pixel-based method is a concept introduced in this thesis and
may first appear paradoxical, especially for researchers who are not familiar with the com-
pressed domain. In the pixel domain, extracting grid-based features need extracting individ-
ual pixel data firstly. These pixels are located within the blocks and need to be processed
to calculate each block feature. It is the reason why the concept in the pixel domain sounds
paradoxical, at the beginning. In the compressed domain, conversely, the grid-based infor-
mation is already computed during the encoding phase and stored in the compressed file.
Two examples for such pre-computed information are: DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform)
block which is the basic concept in JPEG and MPEG image/video compression [Pennebaker
and Mitchell, 1993; Le Gall, 1991] and intra-prediction modes used in H.264 video stan-
dards [Richardson, 2004; 2011]. In such circumstances, extracting grid-based information
does not involve processing the pixels within the blocks because this has already been com-
puted and stored in DCT blocks or intra-prediction modes during the compression process.
Utilising the pre-calculated grid-based information in the compressed video files, can reduce
the processing load during the indexing phase and can be considered as an important dimen-
sionality reduction factor specifically in the big data collections in real-world applications.
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1.2.3 Compressed versus pixel domain
Utilising compressed domain data can reduce the dimensionality of video processing tasks
by requiring less memory space which is due to no need of full decompression of the video
signal, and less computational cost because of the pre-calculated information in the file.
Extracting features in the pixel domain requires gradual full decompressing process all the
frames and loading them into a larger space memory. However, in the compressed domain
techniques, the decompression process would not need to be completed to access the required
information for constructing the feature vectors. Not fully-decompress video signal also yields
less computational cost in the feature extraction phase.
1.2.4 Frame grouping versus individual frame comparison
Frame grouping is a widely used strategy which groups several consecutive frames together as
a GoF and dedicates a single feature as the descriptor for all the including frames. Although,
applying the GoF technique can reduce the processing load in searching phase, however, it
can affect the effectiveness of the algorithm negatively resulted by increasing the number of
frames in each group. In GoF technique, the number of overlapping frames on sequential
pairs of GoF is important, in a way that the effect of GoF can cause inefficiency if the number
of overlapping frames is large and near the size of GoF.
1.2.5 Other factors
However, there exist other factors such as similarity measures and alignment techniques
which have a significant role in the processing load in the searching phase. Since they are
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compulsory steps in the searching phase and can be similar in CCD algorithms, they are not
considered in the above-mentioned categories. All the above approaches are utilised in the
proposed feature in the current research. It will be shown later in the following chapters that
how a method can offer significantly more efficient results, as well as effective performance,
by exploiting the four factors together.
1.3 H.264/AVC intra-prediction
The building blocks of the proposed feature descriptors are extracted from a compressed
video format known as H.264/AVC. H.264/AVC is briefly described here, but more detail is
provided in Appendix B.
The most important reason for the widespread usage of H.264/AVC is its high compression
rate, without significant quality reduction. In order to achieve this high compression rate, the
granularity of the compression technique used in H.264/AVC on the whole picture or frame
was changed to a lower level, called slices. Each coded picture or frame in H.264/AVC can
be composed of one or more slices. However, most of the H.264/AVC encoding applications
use one slice per picture. There are different types of slices, and the major ones are I-, P- and
B-slices. I-slices are used in the key frames known as I-frames. IDRs (Instantaneous Decoder
Refresh) are specific I-frames which clear the reference picture buffer, that is no frame after
an IDR can reference any frame before the IDR. Figure 1.1 shows a sequence of frames in a
video segment that use IDR, I, B and P frames.
Proposed descriptors in this thesis use I-frames because the information stored in the
I-frames contains all the image content while P- and B-frames just store the motion infor-
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Figure 1.1: Schematic view of the three main types of frames in H.264/AVC.
mation. I-macroblocks are the only ingredients of the I-frames. Each macroblock contains
1, 4 or 16 subblocks with respectively 16×16, 8×8, or 4×4 pixels. I-macroblocks exploit a
spatial prediction technique, called intra-prediction modes (IPMs), depicted in Figure 1.2,
for minimizing spacial redundancy. This technique is applied on the luma (intensity) and
chroma (colour) planes of each I-frame in the YCbCr colour space 1.
The intra-prediction in H.264/AVC consists of 9 modes for 4×4 and 8×8, and 4 modes
for 16×16 luma blocks. Chroma blocks use 4 modes in 8×8 blocks. The concept of intra-
prediction modes is based on the top and left-edge gradient orientation of luma and chroma
blocks. This concept is very similar to the intensity gradient of pixels introduced by Ma and
Manjunath [1998], and some research even proposed intensity gradient techniques for H.264
modes decision [Tsai et al., 2008]. In contrast to the former video compression codecs, in
which the prediction techniques were conducted in the compressed domain, such as H.263,
intra-prediction in H.264/AVC is conducted in the spatial domain [Sarwer and Wu]. Fig-
ure 1.2 depicts the intra-prediction modes in H.264/AVC and a blockwise sample frame.
The IPM-based descriptors proposed in this thesis (IPMH, e-IPMH, and IPMC) utilise
1The YCbCr colour space is explained in Appendix A
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Figure 1.2: Intra-prediction modes: (a) a sample frame and (b) the blockwise view of its
IPMs. The modes and their gradient directions are shown in (c) for 4×4 and 8×8 subblocks
and (d) for 16×16 subblocks. Mode 2 does not represent any direction and is called DC mode.
All the block samples in mode 2 are predicted by using the mean of the top and left-edge pixels.
the intra-prediction modes of luma planes as the fundamental visual feature element of their
structures. The proposed visual descriptors are based on the probability distribution of
individual blocks or pairs of similar blocks, depicted in Figure 1.2(b).
1.4 Research questions
Given the increasing growth in the size of multimedia collections, efficiency in content-based
multimedia processing plays a crucial role. The proposed visual descriptors in this thesis have
the potential to improve the efficiency of video similarity detection tasks, focusing on content-
preserving transformations, without significant impact on the performance effectiveness. The
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proposed solution is based on extracting visual feature detectors from the compressed domain
video stream, in the H.264/AVC coding standard, which is the most common video coding
currently used. The following research questions address the main challenges considered in
this thesis.
1.4.1 What is the impact of spatio-temporal parameters on the CRIM method
(the baseline) and how can its performance be improved?
Pixel domain-based methods are the most common methods for video processing and copy
detection tasks. CRIM is a pixel domain method utilising RGB colour space. This method,
in spite of its simple approach, acquired the best performance for content-preserving visual
transformation in the latest TRECVID/CCD task. Therefore, CRIM has been selected as
the baseline for our proposed method. This research studies the impact of various spatio-
temporal parameters, such as colour space, frame partitioning, and frame sampling, in the
pixel domain and investigates the performance improvement of the baseline method.
1.4.2 For content-preserving visual transformations, what global visual features
are efficient and effective in the compressed domain with H.264/AVC
standard?
Exploiting visual features from the compressed domain has a history in multimedia pro-
cessing. The features are mainly based on Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) 2 coefficients
stored in the compressed image (JPEG) and video (MPEG) stream. DCT-based features
from the compressed domain, despite their compact feature vector size, are suffering from
2DCT is described in Appendix A
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lack of the spatial information stored in the pixel domain. This research addresses this issue
by suggesting an effective element from compressed video stream which preserves the spatial
information and provides discriminative results on the content-preserving visual transforma-
tions. These elements are known as intra-prediction modes (IPMs) and they are proposed
for video copy detection in this thesis.
1.4.3 How sensitive are the proposed visual descriptors to the spatio-temporal
parameters and which spatio-temporal structure would be appropriate for
them?
Generally, visual feature detectors should be configured in a structure to form a visual de-
scriptor. Among numerous possible structures for visual descriptors, which spatio-temporal
structure (such as number of frames in a group of frames, and frame partitioning size) can
offer the best performance for proposed visual descriptors with minimum impact on their
efficiency and effectiveness in video copy detection task?
1.4.4 How sensitive are the proposed visual descriptors to the compression set-
tings?
Video similarity detection is a multidimensional problem and different parameters can affect
the algorithms for this task. As well as the spatio-temporal parameters, parameters of com-
pression settings, such as encoding profiles and encoder types, can affect the performance of
proposed descriptors. The compression parameters have inter-relational effects on each other
and experimenting all the possible combinations to find the most appropriate combination
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for the best performance is hard.
1.5 Contributions
The major contributions in this thesis, with respect to the above research questions, are as
follows.
• Improving the efficiency of the baseline (CRIM) in the pixel domain
CRIM introduced by Gupta et al. [2011] is selected as the baseline in this thesis. Their
method acquired the optimum performance for content-preserving visual transforma-
tion in the 2011 TRECVID/CCD and is designed based on normalized-average regional
RGB colour. Our contribution is introducing an amended version of CRIM based on
normalized-average regional luminance. Our experimental results show utilising inten-
sity, instead of RGB, can increase the efficiency substantially with no negative impact
on effectiveness. This is the main clue to extract our proposed descriptor from intensity
plane of the compressed signal.
• Intra-prediction modes (IPM) as visual feature elements in the compressed-domain
H.264/AVC video coding utilises a technique in compressing its key frames, known as
intra-prediction modes (IPM) which stores the spatial information in the compressed
domain. Proposing an algorithm to extract such spatial information from compressed
video files, without the need of fully decompressing the file, has been the challenge of
this question. A feature extraction algorithm is designed to extract intra-prediction
modes from I-frames of video streams and applied on the video collections to fulfil this
part of the research.
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• Spatio-temporal structure of IPM-based descriptors and evaluating spatio-temporal pa-
rameters impact on their performance
Our contribution to this issue has been made by experimenting a variety of feature
structures on the proposed IPM-based features. Distribution of visual features in seg-
mented frames (Ordinal pattern distribution) of temporal elements (Group of Frame or
GoF), in form of Auto-correlogram, is selected as the most effective yet efficient struc-
ture. This feature descriptor is known as IPMC in the current research. The other two
proposed descriptors; IPMH and e-IPMH representing ordinal pattern distribution of
temporal elements, in form of Histograms. It has been shown that these two descriptors
are less effective but more efficient compared to IPMC.
The impact of the major spatio-temporal parameters of the proposed descriptor in
the CCD task is also investigated in detail. The effect of partitioning, colour space,
distance measure and size of Group of Frames (GoF) in temporal structures have been
considered as important spatio-temporal parameters.
• Evaluating compression setting impacts on IPM-based descriptors
For investigating the sensitivity of the proposed descriptors to the compression effects,
the two most popular parameters; encoder-type and encoding-profile have been covered
in the current thesis. The experimental results show the proposed structure can cope
with the encoding-profile impact perfectly. It also has been shown that the proposed
method is sensitive to some of the experimental encoders with numerous encoding
settings such as JM.
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Figure 1.3: The conceptual association between the research questions, contributions and the
related chapters in the current thesis.
1.6 Thesis structure
The association between research questions and contributions and the thesis chapters are
illustrated in Figure 1.3. In addressing the challenges residing in the research questions, the
rest of the chapters of the thesis are organised as follows.
Chapter 2 reviews relevant literature. As the proposed technique exploits information
from the compressed domain for CCD task, research in both, compressed-domain tasks in
general and CCD in particular, are covered in this chapter. This chapter is divided into five
main sections. The first section providing a brief history of image and video compression
standards. The second section is dedicated to the image/video processing operations in the
compressed domain. An introduction to the CCD task in TRECVID, a brief history of the
TRECVID tasks as well as a more detailed history of the CCD task are presented in the
third and fourth sections. The fifth section provides a history of the exploited techniques
utilised by CCD contributors in 2010 and 2011, the last two years of CCD in TRECVID.
Chapter 3 introduces two video collections: main and pilot as well as related per-
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formance measures on each collection. The main data collection is the standard dataset
provided by TRECVID/CCD 2011. It is a large dataset containing more than 11000 videos.
Running experiments on such a huge dataset require a long processing time for each run. For
evaluating the parameter effects a smaller video collection was needed to evaluate the results
of multiple runs in shorter time. The pilot dataset is a subset of the main video collection and
contains the original 201 videos used in the main collection. The pilot collection is utilised
to evaluate the parameter effects on a more concise environment. The query-set in both
collections are same and is the standard TRECVID/CCD 2011 query-set. The performance
measures on both collections are different, due to the nature of the datasets.
Chapter 4 investigates global visual features in the pixel-domain, their functional scope
and evaluates the effect of important parameters in video similarity detection. The focus of
this chapter is on intensity and colour histograms and evaluating the effect of spatio-temporal
parameters on such descriptors. The parameters investigated are as follows:
• effects of frame-partitioning and ordinal distribution,
• effects of colour and intensity planes,
• effect of distance measure techniques, and
• effect of the size of the group of frames (GoF) in temporal structure.
Chapter 5 presents the proposed IPM-based descriptors. A brief introductory informa-
tion of the intra-prediction modes (IPM) and encoding profiles of H.264/AVC is provided
first. The chapter introduces IPM-basic, as proposed by Zargari et al. [2010] and three
proposed new varieties of the IPM-based descriptors:
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• IPM Histogram (IPMH)
• Enhanced-IPM Histogram (e-IPMH)
• IPM-Correlogram (IPMC).
Chapter 6 investigates the role of the effective general parameters in the video similarity
detection/CCD task. The five most important parameters investigated in this chapter are
similar to the Chapter 4. This chapter describes how the ordinal pattern distribution of
the IPM-based features is calculated and format the final temporal structure of the visual
descriptors. Comparing the ordinal and conventional histograms as well as the role of the
group of frames in the temporal structured are also investigated in this section.
Chapter 7 investigates the sensitivity of the proposed descriptor to the compression
settings. Two general encoding parameters are investigated:
• encoder-type impact and
• encoding-profile impact.
Chapter 8 presents the conclusions of the research and suggestions for future investiga-
tions as well as applications of the proposed visual features.
The thesis also includes four appendices which are used as technical references. The first
and second appendices presenting some details of DCT and still image compression as well
as some aspects of H.264/AVC video standard which are useful to understand the content
of the main chapters, the third appendix represents the detailed results of DET curves over
the whole dataset and finally the fourth appendix depicts the performance of baseline and
proposed descriptors on all the transformations(content-preserving and content altering).
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Literature Review
The history of content-based image and video processing, shows using both pixel and com-
pressed domain descriptors. An introduction to the history of compression standards is
provided as opening to the content. However, as the research in this thesis focus on the com-
pressed domain, it is considered to introduce the most common compressed domain opera-
tions as well as copy detection as the main objective in this chapter. Introducing TRECVID
tasks, specifically CCD (Content-based Copy Detection), types of the feature detectors and
descriptors used in CCD and history of research in this task are also covered in this chapter.
2.1 History of image and video compression standards
From the early 1980s, various image and video compression techniques have been introduced
by researchers in digital signal processing. For the purpose of standardisation of the com-
pression task, some committees of international organizations such as International Standard
Organizations (ISO) and International Telecommunication Union (ITU), are dedicated to this
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purpose. The Joint Photographic Expert Group (JPEG) is one of those committees which
created by ISO in 1986. This committee has provided a set of standards for image com-
pression which are based on Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). These standards are known
as JPEG [Wallace, 1991] and JPEG-LS [Mukhopadhyay, 2011] and the compressed images
that follow these standards are known as JPEG images. Later the same committee, in the
year 2000, introduced another compression standard based on Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) which is the fundamental basis of JPEG2000 image compression [Christopoulos et al.,
2000]. These standards are widely used and still are the most common image compression
standards.
The standardization of video compression is following a similar process. Initially, ISO
and ITU were independently working on this subject. The Motion Picture Expert Group
(MPEG) was a committee formed by ISO to set a standard for audio and video stream in
1988. All of the following standards are the output of this committee.
• the MPEG1 standard is for supporting the data rate of compact discs (CD) [Le Gall,
1991],
• theMPEG2 standard is for supporting applications with higher bit rates [Sikora, 1997],
and
• the MPEG2-Part 2 standard is for achieving even higher compression rate [Sikora,
1997]. The MPEG2-Part 2 standard enables the users to use it in both high and low
bit rate applications.
The ITU committee dedicated to developing video standards was known as ITU-T which
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later becomes the Video Coding Expert Group VCEG. The ITU video standards are known
as H.26x video coding. The first standard of this video coding series is H.261 [CCITT and
Recommendation, 1990], published in 1990 which had a great influence on the subsequent
video coding algorithms.
Following the influence of H.261 on video coding techniques, ITU and ISO joint and
introduced some video standards such as H.262/MPEG2-part 2 in 1995, H.263 in 1998 which
was a low bit-rate compression technique for video conferencing and H.264/MPEG4-Part
10-AVC in 2003 [Wiegand et al., 2003]. The joint committee is known as Joint Video Team
(JVT) from 2003 which dedicatedly supports the H.264/MPEG4-Part 10-AVC.
The latest product of the Joint Video Team is named High Efficiency Video Coding
(HEVC) [Sullivan et al., 2012], which is a combination of MPEG-H and H.265. The joint
Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC) is the dedicated committee for developing
the (HEVC) standard.
Outside the ITU and ISO standardisation process, there are some other video formats that
have become standards or de-facto standards. VC-1 is a video CODEC (COder-DECoder)
introduced by Microsoft in 2006 and has been standardized by Society of Motion Pictures
and Television Engineers (SMPTE). VC-1 is also known as Windows Media Video (WMV).
VP8 and WebP are other examples for video and image format introduced by Google in 2008
and 2010 respectively. The coding algorithm used by these video standards are very similar
to H.264 and can be considered as an alternative to the H.264/MPEG4-Part 10-AVC.
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2.2 Image and video processing in the H.26x compressed domain
There exists some operations in general areas as well as some tasks with more specific objec-
tives which has been performed successfully in the compressed domain. As explained in the
earlier sections, the most common coding standards for image and video signals are DCT
(Discrete Cosine Transform) block-based, therefore, most of the areas are designed based
on the DC (the most top left component in DCT matrix which is the most important fre-
quency component) and AC (the rest of the DCT components) coefficients 1. However, with
respect to the advanced compression techniques used in H.26x, the focus on operations and
applications in this section is on the H.26x compression standards.
2.2.1 Transcoding
Due to varieties of client devices and heterogeneity in multimedia networks, transcoding im-
age and video signal is a must and can be performed in the compressed domain. Video/image
transcoders can be divided into two categories as follows:
• Homogeneous Transcoding: This type of transcoders can produce output stream with
the same encoding standard of the input but perform alteration in spatial and temporal
resolution by resizing the frames, frame dropping and mixing streams in video signals.
Mixing HEVC video streams is proposed by Amon et al. [2012] in the compressed
domain. They focus on avoiding intra- and inter-prediction mismatch by the help of
temporal prediction.
• Heterogeneous Transcoding: Also known as inter-transform converters. This type of
1Explained in more detail in Appendix A
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transcoders provide conversions between video signals with different video compres-
sion standards. An H.264/AVC to HEVC transcoding is introduced by Peixoto et al.
[2014] which is designed based on dynamic thresholding as well as content modelling.
Another transcoder between H.264/AVC and HEVC is introduced by Peixoto et al.
[2013] which is designed based on mode mapping. Yuan et al. [2017] proposed a fast
H.264/AVC to HEVC transcoding method. Their method is based on a coding unit in
the HEVC encoding procedure and checks its performance by the decoded information
from H.264/AVC bit stream. The coding unit size and corresponding prior statistical
knowledge are used for proposing the depth and modes of coding unit and prediction
unit respectively.
2.2.2 Caption detection and localization
Detecting and localizing captions are mostly used in video processing because the text is
closely related to the video content and can be used for content-based video analysis and
retrieval. However, with respect to wide use of mobile devices, there are some recent research
for caption detection on mobile images. Integer DCT of key frames is used for H.264/AVC
video text detection by Qian et al. [2014]. Gradient difference is another approach for text
localization in the compressed domain which is recently introduced by Shekar and Smitha
[2015]. Their method is based on the edge information in a multilevel 2-D wavelet transform
domain. Text detection and localization in JPEG mobile images are introduced by Kim et al.
[2014]. Their system is designed based on the borders delimitation of the text regions in the
DCT domain. Chen and Su [2018] proposed a novel algorithm to extract multilingual captions
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from video. Their approach is based on the analysis of spatio-temporal slices of video. By
integrating the extracted structure information, the spatial and temporal positions of video
captions can be located accurately.
2.2.3 Shot detection
Shot detection is a considerable task in video analysis and widely used in the compressed
domain. A shot is consisting of an uninterrupted series of frames which are related to the
same subject and have been captured in the same camera view. Different techniques are
proposed for this purpose. The technique proposed by Arman et al. [1994] is based on a
normalised inner product of consecutive I-frames. In another approach introduced by Zheng
et al. [2012], a series of DC images of I-frames is constructed and the difference between
two consecutive frames will be calculated by integrating grid-mapping dynamic window,
colour moments and spatial distribution entropy of colours. Zhang et al. [2014] introduced
a shot segmentation technique for H.264 videos. Their proposed system is performed by
taking into account basic encoding information such as the length of the group of pictures
(GOP) and the types of macro blocks. Bi et al. [2018] proposed a new framework based
on Dynamic Mode Decomposition for shot boundary detection. This technique can extract
several temporal foreground modes and one temporal background mode, hence it can be used
for shot boundaries when the amplitude changes sharply.
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2.2.4 Object recognition
There are a few techniques in the compressed domain for object detection in general and
face recognition and human actions in particular. Video surveillance is one of the applica-
tions of object detection in the compressed domain. A fast method introduced by Sukmarg
and Rao [2000] for the MPEG compressed domain is based on using colour clustering, region
merging, background and foreground classification, and pixel edge extraction. These features
are extracted from the blocks of the objects in the compressed MPEG stream. Ship detec-
tion has attracted noticeable research interests for applications such as security and traffic
control. Recent work for ship detection by Tang et al. [2015] is based on using wavelet coef-
ficients extracted from JPEG2000 compressed domain. Their method utilises a deep neural
network (DNN) and an extreme learning machine (ELM) combined with the wavelet coeffi-
cients. Mazumdar et al. [2017] proposed an interactive application in order to detect objects
from videos. Their method is based on a sequential frame extraction and also deep learning
approach of Convolutional Neural Networks along with Fully Connected Neural Networks.
Their method gives an average accuracy of 77%.
2.2.5 Digital watermarking
Digital watermarking is the electronic version of traditional watermarking which used for doc-
ument intellectual property rights. It is a kind of hidden digital signature which is embedded
in the multimedia content for the purpose of authentication. A comprehensive overview on
different aspects of mechanisms and techniques for information security is provided by Shih
[2017] in Digital watermarking and steganography: fundamentals and techniques. Water-
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marking is generally used for copyright protection and from this aspect, can have similar
applications with the digital copy detection. Some of the watermarking techniques are de-
signed for the compressed domain. The technique introduced by Lu [2002] is a DCT based
method. His work is based on the concept of communications with side information by using
mean filtering to formalize the problems of watermark embedding and extraction. There are
some more advanced techniques for watermarking in the H.264 video streams [Noorkami and
Mersereau, 2005; Xue et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012]. The focus of Noorkami and Mersereau
[2005] is the security of watermarking by randomness in the location. They use DC coeffi-
cients of 4×4 blocks and generate a public key and embed it in the AC coefficients of I-frames.
The focus of Xue et al. [2012] is minimising error propagation due to the watermarking pro-
cess by precise analysis of the dependency relation among the macroblocks. A technique for
hiding 3-D information (depth map) into an H.264 compressed video is introduced by Wang
et al. [2012] by a reversible watermarking method. They hide the 3-D information in the
quantized DCT domain and utilised a bit-shift operation for watermarking. Their method
does not affect the quality of the video and is very efficient in size. Reed and Brundage [2018]
proposed a method to embed and detect multiple different digital watermarks in the colour
channels of multiple image frames. Reed and Brundage [2018] proposed a method to embed
and detect multiple different digital watermarks in the colour channels of multiple image
frames.
For HDTV broadcasting, DVD and high-speed internet service, a robust watermarking
method in the compressed domain is introduced by Lee et al. [2012]. Their method is robust
against video processing attacks such as downscaling resolution, frame-rate changing, and
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transcoding which most of the watermarking techniques cannot handle them. Their method
is based on extracting low-frequency components.
2.2.6 Steganography (information hiding)
Steganography is a technique to transfer secret messages over digital communication plat-
forms, in another word, the art of hiding data. Although the techniques used for steganogra-
phy may similar to the watermarking, their applications are different. The recent application
of steganography is in governmental internet security, whereas the watermarking is mostly
used for intellectual property rights.
Kasana et al. [2014] introduced a steganography technique for JPEG2000 compressed
images which is based on histogram shifting of the wavelet coefficients. H.264/AVC is widely
used for information hiding by modulating the prediction 4×4 luma blocks which is very
time-saving technique. A real-time information hiding method is introduced by Liao et al.
[2012]. Their method is based on embedding the information in the 4×4 blocks during
encoding process (CAVLC) which has very low computational cost. Another research for
H.264/AVC in this context is provided by Li et al. [2013] for detecting information hiding.
Their method is based on detecting the correlation changes among 4×4 luma blocks of an
I-frame. Their detection accuracy is more than 90% when the embedding rate is larger
than 25%. Suttichaiya et al. [2017] proposed an alternative approach to video steganography
by exploiting the Least Significant Bit in the binary stream. Their main contribution is
incorporating a colour detection technique to optimize steganographic performance. The
results showed that it could conceal text, image, audio, and video data within non-secret
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streams. In this study, Peak Signal to Noise Ratio was used to assess its performance.
2.2.7 Key-frame extraction and thumbnail generation
Key-frame extraction techniques are generally similar to the shot detection methods which
both are among the most crucial applications of the content-based video processing. Key-
frame extraction algorithms are generally designed based on texture analysis, motion vector
analysis or significant DC changes, from the compressed domain. A real-time algorithm is
introduced by Calic and Izuierdo [2002], which is based on analysing the statistics of the
macroblock features extracted from an MPEG compressed stream. A recent method which
is similar to the previous work and is based on statistical analysis of DC coefficients of the
macroblock is introduced by Wang [2012] for MPEG videos. A simple yet efficient method for
thumbnail generation from H.264/AVC is introduced by Kim et al. [2011]. They utilise the
integer DCT coefficients of intra-prediction residual. By applying a re-scaling operation of
inverse quantisation and finally perform intra-prediction on the DCT coefficients, they gen-
erate the thumbnail images. If we consider image storyboard generation as another aspect of
the thumbnail generation, an interesting method on H.264/AVC is introduced by Dong et al.
[2012]. They designed a real-time method based on information of the both compressed and
pixel domain. They utilised the compressed domain information for visual content repre-
sentation, video structuring, and candidate frame selection then by fusing both compressed
domain and pixel domain information, they reduce the redundancy in the candidate repre-
sentative frames. The compressed domain information exploited in their method includes:
motion vectors, DCT coefficients and prediction modes of 4×4 blocks and the number of bits
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consumed for 16×16 blocks. Shi et al. [2017] proposed a two stage method based on frame
difference with low level features, including colour and structure. The first stage is based
on colour characteristic difference between adjacent frames and the second stage analyses
structural characteristic differences between them. Their method compared with the previ-
ous methods has advantages in computational complexity and robustness on several video
formats and resolutions.
2.2.8 Texture analysis
Texture analysis was also conducted in the compressed domain and in modern video codecs.
Generally hybrid coding techniques are utilised to remove spatial and temporal redundancy.
One approach is to encode visually relevant information and use a different coding method
for “perceptually insignificant” regions in the frame. Chen et al. [2018] introduce a texture
analyser before encoding the input sequences to identify details of irrelevant texture regions
in the frame using convolutional neural networks. They show that for many standard test
sets, their proposed method achieved significant data rate reductions. A texture-based im-
age retrieval introduced by Yadav et al. [2014] for medical images. They utilised compressed
domain features because of offering more efficient search in the huge size of medical image
databases. Their method is based on compressive sampling with the help of DC coefficients.
A wavelet-based texture method for image retrieval was introduced by Xiong and Huang
[2002]. They suggested a high memory efficient method. Their feature is the variance of each
wavelet sub-band in the JPEG2000 compressed images and their emphasised that sub-bands
were not buffered to maintain memory efficiency. For video retrieval, Deng and Manjunath
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[1997] utilised colour, texture and motion estimation from MPEG video. The texture in-
formation in their multidimensional feature structure, extracted by adopting Gabor texture
feature.
H.264/AVC advanced intra-prediction techniques also attracted the interest of researchers
for texture analysis. Zargari et al. [2007; 2010] proposed a texture analysis method based on I-
frame intra-prediction modes. Their method is based on a histogram of the prediction modes
as a texture descriptor of compressed I-frames. Since their method is based on independent
I-Frames, it has the potential to be used either for H.264/AVC coded video analysis or I-
frame based coded image retrieval, such as advanced image coding. Zargari et al. research
has a great importance to the current research as the proposed descriptors for the CCD task,
in this research, are inspired by their both works.
2.3 TRECVID
In 1992, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and U.S. Department
of Defense, introduced the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC). The main goal of TREC was
supporting research in information retrieval community. However, the main purpose of the
TREC Video Retrieval Evaluation (TRECVID) is promoting content-based video analysis
and retrieval. TRECVID tries to model the real world situations involved with video retrieval.
For the same reason, there exist a variety of video retrieval tasks in the history of TRECVID
from 2003, including video copy detection, which is the topic of the current research.
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2.3.1 Content-based Copy Detection (CCD)
Video copy detection in the compressed domain has been of interest to multimedia re-
searchers. Efficiency is among important challenges in this task and Over et al. [2012] showed
in TRECVID 2011 this issue appeared more clearly compared to the 2010 results. The main
objective of all these compressed-domain based research is searching efficiency which is due
to the large size of the multimedia datasets. Content-based Copy Detection also was known
as query by video clip. Researchers looked at this task from different technical perspectives.
Content-based Copy Detection is known as CCD in TRECVID. CCD is an alternative to
video watermarking. The goal of this task in TRECVID is finding distorted video segments
in a video collection containing undistorted shots among other shots in different videos.
A typical CCD task can be categorised into the following sub-tasks which will be discussed
in the following chapters:
• Feature Extraction,
• Feature Matching (Similarity Measures) and
• Localisation (alignment) Method.
The most challenging technical issue in CCD task is the visual distortion. The fundamen-
tal difference between a copy in CCD task and the concept of similarity in Content-Based
Video Retrieval (CBVR) is that a copy of a video is not just an identical copy of video seg-
ments, but rather a transformed video sequence [Law-To et al., 2007]. The copied segments
are affected by different types of audio and visual distortion. This is an important technical
issue in CCD task that affects the query videos. TRECVID uses the term, transformation
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to denote audio/visual distortions. TRECVID evaluate the performance of CCD systems in
complicated situation generated by 8 visual (morphological) and 7 audio transformations.
Contributors in CCD task are allowed to design their systems based on either audio or visual
or even both descriptors. As the objective of the current research is introducing a novel
visual descriptor, the details related to audio are discarded in the current research. The set
of morphological transformations used in CCD task are as follows:
• T1: Simulated camcording.
• T2: Picture in picture (Type 1: the original video is inserted in front of a background
video).
• T3: Insertions of pattern.
• T4: Compression effect.
• T5: Change of gamma.
• T6: Decrease in quality.
• T8: Post-production.
• T10: Random.
To cope with all of these morphological transformations, researchers use a wide range of local
and global descriptors as well as different techniques to enable them to offer discriminative
results on all of them. The scope of the current research is on content-preserving or non-
geometric visual transformations (T3, T4, T5 and T6) which is the functional scope of global
visual descriptors.
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The TRECVID dataset used for CCD task consists of 1608 video segments in the query-
set. Queries collection consists of transformed videos with the total size of 21 GB, 32 hours.
The dataset collection consisting of 11200 videos. The total size of the dataset is 100 GB,
400 hours of short internet clips.
Query video segments can be found totally or partially among the video collection. The
result is a ranked list of collection video id’s for each video-query which also shows the
boundaries of the copied segment.
The main performance metrics used in CCD task [Over et al., 2011] are as follows:
• Minimal Normalised Detection Cost Rate (min-NDCR)
• Copy location accuracy (mean F1)
• Copy detection processing time (mean processing time (sec.))
The details of the video collections used in the current research and their performance mea-
sures are discussed in Chapter 3. CCD was among TRECVID tasks from 2008 to 2011.
2.3.2 Overview of other TRECVID tasks
To evaluate content-based video processing algorithms, TRECVID provides a variety of other
tasks apart from CCD. The following is a very brief overview of the other TRECVID tasks.
• Shot Boundary Determination: Detecting the start and end time slice of each shot
in a video stream (2003 to 2007).
• Story Segmentation: Based on manual story boundary annotation used for the
second phase of the Topic Detection and Tracking research project (TDT-2) (2003 to
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2004).
• Low-level Feature Extraction: Detecting camera motions (2005).
• High-level Feature Extraction: Detecting semantic features, in contrary to the
low-level features; concepts such as “Indoor/Outdoor”, “People” and “Speech” (2005
to 2009).
• Search: Modelling a typical individual search, who is looking for video segments which
contain specific persons or objects or locations, et cetera (2003 to 2009).
• Semantic Indexing (SIN): Automatically assigning tags to the visual or multimodal
content of video segments (2010-2015).
• Known Item Search (KIS): Modelling a video search situation in which a person
knows some information about a video and knows the video exists in a video collection
and wants to find it (2010 to 2012).
• Surveillance Event Detection (SED): Detecting human behaviours in a surveil-
lance video collection (2015 to current).
• Instance Search (INS): Finding video segments that contain a certain object, or
person or place, given a visual query (2015 to current).
• Multimedia Event Recounting (MER): Analysing the presence of the evidence by
producing the evidence recounting in a dataset of video clips (2012 to 2014).
• Multimedia Event Detection (MED): Automated content understanding of a wide
range of videos (2015 to current).
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• Video Hyperlinking (LNK): Evaluating the properties of given multimodal anchors
for use in video hyperlinking purposes (2015 to current).
• Video to Text Description (VTT): Automatic annotation of videos using natural
language text descriptions (2016 to current).
• Video Localization (LOC): Precisely localise the presence of the concept instances
in the video stream (new version of SIN) (2015 to current).
• Ad-hoc Video Search (AVS): Modelling the end user that is searching for segments
of video containing persons, objects, activities, locations, et cetera (new version of SIN)
(2016 to current).
2.4 Visual features
Visual features are information extracted from an image or frame. What features are useful
depends on the application. They can be extracted from pixels such as colour, or from the
compressed domain such as DCT and the proposed IPM-based features. If the extracted
information represents interest points (key points or salient points) it is known as a local
feature. Conversely, if the information describes the image or a subsection of an image as a
whole, it is known as a global feature.
Global or local features, after extraction, should be summarised and stored in an ap-
propriate structure, such as a histogram, to construct a vector which represents the image
information. This vector is known as a feature vector or feature descriptor.
The complexity of features is a factor that can help us to categorise them. Consider
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two example features: colour and intensity. Because of their simplicity of extraction, neither
colour nor intensity needs a feature detector and these features can be extracted and stored
directly in a feature descriptor such as a colour histogram. However, local features are more
complicated and first need to get detected by feature detectors, then stored in a vector to
create a feature descriptor. SIFT and SURF are two examples of this kind of local feature.
The feature detector for these two features is blob detection based on Difference of Gaussians
(DoG), and each feature descriptor is a histogram of gradient orientation.
An overview of visual feature detectors and descriptors used in image/video processing
are introduced in this section. Audio features can also be used for video CCD task but
because of the scope of this thesis they are not considered in this research.
2.4.1 Visual feature detectors
For complex visual features, detecting features is the primary and compulsory step in con-
structing feature descriptors. The feature detection process directly corresponds to locating
significant points and regions in image/frame content. These features are visual attributes
that generally constitute an object, such as lines, corners and edges, in an image.
Feature detection is a low-level operation and usually is among the first steps in image
or video processing in either the pixel or compressed domain. Major feature detection can
be classified into four groups [Bernal et al., 2010], that are as follows:
• Edge Detectors
• Corner Detectors
• Blob Detectors
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Detector Class Method
Edge Detector
Gradient-based, Canny Edge Detector
Gaussian Kernel-based(Prewitt, Roberts, Sobel)
Corner Detector
Moravec, Phase Congruency, SUSAN
Harris-based(Harris, H-laplace, H-affine, Shi-Tomasi)
FAST, High-speed Corner Detector
Blob Detector
Gray-level Blob, MSER, PCBR
Gaussian (Difference of G., Laplacian, Laplacian of G.)
Hessian (Determinant of H., H. Laplace, H. Affine)
Region Detector
Salient Region Detector
Intensity Extrema-based Region Detector
Table 2.1: Feature detector classes and methods.
• Region Detectors
The objects of each class can be extracted based on different methods. Table 2.1 shows the
classification of feature descriptors and the well known existing methods in each class.
2.4.2 Visual feature vectors (descriptors)
The result of feature detector, either they are in form of points of interest or key points,
or region of interest, they should be accumulated and described in an appropriate format
and by a specific algorithm. This is the role of feature vectors, which are also known as
feature descriptors. Extracting the features from all the objects in datasets provides a series
of feature descriptors that can be compared to each other by a proper distance measure to
perform object recognition or similarity detection.
The existing algorithms in feature descriptor can be divided into four main classes [Bernal
et al., 2010] as follows:
• Shape Descriptors (contour-based, regional-based)
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Descriptors Class Method
Shape Descriptors Simple descriptors, Convex Hull, Shape Signature,
(Colour-based,global) Scale-space, Wavelet, Fourier, MBC-based
Shape Descriptors Chain code, Polygon decomposition, Shape invariants,
(Colour-based,structural) Shape context, Chamfer, Blurred shape model
Shape Descriptors Zernike moments, Shape matrix, Grid-based,
(Region-based,global) ARP, ART, Delaunay
Shape Descriptors Skeleton calculation
(Region-based,structural)
Colour Descriptors
Dominant colour, Mean grey value, Hue,
MPEG7 colour desc., Opponent colour SIFT,
Normalised RGB Histogram, CCCI, CBOR
Texture Descriptors
SIFT, GLOH, SURF, Gabor filter, Haar,
Edge Histogram, Radon transform, Hough transform,
Dissociated dipoles, MPEG7 texture descriptor,
Local binary patterns, Co-occurrence matrix
Steerable filters, GIH, RIFT
Motion Descriptors Optical flow, angular circular local motion, ART
Table 2.2: Feature descriptors classes, sub-classes and their methods.
• Colour Descriptors
• Texture Descriptors
• Motion Descriptors
Table 2.2 represents the methods of each class of the feature descriptors. Tables 2.3 and 2.4
shows the feature descriptors used by TRECVID contributors in CCD task in 2010 and 2011
respectively. Analysing the content of these two tables with the feature descriptor classes
represented in Table 2.2 reveals that most of the contributors in CCD task in 2010 and 2011
were using texture descriptors (14 items using SIFT and SURF methods), colour descriptors
(11 items using RGB and intensity based methods) or combination of these two type of
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descriptors.
Contributor (2010) Set of Utilised Descriptors
AT-T SIFT
Brno University Bag of Visual Words (BoW)
BUPT-MCPRL SIFT, HSV Correlogram
IBM
SIFTogram (Bag of Visual Words)
GIST, RGB Correlogram
INRIA
Hessian-affine regions
CS-LBP (Local Binary Patterns)
ITU
Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF)
Binary Hashes
KDDI labs Local SIFT, Global SIFT
NII Audio features only
Nanjing University SURF, Colour Correlogram
Academia Sinica Difference of Gaussian (DoG)
NTNU Dot Plot (proposed method)
PKU-IDM Intensity DCT, SIFT, SURF
PRISMA Edge, Intensity, RGB Histograms
RISTU
colour Histogram(RGB,HSV)
Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix(GLCM)
GIST, SIFT, Edge Histogram
Telefonica Research DART(Proposed local feature)
THU-IMG SURF
VIREO
SIFT (Hamming Embedding), SR-PE
EWGC (Geometric Verification)
2D-HT (Hough Transform)
Table 2.3: CCD task contributors in 2010 and the combination of their utilised descriptors.
The reason for using texture and colour descriptors is that they are robust against dif-
ferent types of visual transformation used in CCD task. Colour-based descriptors are the
good choice for content-preserving transformations (T3, T4, T5, T6) [Gupta et al., 2011;
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Contributor (2011) Set of Utilised Descriptors
AT-T SIFT
Brno University RGB-SIFT, SURF
BUPT-MCPRL
SIFT, LBP Histogram
colour Correlogram
CRIM Regional Average RGB Pixel Values
FTO LABS SIFT, SVM classifier
Osaka University SIFT, Hash-based method
INRIA SIFT, SVM classifier
IUPR-DFKI
SIFT (BoW), EWGC,SR-PE,2D-HT)
HE (Hamming Embedding)
KDDI LABS 2D DCT
NTT Laboratories
Coarsely-quantized Area Matching(CAM)
Regional Average RGB Pixel Values
PKU-IDM Dense colour SIFT, 2D DCT
PRISMA Edge, Intensity, RGB Histograms
RMIT Intensity Histogram, Correlogram
Telefonica Research
DART( Proposed feature) (local)
Edge, RGB Histogram
Tokushima University Audio features only
UQMSG
Local Binary Patterns (LBP) Histogram
HSV colour Histogram
Table 2.4: CCD task contributors in 2011 and the combination of their utilised descriptors.
2012] especially when they are used regional on segmented frames. CRIM method, which is
selected as the baseline in this thesis, acquired the best performance in content-preserving
transformations in 2011 TRECVID/CCD task. CRIM extracts and segments all the frames
in the video stream. Their proposed feature is based on normalised-average RGB on 16
equal and non-overlapped square segments of frames. The CRIM method will be described
in detail in Chapter 4.
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Although the global descriptors are not robust against geometric transformations, how-
ever, with applying some preprocessing phases, it is possible to moderate their drawback in
this group of transformations. Preprocessing techniques such as rotate and zoom, flip and
mirror should be applied before extracting the features.
Texture descriptors are intrinsically robust in content-altering transformations (T1, T2,
T8 and T10) which is due to their local feature characteristics. Local features extract in-
terest points instead of global information provided by global descriptors. SIFT and SURF
are widely used in CCD as texture descriptors but they are not effective on some content-
preserving transformations such as strong re-encoding distortions in T4, severe gama change
in T5 and also not discriminative enough in T6 due to using a combination of transfor-
mations. Texture descriptors such as SIFT and SURF are also suffering from severe time
consuming which is significant in video processing and can affect mean processing searching
time negatively due to extracting the query features in real-time. Groups which showing the
best results on content-preserving transformations, such as IBM and AT-T, utilising SIFT
or similar local feature descriptors.
Applying preprocessing techniques and investigating the effect of local features is not
considered in the current thesis. However, the proposed feature elements have potential to
extract local information and can be considered in the future work of the research.
Using audio signal, blob detectors and compressed domain features are also among the
list of used descriptors. Compressed domain-based descriptors used in CCD task are limited
to DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) and utilised in 3 systems in 2010 and 2011. Although
these descriptors, are efficient enough to intrigue some groups for utilising them but due
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to the lack of overall discriminative results, they should be used in combination with other
visual descriptors. The main objective of the current research is utilising the efficiency of
the compressed domain features as well as offering discriminative results in the presence of
content-preserving visual distortions, by introducing a novel descriptor. An overview of the
video compression operations and the relationship of the proposed method with the technique
used in H.264 will be introduced in the following sections.
2.5 History of research in CCD
As mentioned by Liu et al. [2013], the exponential growth of online videos, along with user
involvement in video activities, encourages research to improve the efficiency and effectiveness
of near-duplicate video retrieval algorithms. Utilising machine learning and convolution
neural network (CNN) in CCD and video retrieval tasks are among the solutions for this
phenomenon and are becoming more common in recent years. Recent research has utilised
CNN for local and global features on the pixel and compressed domain. The purpose of
CNN-based methods has been improving the effectiveness in huge and adverse real-world
datasets, however some of the research shows they have improved the efficiency as well.
Moreover to the previous work, Liu et al. [2018] proposed a fast searching strategy using
inverted files for a fingerprint-based video copy detection system. They test the performance
of their proposed method on a subset of 500 videos from TRECVID (2011) dataset. In their
approach, fingerprint matching is only based on simple table-look-up and word counting
operations. The accuracy of their method in its best configuration is above 95%. Their
searching time, excluding the fingerprint extraction, is 3.48 seconds.
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Except for the very primary methods, image-based CCD research can be categorized into
two major approaches:
• Research in the pixel domain and
• Research in the compressed domain.
Due to the lack of robust visual features, the primary approaches in video copy detection was
based on length of the video segments. [Indyk et al., 1999] introduced a video comparator
method for copy detection which was based on the timing of shot boundaries. This model
was effective only when the signature is provided for the whole movies. Short clips could not
be detected in such approach.
In the pixel domain, using global descriptors for video processing was first introduced by
Mohan [1998] in an ordinal approach and then Hampapur et al. [2001] introduced a CCD
method based on colour and spatio-temporal structure. Global descriptors are still widely
used due to their low computational costs. Extensive literature exists on using local features
based on extraction interest-points from pixel domain, for CCD task. As can be seen in
Tables 2.3 and 2.4, SIFT and SURF were used by many TRECVID/CCD contributors in
the last two years of this task in TRECVID.
Wang et al. [2017] introduced a method based on CNN and sparse coding. They extracted
CNN features from densely sampled video frames and encode them in a fixed length vector by
sparse coding method. The advantages of their method is compact feature vector, regardless
of the sample size as well as discriminative results. Kordopatis-Zilos et al. [2017] utilised
CNN on global video features. Their method is based on a layer-based feature aggregation
scheme. Guzman-Zavaleta and Feregrino-Uribe [2018] approach is based on reinforcement
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learning techniques. It is a real-time method for partial video copy detection with minimum
2-seconds length. This method utilises low-cost global descriptors in combination with a
decision strategy adapted from a reinforcement learning technique.
As mentioned briefly in the introduction, the current research follows the compressed
domain-based solutions for CCD. Due to the importance of the compressed domain in the
current research, The previous section was dedicated to the methods and applications in this
context.
Compressed domain approach for video identification was introduced by Oostveen et al.
[2002]. They introduced video fingerprinting for similarity detection rather than concep-
tual similarity of the video objects. Their approach was based on block-based Discrete Co-
sine Transform (DCT) coefficients from MPEG-2 luminance plane. Utilising block based
DCT features were followed by other research to provide more robust and efficient fea-
tures. Cos¸kun and Sankur [2004] proposed a robust feature based on 3D-DCT and Xu et al.
[2009] and Coskun et al. [2006] proposed a sole DCT-based robust descriptor for video copy
detection. The method suggested by Yuan et al. [2005] is based on combining spatio-temporal
features and colour range information from MPEG stream. Their system is robust against
colour shifting and compression effects. A hash-based video sketch is used by Yan et al.
[2008] for offering more efficient computation in sequence similarity on MPEG videos. Their
method focused on optimising the CPU cost and memory usage in order to handle multiple
continuous queries simultaneously. Zhang et al. [2009] utilise a two-level hierarchical detection
scheme.
Ordinal DCT coefficients were adopted as a visual feature. An inverted index struc-
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ture was also utilised to accelerate the detection process which was the main objective in
their research. Li et al. [2010] and Jiang et al. [2011] proposed a two core technique for
TRECVID/CCD task in 2010. One is a multimodal audio-visual (global and local) feature,
to make their method robust against a wide range of TRECVID/CCD transformations. The
second technique used by Li et al. [2010] was named sequential pyramid matching which was
improved by Jiang et al. [2011] and called temporal pyramid matching which fuses frame-level
search results to sequence-level matching results. Another contributor of TRECVID/CCD
in 2011 which utilised compressed domain data was Uchida et al. [2011]. Their work focused
on non-geometric transformations based on global visual features constructed by DCT. DCT
is still widely used due to its robust and efficient properties for video similarity detection.
Yang et al. [2018] proposed a method utilising CNN on the compressed domain features.
They proposed a new way of using Motion Vector Imaging for CCD task. They first extract
motion vector from a compressed video, and then project them onto a canvas to generate a
Motion Vector Imaging which contains detail motion information. Based on these vectors,
a Siamese deep neural network is utilized to train on pairs from dataset and one side of
the network is applied to extract features. Finally, a cascade system using Motion Vector
Imaging model and I frames is used to do fast copy detection. Their method can achieve
high recall and precision rates at a high speed.
Due to the complexity of the problem, some solutions are based on multiple cues from
both pixel and compressed domain. Ku¨c¸u¨ktunc¸ et al. [2010] utilise the concept of blocks of
pixels in the pixel domain, called Colour Structure Descriptor (CSD), and DCT coefficients
from the compressed domain. Li et al. [2010] and Jiang et al. [2011] utilise a combination of
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SIFT features and DCT coefficients for TRECVID/CCD task in 2010 and 2011.
Table 2.3 and 2.4 show the combination of descriptors used by CCD contributors in 2010
and 2011, the latest two years of CCD task in TRECVID. As can be seen, most of the
contributors using multiple visual features as well as audio features.
As can be seen in Table 2.3 and 2.4, except two contributors that utilised audio features
only, the rest of the contributors used an individual or a range of visual descriptors. There
is not any absolute theory to show us which types of features are certainly relevant to a
specific problem [Bernal et al., 2010]. A proper understanding of the problem and a cor-
rect observation of the given dataset is the only way that can lead us to utilise a group of
techniques and discard others. The variety of techniques used by CCD task contributors,
actually reveals that their observations to the given material or the scope of their target, in
terms of transformations, are varied. The 8 types of visual transformations used in the CCD
video collection are discussed in details in the next chapter.
2.6 Summary
Dimensionality of video processing tasks can be reduced in the compressed-domain process-
ing. This processing requires less memory space due to no need for full decompression of the
video signal as well as lower computational cost because of utilising pre-calculated informa-
tion stored in the file. In this thesis we utilise these benefits by extracting visual features
from the compressed video H.264/AVC.
This chapter began with a brief history of image and video compression standards to rep-
resent the position of H.264/AVC among existing video standards. Two appendices contain
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more technical details. Appendix A is dedicated to still image encoding and DCT, DC and
AC components and Appendix B for providing detailed video encoding procedure.
As the major content of the current research is conducted in the compressed domain, a
concise yet comprehensive list of compressed domain tasks has been provided in this chapter
including CCD. The TRECVID/CCD task was introduced in detail as well as an overview
of the other TRECVID tasks. TRECVID/CCD visual transformations and the scope of the
current research, dataset specification and performance measures, that were briefly covered
in this chapter, will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.
Finally, the types of visual feature detectors and descriptors used in content-based pro-
cessing, as well as in the last two years of the TRECVID/CCD task (2010 and 2011), and
the history of research in this field were considered.
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Research Methodology
To address the research questions identified in Chapter 1, we introduce the methodology used
in this research to make it clear and replicable. The methodology has been categorised into
the following four major sections to address the research questions and scope of the research:
• Types of visual transformation
To answer the research questions we firstly need to know the types of visual trans-
formations used in TRECVID/CCD task. Section 3.1 presents how to categorise the
visual transformations to differentiate the content-preserving versus content-altering
(geometric) transformations as well as individual versus combined transformations.
• Video collections
Having data collection to experiment the efficiency and effectiveness is a must. The
two scenarios of data collection used in the current thesis are introduced in Section 3.2.
• Analysing the results
To analyse the efficiency and effectiveness of the results, more specifically to answer
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the third and fourth research questions, we need to compare performance measures.
Two groups of performance measures, appropriate for each data collection, are provided
following the description of each video collection.
• Research scope and limitations
The functional scope of the research is limited to a category of visual transformations.
We explain what is this scope and the reason for such limitation in Section 3.3.
3.1 Visual transformations
Detecting the exact copy of a video is a straightforward task in CCD and all types of de-
scriptors can offer effective results. However, even in such simple condition, the size of the
dataset can impact the effectiveness due to the higher probability of the similar distances
among non-similar image/frames. Copy detection is a process which is dealing considerably
with different morphological transformations.
Some transformations simply modify the whole content of the image without adding or
deleting any content to it. Such transformations are known as non-geometric or content-
preserving transformations. Strong re-encoding, brightness/contrast (linear and non-linear
or gamma (γ) change) are among these transformations. However, in other transformations,
known as geometric or content-altering transformations, the content of the image will be
changed by scaling, inserting or deleting parts of an image.
Both geometric and non-geometric transformations are used in the TRECVID/CCD task.
Table 3.1 describes the different transformations used in TRECVID 2011. Figure 3.1 and
Table 3.1 demonstrate the visual transformations used in TRECVID/CCD 2011 with their
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T1 T2 T3 T6 T4 T5 T8 T10 
Geometric 
Transformations 
Non-geometric 
Transformations 
Individual Transformations Combined Transformations 
Original 
Frame 
Figure 3.1: Types of visual transformations used in TRECVID/CCD 2010 and 2011. T8 and
T10 are among combined transformations that mostly consist of content-altering distortions.
morphological categories. T1 is an automatic transformation of the query to simulate
manual camcording. T2 is the picture in picture type 1 (smaller size of the main video is
inserted on a background video). In T3 a pattern in the form of logo, text or subtitle is
inserted on the original video. T4 is generated by strong re-encoding of the query video. T5
is related to brightness and contrast changes. In linear brightness/contrast changes, all the
pixels intensity are affected similarly, brighter (expansion) or darker (compression). However,
in the non-linear change of brightness/contrast with different gamma (γ), the amount of
changes are not equal for all the pixels. T5 consists of both linear and non-linear change of
gamma (γ)(expansion and compression). All these transformations (T1 to T5) are generated
by a fixed, individual transform on the original video.
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Distortion Distortion Transformation
ID
Category Type Description
Individual
Geometric or Simulated cam-cording T1
Content-altering Picture in picture T2
Non-geometric Insertions of pattern T3
or Strong Re-encoding T4
Content-preserving Change of gamma T5
Combined
Mostly Non-geometric Decrease in quality T6
Mostly Geometric Post production T8
Random Random T10
Table 3.1: Visual transformations used in TRECVID 2010 and 2011 for CCD task. Func-
tionality scope of global descriptors includes T3, T4, T5, and T6. T6 is a combined trans-
formation.
T6, T8, and T10 are including a set of randomly selected transformations. T6 and T8
include a combination of a random selection of 3 transformations from a set. The set for
T6 contains the following transformations: frame dropping, compression (T4), ratio, change
of gamma (T5), blur, contrast and white noise. Whereas the set of transformations for
T8 include: crop, shift, contrast, caption (text insertion), flip (vertical mirroring), pattern
insertion (T3) and Picture in Picture type 2 (the original video is in the background of
another video). T10 randomly selects just 1 transformation from T2 to T8.
Visual morphological transformations can be categorised based on different approaches.
Considering the content of the video, some types of visual transformations simply modify
the whole content of the image without changing the object’s location or pixel coordinates.
Such transformations are known as non-geometric or content-preserving transformations.
Brightness/contrast and gamma change are among these transformations, also known as a
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photometric distortion.
Conversely, in other types of transformation, which are named geometric or content-
altering transformations, the overall content of the image will remain intact, but pixel coor-
dinates will be affected. Scaling, rotation, and translation are among these types of transfor-
mations. Both types of these morphological transformations are used in the TRECVID/CCD
task as can be seen in the transformation list. Combined transformations consist of a com-
bination of morphological as well as some non-morphological distortions such as frame drop-
ping.
3.2 Video collection scenarios
To evaluate the performance of any novel feature descriptor, a standard reference dataset,
a query-set and state-of-the-art baselines are required. The target dataset of the current
research has been the TRECVID/CCD 2011 collection, which is the latest standard refer-
ence collection for CCD task. This collection has been used in experiments conducted in
Chapter 6 for final comparison of the proposed descriptors and the baseline based on the
TRECVID/CCD performance measures.
A pilot collection, a subset of the main collection, is also utilised in the current research.
This collection is utilised in most of the experiments conducted in this thesis due to its
smaller size and some characteristics which will be explained later. The specifications of the
two collections are as follows:
• Main video collection: including 1608 (201 untransformed videos and 8 transformations:
201×8 = 1608) transformed videos in query-set and 11485 untransformed videos in
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dataset.
• Pilot video collection: including 1608 transformed videos in query-set and 201 untrans-
formed videos in dataset.
3.2.1 Query-set
The query-set in both collection scenarios is similar and contains 1608 transformed videos
with a total size of 21 GB, 32 hours. The duration of queries varies from 8 seconds to 3
minutes with various frame sizes. The core of the query-set is the 201 original videos, used
in the pilot dataset. Applying the 8 transformations of Table 3.1 on the 201 videos in the
dataset generates 1608 transformed videos, which creates the query-set.
3.2.2 Main collection
The main collection, which is the latest TRECVID/CCD video collection, contains 11485
videos of different duration (varying from 10 seconds to about 4.1 minutes) and different
frame size, but all in MPEG4 format. The total size of the main collection is 100 GB, 400
hours. It is constructed based on two resources: the first part includes 8000 videos (50 GB,
200 hours) of short videos with duration 10 seconds to 3.5 minutes; the second part contains
3200 internet archive videos (50 GB, 200 hours) with duration 3.6 to 4.1 minutes. Both
parts are derived from the Internet Archive (archive.org), available under Creative Commons
licenses (IACC), which were used by TRECVID for the copy detection task. IACC videos
reflect a wide variety of content, style, and source device. For evaluation of the performance
of the algorithm over the main collection, we use the standard TRECVID/CCD software.
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Performance measures for the main collection
The standard TRECVID/CCD evaluation software provides a range of metrics in two modes:
Optimal and Actual. These two modes are differentiated based on the cut-off threshold
value in the result set. As TRECVID/CCD contributors can submit more than one result
per query in their submitted result-set, the cut-off threshold of similarity (distance) figure,
can play a crucial role in this evaluation scenario. Reducing the threshold can widen the
range of accepted rows in the result-set. It causes a trade-off between true and false positive
and can directly increase the number of correct (true positive), as well as the number of
incorrect (false positive) responses. In the Actual mode, the single cut-off threshold for all the
transformations is set by the user whereas, in the Optimal mode, the software automatically
selects the best single cut-off threshold for all the transformations to minimise the cost rate.
The performance measures [Over et al., 2011] based on TRECVID/CCD approach are as
follows:
• Minimal Normalised Detection Cost Rate (min-NDCR)
• Copy location accuracy (mean F1)
• Copy detection processing time (mean processing time (sec.))
min-NDCR is the most important performance measure in CCD, which is the reason for
having two profiles in the evaluation software. min-NDCR is a cost-weighted combination
of the probability of missing a correct answer (true copy) (Pmiss) and the false alarm rate
(FA). As explained earlier, the main collection scenario assumes copies are very rare (e.g.
0.005/hr) which causes a severe data imbalance.
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TRECVID/CCD evaluation software provides two application profiles: Balanced and
NoFA (No false alarm). In the Balanced profile, misses and false alarms are assigned to a
cost of 1. The NoFA profile is designed for very conservative applications because the cost of
a false alarm is 1000 times greater than the cost of a miss. Equation 3.1 shows the calculation
of min-NDCR in the two different profiles [Over et al., 2011].
minNDCR = Pmiss + β.RFA, where
β = CostFA/(Costmiss · Rtarget), and
Rtarget = 0.005/hr
2
(3.1)
With respect to the weight of false alarm in the two profiles the final value in Balanced profile
β = 0.1 and in NoFA profile β = 108.7.
Copy location accuracy or mean F1 combines the precision and recall of the asserted copy
location versus the ground truth location. In 2010 and 2011, this measure was considered as
a secondary diagnostic [NIST, 2010]. This measure assesses the accuracy of finding in the
correctly detected copy in the reference dataset. F1 using precision and recall, and measures
the detection accuracy for each transformation individually. In the Optimal mode, recall and
precision will be measured where the normalized detection cost is minimum. It can also be
measured at a submitted threshold in the Actual mode.
Copy detection processing time is the meantime (in seconds) to process a query. Process-
ing time covers the full time required to process queries and generate a related result. This
time includes decoding and feature extraction of the given query, loading dataset descrip-
tors, measuring the distance and generating output. Efficiency in mean processing time is
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an important characteristic of IPM-based descriptors.
DET curve (Detection Error Trade-off) is selected by TRECVID to represent the cost
rate. DET curves introduced by Martin et al. [1997] plot the probability of missing correct
answers (Pmiss) versus the rate of false alarm (RFA) for all thresholds applied to the system
decision scores. These plots graphically show the trade-off between the two error types.
CRIM was among the contributors in TRECVID/CCD 2011 and acquired the best per-
formance in non-geometric transformations and therefore is selected as the baseline in this
thesis. In Chapter 6 CRIM is compared with the proposed IPM-based descriptors using
min-NDCR, mean F1 and mean processing time. Also, DET plots of CRIM and IPMC on
the content-preserving transformations are shown in Appendix C.
3.2.3 Pilot collection
The main collection is a large and diverse collection and such datasets are not suitable
for conducting multiple experimental runs for investigating various parameter effects and
algorithm techniques because of its time consuming and complicated environment. There
are three factors that prompted to utilise this limited version of the main collection as a pilot
in the current research:
• Data-imbalance issue,
• Localization issue, and
• Experiments time-saving.
Data-imbalance in an inherent issue with the main TRECVID/CCD collection and the second
is related to the time-consuming nature of video research. Data imbalance refers to the ratio
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of total true positive results to the whole dataset, the value of which, in the main collection
is 1/100. Therefore, NDCR as the main performance measure in this collection, is designed
based on the probability of missing the correct answer. Such performance measure is not
suitable for a balanced environment which every query would have a correct answer.
The second performance measure of the main dataset is mean F1 which measures the
copy location accuracy. Since the localization has not been the goal in the current thesis and
we adopted the nearest neighbour method used by CRIM, we do not need to focus on this
factor.
Running experiments in a shorter time is a positive factor that enables researchers to ex-
periment different combinations and investigate the results. As the primary evaluation phase
of the proposed descriptors needs multiple runs, the need for a less challenging and concise
environment is evident. Using the pilot collection enabled experimentation with multiple
combinations and configuration of the proposed descriptors to evaluate the performances in
a shorter time span.
The dataset in the pilot collection is a subset of the main dataset. The pilot collection
utilises only the 201 untransformed videos in the dataset. The size of the dataset in this
restricted collection is 2.6 GB, 4 hours and contains videos with length from 8 seconds to
3 minutes. Each video in the query-set is a transformed copy of the videos in the dataset.
This characteristic of the pilot dataset minimises the data imbalance. This characteristic
also enables us to focus on the copy detection, rather than accuracy (F1) and probability
of missing the true answers (NDCR). Moreover, the small size of the pilot collection will
enable us to conduct our experiments faster and evaluate the pure effectiveness of similarity
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detection task of different visual descriptors and algorithms. The pilot collection was selected
as the platform for primary evaluation phases discussed in the Chapters 4, 5 and 7 and as a
complementary set of experiments in Chapter 6.
Performance measures for the pilot collection
As mentioned earlier, for each video in the query-set, there exists just one correct answer in
the pilot dataset. This particular property of the dataset leads us to utilise the following two
performance measures:
• Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR)
• Precision@1
MRR is a statistical measure which represents the reciprocal of the rank at which, for a
given query, the first correct video was detected in the result set. As there exists just one
correct answer for each query video in this scenario, the concept of MRR is similar to the
concept of Mean Average Precision (MAP).
MRR =
1
|Q|
|Q|∑
i=1
(
1
ranki
) (3.2)
where |Q| denotes the total number of queries in each group of transformations and ranki
refers to the rank position of the first correct video found in the dataset. In our experiments
on pilot collection |Q| = 201. Overall number of queries are 201×8 = 1608.
Precision@1 is the second performance measure which represents the number of total
correctly found results at rank one (top one), to the total number of videos in each group of
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transformed queries.
precision@1 =
1
|Q|
|Q|∑
i=1
(Topranki),
Topranki =


1 if ranki=1
0 otherwise.
(3.3)
Where |Q| and ranki are as defined for Equation 3.2.
Both measures are calculated for each transformation separately and represent the average
values of each group. TREC-EVAL-Video [Smeaton et al., 2006] is used to analyse the result-
set and generate these two measures.
Mean processing time is a well-known efficiency measure in multimedia-processing algo-
rithms. Similar to the main collection, this measure includes extracting descriptor from the
query plus the time for searching the whole dataset. The dataset signatures are provided off-
line. Mean processing time is representing the average value of total elapsed searching time
of all the queries in seconds. The size of feature vector (Byte/frame) is an important factor
and can directly affect the mean processing time. This factor is discussed in the following
chapters.
3.3 Research scope and limitations
The main concern of the current thesis has not been providing an absolute solution for video
copy detection. Video copy detection task deals with two main challenges:
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• Audio/visual transformations, and
• Localization (copy location accuracy).
This thesis focuses on a category of visual transformations, specifically content-preserving
transformations. We compare our results with the CRIM method as the baseline which
offered the best performance among this group of transformations in TRECVID/CCD task
in 2011. Moreover, the copy location accuracy has not been considered as a topic in this
research and we utilised the same method (Nearest-neighbour) used by the baseline. The
CRIM method and their location accuracy are discussed in Chapter 4.
The IPM-based descriptors, proposed in Chapter 5, are categorised among global features
and so the current research is confined to the content-preserving (T3, T4, T5, and T6) visual
transformations. Content-preserving transformations are the functional scope of the global
features [Gupta et al., 2011; 2012]. There exist some pre-processing techniques such as rotate
and zoom, flip and mirror, before feature extraction phase, that can be applied on the dataset
to enable the global descriptors to handle geometric distortions in some extent. However,
applying such pre-processing technique cannot make global descriptors as discriminative as
local features on content-preserving transformations and for the same reason we will not
suggest this approach and it has not been investigated on the proposed descriptors.
In a real-world application where geometric distortions are inevitable, to maximise the
functionality, it can be considered to combine the global features with local features such as
SIFT or SURF in a bag of features.
Utilising complementary pre-processing techniques of global descriptors as well as investi-
gating the performance of the proposed features combined with local features have not been
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considered in the scope of the current research.
In copy location accuracy, the Nearest Neighbour method, introduced by the baseline
(CRIM), has been utilised in this research. The details of this method are introduced in
Chapter 4.
3.4 Summary
The purpose of this chapter was to introduce the methodology used in the experiments
conducted in the current thesis. The content covers all the basic and fundamental information
which are needed to understand the experiments conducted in the following chapters and
make them replicable for further research in this context.
Firstly the types of morphological transformations used in TRECVID/CCD task were
introduced and categorised in two main groups: content-altering (T1, T2, T8, and T10) and
content-preserving (T3, T4, T5, and T6).
Two video collections, main (including 11485 videos) and pilot (including 201 videos)
collections with their performance measures and their characteristics, were introduced. Both
collections contain untransformed videos.
The main collection is used to evaluate the final performance comparison of the proposed
descriptors with the baseline method introduced in Chapter 6. The size of videos in the main
collection is longer than the queries and localization of segmented copy plays an important
role in this dataset.
The pilot collection is a subset of the main collection and the size of videos in the queries
and in the datasets are similar. The pilot collection is utilised for numerous experimental
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runs, conducted in Chapters 4 and 5, to improve the algorithm techniques and evaluate the
parameter effects in a shorter time span. Moreover, due to minimised data imbalance issue
in the pilot dataset, we would be able to focus on the pure copy detection performance of
the experiments without the interference of the copy location accuracy issue.
The query-sets in both collections are similar and contain 1608 transformed videos. Ap-
propriate performance measures were introduced for each video collection.
Finally, the goal of this thesis is confined to, and the functional scope of the proposed
descriptors is limited to, the content-preserving visual transformation. Moreover, the copy
location accuracy has not been considered as a topic in this research, so the same localization
method used in the CRIM baseline is used with the proposed descriptors.
In the next chapter, we will discuss global descriptors in the pixel-domain and show
how the pilot collection is used to evaluate the effect of important parameters in the video
similarity detection task.
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Pixel Domain Global Descriptors
and Important Parameters in Video
Similarity Detection
Feature descriptors in the pixel domain can be categorised into two major groups: global
and local descriptors, and since the proposed descriptors are among global descriptors, this
chapter is dedicated to the specification of this major group of descriptors in the pixel domain.
The focus in this chapter is on two colour-based global features: Intensity versus RGB and
two important parameters, segmentation and frame sampling that can affect these features
in CCD task.
Moreover, the baseline in this thesis is a global descriptor, based on normalised-average
RGB components. This method is an exactly similar to the CRIM method, which acquired
the best performance in TRECVID/CCD in content-preserving transformations.
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4.1 Colour-based global descriptors, functionality, benefits, and shortcomings
The role of partitioned colour-based global descriptors is well known in video similarity
detection tasks for their inexpensive yet effective performance compared to local descriptors.
They provide robust and discriminative results in content-preserving visual distortions such
as strong re-encoding, pattern insertions and photometric effects. However, global descriptors
do not perform well for content-altering transformations. In this chapter, we evaluate the
effectiveness of three spatio-temporal parameters in video similarity detection tasks. The
investigated parameters are specifically colour space, frame partitioning, and frame-sampling
rates.
CRIM method is selected as the baseline due to its optimum performance in content-
preserving visual distortions in the TRECVID/CCD in 2011. This method is based on
normalised-average RGB on segmented frames (16 equal square regions). An amended version
of CRIM, based on normalised-average luminance is proposed in this thesis to compare the
effect of luminance versus RGB in CCD task. The performance comparison is conducted
using the pilot collection, a subset of the TRECVID/CCD 2011 dataset.
4.1.1 Pixel-domain copy detection by colour-based global descriptors
Global descriptors have been adopted in a wide range of research on multimedia processing.
Near-duplicate video copy detection is among the research that exploits global descriptors to
solve the problem. From 2008 to 2011, the last year of TRECVID/CCD, between 55% and
66% of all contributors adopted global descriptors in their proposed feature vector structure,
either partially or entirely, in video copy-detection task. The focus of the current chapter
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is on those techniques which exploit global descriptors on partitioned frames due to their
robust and competitive performance in content-preserving visual distortions, compared to
the single-region techniques.
Colour space elements (RGB or intensity), as a primitive visual signature, are well known
in image/video processing applications. In video similarity detection, [Gitte et al., 2014] in-
troduced a combined technique based on average local (partitioned frame) and global (single-
region) RGB in combination with shape and edge-based features. Another technique based
on average colour is introduced by Khan et al. [2010] for re-identification of people in videos
based on the average regional colour information of the people’s clothing.
NTT introduced a video signature for CCD task in TRECVID/CCD 2010 by Mukai
et al. [2010], which continued in TRECVID/CCD 2011 as the main core of their signature
introduced by Mukai et al. [2011]. The average RGB of 16 rectangular, non-overlapping sub-
regions on each frame was exploited in their method. They improved this primitive signature
by utilising standard deviation of the subregions over a time window. They also adopted a
temporal local normalization technique in their matching phase, which is one of the important
phases of their method. They combined the video signature with a technique that was re-
ferred to as Coarsely-quantized Area Matching (CAM) in their previous research [Kurozumi
et al., 2007; Kashino et al., 2007]. There is a novelty in their proposed temporal, local-
normalization, which was adopted by CRIM method in TRECVID/CCD 2011. The details
of this technique will be presented in the following section.
CRIM adopted the NTT technique introduced by Mukai et al. [2010] without the quan-
tization used in CAM method. By combining the normalised-average RGB colours of the 16
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Figure 4.1: Computational load of the regional normalised-average-based descriptors in RGB
versus YCbCr colour spaces. The frames are partitioned into 16 and 4 equal non-overlapping
square subregions.
subregions of partitioned frames with an effective searching technique, they could acquire the
best results for content-preserving visual transformations in TRECVID/CCD 2011 [Gupta
et al., 2012]. The proposed searching method is called nearest-neighbour search and will be
discussed in the next section.
Considering the competitive performance of CRIM on the content-preserving visual trans-
formations, the current research has selected the CRIM technique as the baseline. A spatio-
temporal parameter evaluation has been conducted by applying some amendment to the
major parameters of the CRIM/NTT technique, such as: colour space and partitioning as
spatial parameters, and frame-sampling rate as a temporal parameter.
4.1.2 Structure of the global feature descriptor in the pixel-domain
As mentioned earlier, the CRIM method, or simplified NTT method is based on global
normalised-average colour values of each segment of partitioned frames. Let vc(p, t) represents
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the colour value and vl(p, t) represents the luminance value at time t and pixel coordinate p. c
represents the colour value in RGB systems and can acquire three components c ∈ {R,G,B};
however, in YCbCr colour space, l represents the luminance and can acquire a single value
l ∈ {Y }. The frames are partitioned into i equal non-overlapping rectangular subregions.
i represents the number of subregions and can acquire the maximum values to 4 or 16,
depending on the method. The raw average RGB xc(i, t) and luminance values xl(i, t) for
each square subregion are calculated as follows:
• In RGB colour space.
xc(i, t) =
1
|Ii|
∑
p∈Ii
(vc(p, t)) (4.1)
• In YCbCr colour space.
xl(i, t) =
1
|Ii|
∑
p∈Ii
(vl(p, t)) (4.2)
Where Ii is the number of pixels in the i
th subregion and depends the total number of
subregions, which are 4 or 16. The raw average numbers should be temporally normalised in
yc(i, t), using 10 frame in the group of frames (GoF) in each window as follows:
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yc(i, t) =
1
δc(i, t)
((xc(i, t)− µc(i, t)), where
µc(i, t) =
1
M
M−⌊M/2⌋−1∑
j=⌊M/2⌋
xc(i, t + j), and
δc(i, t) =
(
1
M
M−⌊M/2⌋−1∑
j=⌊M/2⌋
(
xc(i, t+ j)− µc(i, t)
)2)1/2
(4.3)
In Equation 4.3, µc and δc are average and standard deviation of each of the RGB colour
components on the GOF window M .
For luminance in YCbCr systems, the computation of normalised yl(i, t) is exactly similar
to the Equation 4.3, except where using the three colour component values of the RGB
systems, the luminance values are used just once. The normalised-average of the three
colour components and single luminance is depicted in Figure 4.1. As mentioned earlier, i
can get the values i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and i ∈ {1, 2, 3, ....., 16} in partitioning frames into four and
16 subregions respectively.
As the CRIM technique uses an un-quantized method, consequently yc(i, t) and yi(i, t)
will be calculated for all the subregions on each frame.
4.2 Nearest-neighbour search and video collection
In the searching phase, for finding the closest pair of frames on the dataset and query videos,
the sum of the absolute difference of the normalised values of each subregion will be computed
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Figure 4.2: Nearest-neighbour search technique on a query with 5 and a dataset video with 8
frames. The matching frames are pointed by the red arrows in the best sliding position.
first. The distance measure in RGB and YCbCr colour spaces are respectively as follows:
Sc =
n∑
i=0
|
(
(yc(i, t)− (qc(i, t)
)
|
Sl =
n∑
i=0
|
(
(yl(i, t) − (ql(i, t)
)
|
(4.4)
Where n is equal to 3 or 15, depending on the number of subregions in the experiment.
For calculating the distance on each pair of the frames in the query and dataset video, the sum
of the absolute difference in Equation 4.4 will be computed. After this stage, all the data
needed for calculating video sequence similarity detection based on the nearest-neighbour
search is provided.
The nearest-neighbour search, introduced by Gupta et al. [2011], is an expensive video
alignment method but can be considered as a very effective video alignment technique for
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precisely detecting similar video segments. The nearest-neighbour method is adopted in the
current research on all experimental variations. In this technique, each frame in the dataset
is labelled with the most similar frame number in the query. The result will be stored in array
m which has the same length as the dataset video; m(i) represents the most similar query
frame number to the dataset frame i. In the next step, a count number c(i) is calculated for
each frame i in the dataset video as the possible starting match point for the query. This
number actually comprises the total matching frames if all the query frames are overlaid on
the dataset frames starting from the frame i. Finally, for each dataset frame i, c(i −m(i))
will be incremented. The details of the nearest-neighbour search can be found in [Gupta
et al., 2011; 2012]. Figure 4.2 depicts the schematic view of the nearest-neighbour search
method on a sample query containing 5 frames and a dataset video containing 8 frames. The
arrays m(i) and c(i) are shown in the figure to understand the nearest-neighbour search more
clearly.
The video collection used in this series of experiments is the pilot collection introduced in
Chapter 3 and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and Precision@1 are considered as the main
effectiveness measures. Mean processing time is selected as the efficiency measure.
4.3 Spatio-temporal parameter evaluation
Three spatio-temporal parameters are investigated in our experiments which are as follows:
• Colour space (RGB, YCbCr)
• Frame partitioning (16, 4 equal non-overlapping square subregions)
• Frame-sampling rate (All, 1 frame/sec.)
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The above three parameters can be categorised into two groups:
• Spatial (colour space, frame partitioning)
• Temporal (frame-sampling rate)
In total, 8 different combinations are compared in this set of experiments in which 6 of them
are used for the main comparisons in the three above categories. The lowest data situation, 4
regions and 1 frame per second sampling rate, is important because it investigates the impact
of minimum data availability on the both colour spaces.
For the colour-space comparison, all the colour components of RGB system are exploited,
as suggested by CRIM and NTT. However, in YCbCr colour space, which is proposed in this
thesis, only the luminance component (Y) is utilised. Comparing the results show how the
colour space can play a significant role in the video similarity detection tasks.
The number of the frame partitions proposed by CRIM and NTT is 16 equal non-
overlapping square subregions. We adopted the suggested 16 subregions and compare them
with 4 subregions, in the exactly similar situation, in order to evaluate the effect of this
spatial parameter on the performance of video retrieval in similarity detection tasks.
For the frame-sampling rate, extracting the features from all the frames is suggested by
CRIM and NTT. The similar frame-sampling rate was adopted and compared with a lower
sampling rate with 1 frame per second, to investigate the effect of this temporal parameter
on the colour space and frame partitioning.
CRIMmethod is similar to one of the categories with RGB colour space, 16 subregions and
frame-sampling rate includes all the frames. The distance metric used in all the experiments
is similar and suggested by the baseline, which is L2-norm.
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4.3.1 Colour-space effect: RGB versus luminance
A pairwise comparison of normalised-average RGB components and luminance from YCbCR
colour space was conducted for this section. In the RGB colour space which is adopted by
CRIM, the value of each colour is stored separately in its three colour components. Con-
sidering the computational load of normalisation and averaging of pixel values shown in
Equations 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 for each component, efficiency can be considered as a major short-
coming of such techniques, because the same calculation should be applied for all the 16
subregions of each frame and all the frames on each query and dataset video. Comparison
of the calculation is depicted in Figure 4.1. Despite the inefficiency of this approach, the
CRIM method can acquire the most discriminative results on the content-preserving visual
transformations in TRECVID/CCD 2011.
Normalised-average luminance is proposed by us in an identical situation to the CRIM
method. Since in the proposed method, just one intensity value is substituted for the three
colour components, consequently the efficiency of this technique is significantly higher than
the baseline.
The performance of both methods is shown in Table 4.1. The set of experiments related to
this section adopted frames partitioned into 16 subregions for both techniques. The frame-
sampling rate in both techniques is also similar and extracts all the frames. As can be
seen, the mean processing time for the normalised-average luminance is 4 times faster than
the baseline (normalised-average RGB), which is due to the smaller size of the feature vector
which yields a lower computational load in the searching phase. Moreover, the effectiveness of
the normalised-average luminance is slightly better than average RGB, which is not significant
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Metric Method T3 T4 T5 T6 Overall
Precision@1
RGB 1.000 0.935 0.985 0.965 0.971
Y 0.995 0.945 0.990 0.965 0.974
MRR
RGB 1.000 0.953 0.990 0.969 0.978
Y 0.995 0.952 0.992 0.968 0.977
Mean Processing
RGB - - - - 199.07
Time (Sec.) Y - - - - 49.75
Table 4.1: Effect of colour spaces on the normalised-average global descriptors. In both
methods, frames are partitioned into 16 subregions and all the frames are extracted from the
video stream.
(precision@1 t-test p-value: 0.895, MRR t-test p-value: 0.921). The current research exploits
the CPU programming technique on a similar hardware platform (processor Intel Core i5-
2400S 2.5 GHz and 8 GB RAM) in order to provide a fair comparison of efficiency for
both techniques; however, in TRECVID/CCD 2011, CRIM employed GPU programming
technique to improve the efficiency.
4.3.2 Frame partitioning effect: 16 versus 4 equal square subregions
Generally, the global descriptors represent the global distribution of the colour component or
intensity. Such statistical descriptors suffer from the lack of local information. Partitioning of
the frames can enrich the global distribution performance by distilling the local information of
each subregion. Henceforth, increasing the number of subregions involves a trade-off between
the local information, which increases the effectiveness, and efficiency, which decreases due
to higher computational demand.
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Moreover, in addition to the trade-off between partition numbers and efficiency, another
factor that can affect the maximum number of subregions, is the adopted technique itself.
Some methods are based on ordinal pattern distribution of the colour components or the
intensity, such as Ordinal-Histogram [Bhat and Nayar, 1998; Yuan et al., 2004]. As the
number of the ordinal pattern is equal to the factorial of the number of partitions, increasing
the number of subregions can increase the number of permutations drastically. The ideal
number of partitions in ordinal-based techniques is 4, which can generate 24 variations.
In this set of experiments, two frame-partitioning styles are compared: 16 subregions,
introduced by the baseline, and four subregions, which is widely used in ordinal pattern
distribution methods. The normalised-average RGB and luminance descriptors are extracted
from the subregions separately. The frame-sampling rate is the same in both methods and is
based on extracting all the frames. The results are shown in Table 4.2. As can be seen, the
experimental evidence shows the above-mentioned trade-off between the effectiveness (higher
MRR and precision@1) and the computational expense (longer mean processing time).
4.3.3 Frame-sampling rate effect: all versus 1 frame/Sec.
The temporal portion of the feature descriptors is referred to the number of frames that are
grouped together (GOF) and merged to create the spatial information of all the ingredient
frames. The GOF in all of these experiments is considered as 10 frames, as suggested by the
CRIM method. The frame-sampling rate can directly affect the content of GOF by changing
the frames that are grouped together in GOF.
The frame-sampling rate can directly affect the computational cost of video similarity
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Metric Method T3 T4 T5 T6 Overall
Precision@1
RGB (16 Reg.) 1.000 0.935 0.985 0.965 0.971
RGB (4 Reg.) 1.000 0.896 0.995 0.930 0.955
Y (16 Reg.) 0.995 0.945 0.990 0.965 0.974
Y (4 Reg.) 1.000 0.836 0.995 0.891 0.930
MRR
RGB (16 Reg.) 1.000 0.953 0.990 0.969 0.978
RGB (4 Reg.) 1.000 0.909 0.997 0.934 0.960
Y (16 Reg.) 1.000 0.953 0.990 0.969 0.978
Y (4 Reg.) 1.000 0.858 0.997 0.897 0.938
Mean
RGB (16 Reg.) - - - - 199.07
Processing
RGB (4 Reg.) - - - - 51.43
Time (Sec.)
Y (16 Reg.) - - - - 49.75
Y (4 Reg.) - - - - 13.94
Table 4.2: Effect of frame partitioning on the normalised-average RGB and luminance. In
both methods, the frame-sampling rate is similar and all the frames are extracted from the
video stream.
tasks. The experimental results presented in Table 4.3 shows that a significant trade-off
exists between the performance and computational expenses by changing the frame-sampling
rates. Extracting all the frames is suggested by CRIM and some of the contributors in the
TRECVID/CCD but due to the high computational cost of such frame-sampling rate, some
of the other contributors exploit 1 frame/sec. Both are compared in this set of experiments on
similar colour space and number of frame partitions. As can be seen in Table 4.3, the effect of
the low sampling rate, is drastically dropped on normalised-average RGB colour components,
compared to luminance; however, the computational cost is significantly improved with low
sampling rate.
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Metric Method T3 T4 T5 T6 Overall
Precision@1
RGB (All frames) 1.000 0.935 0.985 0.965 0.971
RGB (1 frame/sec.) 0.050 0.030 0.045 0.060 0.046
Y (All frames) 0.995 0.945 0.990 0.965 0.974
Y (1 frame/sec.) 0.353 0.378 0.343 0.403 0.369
MRR
RGB (All frames) 1.000 0.953 0.990 0.969 0.978
RGB (1 frame/sec.) 0.172 0.161 0.159 0.188 0.170
Y (All frames) 1.000 0.953 0.990 0.969 0.978
Y (1 frame/sec.) 0.531 0.557 0.514 0.588 0.548
Mean
RGB (All frames) - - - - 199.07
Processing
RGB (1 frame/sec.) - - - - 0.64
Time (Sec.)
Y (All frames) - - - - 49.75
Y (1 frame/sec.) - - - - 0.20
Table 4.3: Effect of frame-sampling rate on the normalised-average RGB and luminance. In
both methods, frame partitions are similar and the extracted frames are partitioned into 16
subregions.
4.4 Analysis of the results
Colour space, is the most important spatio-temporal parameter investigated in these set of
experiments. Natural scenes, such as video frames, tend to include all the RGB colour com-
ponents, even in the regions that appear completely in a single colour [Sato et al., 2011]. The
even distribution load of the colour information on the three components of the RGB colour
space, positions the RGB-based features among the more time-consuming and expensive
features.
Conversely, in YCbCr colour space, the importance of the components is different. In
this system, the signal information load can be distributed unevenly on its three components,
based on the sampling patterns [Richardson, 2011; Siriborvornratanakul and Sugimoto, 2010].
This characteristic of YCbCr is because of the conformity of this colour space with the hu-
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Figure 4.3: Comparisons on MRR and precision@1 depicts the effect of the spatio-temporal
parameters.
man visual system. Biological visual systems have fairly little spatial sensitivity to colour,
and the luminance component Y has far more impact on the image details. The sampling
pattern 4:2:0 is used, which is the most popular format in the YCbCr systems. In the 4:2:0
sampling pattern, the resolution of colour components (chroma) Cb, Cr have half the hori-
zontal and vertical resolution of the luminance Y. This aspect of YCbCr colour space makes
the luminance-based features more effective and inexpensive, compared to RGB systems.
The experimental evidence shown in Table 4.1 verifies the above hypothesis. Although the
improvement achieved by luminance-based descriptors is not significant, referring to the p-
values shown in Table 4.5, significant improvement can be clearly seen in the mean processing
time. This specification is achieved due to the fairly small size of the luminance-based feature
descriptor (33% of the RGB-based descriptors) which nevertheless carries similar information
content to the RGB components.
The trade-off between the effectiveness and computational cost of the spatio-temporal
parameters can be seen in both the frame-partitioning and frame-sampling rates. Figures 4.3
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Figure 4.4: Mean processing time of both colour spaces.
and 4.4 depict this clearly. Analysis of the results of frame partitioning, shown in Table 4.2,
and significance test results shown in Table 4.5, reveals that reducing the number of sub-
regions on partitioned frames can significantly improve the mean processing time, that is
approximately 4 times faster without a significant decrease overall, in either of the perfor-
mance measure: MRR and Precision@1. This effective and inexpensive change, achieved by
reducing the subregions in the partitioned frame, from 16 to 4, is of great importance and
demands consideration in term of both colour spaces.
Analysing the results in the least complicated situation, 4 subregions and frame-sampling
rate equal to 1, shows a similar trend. The results shown in Table 4.4, reveals that the
luminance-based descriptors are more robust compared to RGB-based descriptors in such
severe situation of lack of data moreover to their much efficient mean processing time.
Significance test results in Table 4.5, show the frame-sampling rate can significantly affect
the performance on both MRR and Precision@1 (see Table 4.3), even though reducing the
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Metric Method T3 T4 T5 T6 Overall
Precision@1
RGB 0.428 0.468 0.443 0.423 0.440
Y 0.547 0.493 0.537 0.393 0.493
MRR
RGB 0.584 0.606 0.592 0.560 0.585
Y 0.646 0.605 0.639 0.525 0.604
Mean Proc.
RGB - - - - 0.25
Time (Sec.)
Y - - - - 0.06
Table 4.4: Comparing the performance of the normalised-average RGB and luminance in
lowest complexity. In both methods, frame-sampling rate is 1 frame/sec and the extracted
frames are partitioned into 4 subregions.
frame-sampling rate from all the video frames to 1 frame/sec. provides faster processing time,
it results in a significant drop in both performance measures. This reduction can be seen
drastically on RGB-based descriptors, which suffer more information loss in low sampling
rates compared to the luminance-based descriptors. Considering the information content in
the Y and RGB components is useful in terms of understanding the reason for this effect.
4.5 Performance on all the transformations
As explained earlier, the functional scope of global descriptors are on content-preserving
visual transformations. However, the experiments conducted in this chapter shows the per-
formance comparison of the spatio-temporal parameters on content-altering transformations
as well. Figure 4.5 depicts the performance on all the transformations1. Analysing the results
reveals that utilising RGB component as well as more segments (16 regions) can improve the
performance on content-altering transformation. 16 regions RGB descriptors shows statisti-
1Appendix D shows the results of all the transformations.
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Descriptors Parameters
Precision@1 MRR
p-value p-value
RGB versus Luminance
16 Reg., All frames 0.895 0.921
4 Reg., All frames 0.620 0.624
16 Reg., 1 frame/sec 5.9E-7 6.6E-7
16 Reg. versus 4 Reg.
RGB 0.597 0.494
All frames Luminance 0.340 0.339
All Frames vs 1 Frame/Sec.
RGB 1.4E-9 8.9E-10
16 Reg. Luminance 4.2E-8 5.2E-7
Table 4.5: p-values of significance t-test on pairwise comparison of spatio-temporal parame-
ters.
cally significant improvement in T1 and T8, compared to the luminance-based descriptors
in similar spatio-temporal situations. However, as the global descriptors are not competitive
on geometric transformations, specifically on T2 and T10, it would be useful to utilise local
descriptors in the bag of features to gain competitive results on all the transformations, as
experimented by some of the TRECVID contributors.
CRIM, in spite of applying some preprocessing techniques to improve the performance of
their suggested global descriptors on content-altering transformations, could not attain com-
petitive results compared to the local descriptor-based methods. Local descriptors, specifi-
cally SIFT and SURF are utilised by many contributors in TRECVID/CCD 2010 and 2011 to
overcome the geometric transformations. In the rest of this thesis, we focus on the content-
preservative transformations only which is the core competency of the global descriptors.
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Figure 4.5: Comparisons on MRR and precision@1 on all the transformations.
4.6 Summary
This chapter addressed the impact of spatio-temporal parameters on the CRIM method and
suggested an approach to improve its performance. The CRIM method, which acquired
the best performance in TRECVID/CCD 2011 on content-preserving transformations, was
selected as the baseline. As the CRIM method is a pixel domain-based method, the effi-
ciency and effectiveness of the three spatio-temporal parameters in video similarity detection
tasks were evaluated in the pixel domain in this chapter. The investigated parameters were
colour space (RGB and Luminance), frame-partitioning, and frame-sampling rates. The re-
search was conducted using the pilot collection, a subset of the video collection provided
by TRECVID/2011 for near-duplicate video copy detection task. The RGB-based method
utilising 16 regions and extracting all the frames is similar to the CRIM method.
Our experimental results show that the normalised-average luminance-based descriptors,
proposed in this research, offer more robust and competitive performance compared to the
normalised-average RGB, under non-ideal conditions imposed by content-preserving visual
transformations. Luminance-based descriptors, despite exploiting lower feature vector size,
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offer more discriminative results in similar situations of frame-sampling rate and partitioned
frames. Although they yielded a slightly better performance at the highest frame-sampling
rate (all frames), compared to the baseline, they offer significantly better performance at the
lower frame-sampling rate. The experimental evidence also revealed that the core competency
of the luminance-based descriptors is significantly improved in terms of mean processing time.
Efficiency is very important factor in video processing algorithms.
Experimental evidence also showed that the normalised-average global descriptors are
very fragile in response to the frame-sampling rate change. Reduction of the frame-sampling
rate can result in a significant drop in the overall performance of both methods; however,
RGB-based descriptors suffer more.
Experimental results also revealed that in content-preserving transformations, the reduc-
tion in the number of segments in partitioned frames, improves the efficiency of the method,
but does not negatively affect the performance measures: MRR and Precision@1 significantly
in either colour space. This fact in combination with the superiority of normalised-average lu-
minance descriptors is of great importance, which demands further consideration in real-time
video similarity detection tasks.
The next chapters of the thesis are dedicated to the efficiency and the effectiveness of
the proposed IPM-based descriptors, global descriptors from the compressed domain, and
comparing their performance with the baseline. Chapter 5 is an introduction to the intra-
prediction modes and how IPM-based descriptors are extracted and constructed from such
spatial information of the I-frames in the compressed domain.
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IPM-based Descriptors
Efficiency is important in video processing. Compressed domain processing, by avoiding
transformation to the pixel domain, not only reduces computational time but also decreases
the requirement for huge buffers [Mukhopadhyay, 2011]. This is due to the smaller size of the
compressed compared to the decompressed signal. These facts motivate researchers to design
algorithms for extracting features from the compressed domain. Processing H.264 video
stream plays an important role in this context due to its technical characteristics (storing
spatial information in the compressed signal) as well as established wide usage amongst
compressed video formats.
In pixel domain processing, on the other hand, the fully decompressed signal is first
needed in order to transform the frequency data to spatial information in the pixel domain.
Then processing in the spatial domain to extract the spatial features is needed and finally,
re-encoding the signal is the final step (if needed). To reduce the overload of such a huge
process, especially in video processing, it is possible to perform processing with an alternative
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Figure 5.1: Comparing process overload in two scenarios: (a) processing in the spatial (pixel)
domain and (b) processing in the alternate representation (compressed) domain.
representation of the video instead of its spatial representation [Mukhopadhyay, 2011]. The
alternative representation, is actually a level of the decompressed signal, to the extent that
the needed information can be extracted. For example, in the DCT-based image or video
compression, DCT information can be extracted by just entropy decoding. In this scenario,
the overhead of entropy decoding, processing an alternative representation of the signal is
much more efficient than full decompression, processing in the spatial domain. The process
of using the alternative representation of image or video signal is referred to as processing in
the compressed domain. Figure 5.1 depicts the two scenarios.
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An overview of compression techniques and intra-prediction modes used in the MPEG4/AVC
(H.264) has been explained in the first chapter (Section 1.3). Mainly the sections of this chap-
ter focus only on the IPM-based descriptors, however, a brief background is introduced at
the beginning of the next section.
The structure of the proposed descriptors: IPMH, e-IPMH, and IPMC are introduced
in this chapter. As the proposed descriptors utilise intra-prediction modes, IPM-basic, a
descriptor similar to the one introduced by Zargari et al. [2010], is also introduced in this
chapter. IPM-basic utilises similar IPM elements but does not follow the structure used in
the other descriptors proposed in this chapter.
The robustness of IPM-based descriptors in content-preserving transformations, in gen-
eral, are studied in the current thesis using the three varieties of IPM-based descriptors,
IPMH, e-IPMH, and IPMC. The performance of these descriptors will be compared in the
next chapter with intensity histograms and correlograms in the pixel domain.
5.1 Background
5.1.1 Overview of I-frames and intra-prediction modes in H.264/AVC
The origin of our proposed descriptor lies in the structure of IDR/I-frames in the H.264/AVC
video codec. IDR/I-frames are technical key frames which are selected by H.264 encoders.
The content of other frames is related to the key frames, but the key frames themselves do
not need any other frames to decode their content. I-frames are similar to the IDR-frames in
their structure. IDR and I-frames, which are simply named I-frames in this thesis, use the
intra-prediction compression technique.
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Figure 5.2: Blockwise image of a sampled I-frame(a). Intra-prediction modes of different
block sizes (b).
As the I-frames are key frames, they are less frequent than the other types of frames in
a video stream. I-frames are generally located at the start of any scene change or segment
starting point. However, the H.264/AVC encoder offers two options for inserting I-frames in
a video stream:
• Fixed mode, and
• Adaptive mode.
In the Fixed mode, the I-frames are inserted in fixed time intervals, generally regardless of
scene changes. However, in the case of any sudden scene change, the encoder inserts an
I-frame, extra to the predefined fixed time interval. Conversely, in the Adaptive mode, the
encoder inserts an I-frame wherever there is a massive scene change. The current research
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uses the Fixed mode with one I-frame per second in the experiments. Fixed mode helps to
increase the copy location accuracy.
In our experiments on TRECVID/CCD video collection, the fixed mode with 1 I-frame/second
is used. Our further experiments revealed that in reality, in spite of setting the fixed I-
frame rate (1 frame/second), the encoder inserts an extra I-frame whenever there is a major
scene change. The actual I-frame rate, given the extra inserted I-frames, is on average 1.26
frames/second over all the videos in the collection.
I-frames utilise a block-oriented compression technique that consists of 8 directionalmodes
and one DC (no direction) mode. These modes are saved in the form of one digit integer
values representing the directional gradient of the 4×4, 8×8 or 16×16 pixel block sizes in the
I-frame. The 4×4 and 8×8 block sizes (subblocks) utilises all the 8 directions and a DC mode.
16×16 blocks (macroblocks) utilise only 3 directions and a DC mode. Figure 5.2(a) depicts
blockwise picture built from the modes of an undistorted I-frame. The gradient direction of
the modes is also depicted in Figure 5.2(b).
5.1.2 I-frame images and IPM-basic as a simple image descriptor
Images are two-dimensional signals which consist of integer values representing intensity/colour.
The intra-prediction blocks are the building blocks of compressed I-frames in a video signal.
The modes of blocks (IPMs) are comparable to intensity/colour of pixels in the pixel domain.
I-frames are blockwise images their main grid size is 16×16 pixels (macroblocks). Each
macroblock is partitioned to subblocks and contains intra-prediction mode values of 16 or 4
or 1, for 4×4, 8×8 and 16×16 blocks, respectively. Based on the H.264/AVC video codec,
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all the subblocks within a macroblock should be of a similar size.
The first use of intra-prediction modes as a feature descriptor was introduced by Zargari
et al. [2010] as a texture descriptor in image processing. The IPM-based descriptor which is
used in their research (named IPMZ in this thesis), represents a simple probability distribu-
tion of intra-prediction modes extracted from I-frame coded images in the form of histograms
for each block size. Their method utilises only two block sizes: 4×4 and 16×16, however,
in a version of their method that used in this thesis we utilise all the three block sizes to
provide maximum similarity and consistency with the proposed IPM-descriptors.
Equation 5.1 shows the calculation of bins in IPMZ:
IPMZk,i(I) =
∑
b∈I and b size=k
mode(b, i), where 0 ≤ i ≤ 8,
mode(b, i) =


1 if mode of block b is i
0 otherwise.
(5.1)
IPMZk,i(I) denotes the final count of the IPMZ bins for each block size k and mode i of
the I-frame I. The function mode(b, i) is a binary function which returns 1 if the mode of
block b is i, regardless of their partition size. IPMZ for each block size “4×4” and “16×16”
considers a separate histogram calculation.
A variation of IPMZ is introduced in this thesis and named IPM-basic. This version not
only utilises all the block sizes but also unifies all of them to the “4×4”, which is similar to the
proposed IPM-based descriptors. We applied unification process to the original IPM-basic
to enable us to compare the different profiles which using different block sizes. The general
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Figure 5.3: General feature construction diagram of two basic versions of IPM descriptors:
(a) IPMZ, the version used by Zargari et al. and (b) IPM-basic, the version used in this
thesis.
feature construction diagram of the IPMZ compared to IPM-basic are shown in Figure 5.3.
5.2 Proposed IPM-based descriptors (IPMH, e-IPMH, IPMC)
The general feature construction diagram of the proposed IPM-based descriptors is shown
in Figures 5.4 and Figure 5.6. The IPM value varies from 0 to 8 for 4×4 and 8×8 blocks,
and 0 to 3 for 16×16 block sizes. The concept of IPM-based descriptors as a video signature
was first developed based on the integration of the mode values of all the three block sizes,
in the form of the block’s probability distribution (IPMH and e-IPMH). If the 4×4 blocks
are considered as “pixels” in a blockwise I-frame, then the concepts in the pixel domain can
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Figure 5.4: General feature construction diagram of IPMH. e-IPMH is similar to the IPMH
except the number of bins which is 10 including an extra bins for 16×16 blocks.
simply be imposed in this new environment. Each “pixel” in this new image composition,
represents the gradient orientation of a single 4×4 pixel block. If the area is smooth, four
4×4 blocks represent a larger area that is actually one 8×8 block and similarly for the largest
area which utilises sixteen 4×4 blocks in one 16×16 macroblock.
As the block sizes are different, a unification process with appropriate weights is needed to
unify all the block sizes properly. The calculation of unified bins for IPM-based descriptors,
9 bins (IPMC, IPMH) and 10 bins (e-IPMH), is depicted in Figure 5.5(a) and (b). The
example is for a sample mode 3 of a single frame. Since the proposed descriptors utilises a
temporal structure, the bins of a Group of Frames (GoF), including 6 I-frames, are stored in
a single histogram. The structure of a GoF is also shown in Figure 5.5(a).
IPM-based descriptors are very robust in content-preserving transformations due to their
nature as global visual descriptors. Their robustness is most evident in non-linear gamma
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Figure 5.5: Unification process of macroblocks and subblocks to generate unified bins: (a) on
a sample mode 3 and (b) visual demonstration of unification process to 4×4 blocks (b).
changes, which is one of the drawbacks of intensity-based global descriptors. Histogram
equalization is a technique for improving the performance of global features in brightness
and contrast changes. Nevertheless, the T5 transformation cannot be corrected by histogram
equalization methods, due to its non-linear changes in brightness and contrast, and cannot
be handled by the known global descriptors [Hill et al., 2010].
5.2.1 IPMH and e-IPMH
IPMH and e-IPMH are two primary varieties of the proposed IPM-based descriptors, where
the focus is on the distribution of unified 4×4 blocks. This is similar to the probability
distribution of pixel values in colour histograms, so these IPM-based descriptors are called
IPM Histograms or IPMH in brief. IPMH contains 9 bins per frame, one for each mode,
whereas e-IPMH contains 10 bins. Figures 5.4 depicts the process to construct IPMH.
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Equation 5.2 and Figure 5.5(a) show the calculation of unified bins in IPMH:
IPMHi(I) =
∑
mb∈I
Count(mb, i), where 0 ≤ i ≤ 8,
Count(mb, i) =


16 ·mode(mb, i) if Psize(mb) = “16×16”
∑
sb∈mb
4 ·mode(sb, i) if Psize(mb) = “8×8”
∑
sb∈mb
mode(sb, i) if Psize(mb) = “4×4”,
mode(b, i) =


1 if mode of block b is i
0 otherwise.
(5.2)
IPMHi(I) represents the value of bins for each of the nine intra-prediction modes i of an
I-frame I; mb and sb represent macroblocks (16×16) and subblocks (4×4 or 8×8) within
the macroblock respectively. Psize(mb) is a function that returns the partition size of the
macroblock mb, either consisting of “ 8×8” or “ 4×4” subblocks, or “ 16×16” if no subblocks.
If the mode of the selected block b is i the function mode(b, i) returns 1, otherwise it returns
0. The results are then summed and multiplied by 16, 4 or 1 (depending on the block size)
to compute the number of 4×4 blocks for the mode i. This procedure is repeated for all the
modes.
An analysis of the structure of IPMH and its results led us to the idea of the enhanced-
IPMH (e-IPMH). After analysing the results of IPMH, it was concluded that the role of the
4×4 and 8×8 block sizes in the similarity detection process are more significant compared to
the 16×16 blocks. The 16×16 blocks belong to the large smooth areas on the pictures and
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cover just 3 directions (modes) and a DC mode, while the 4×4 and 8×8 blocks cover all the
8 directions and a DC mode, and are more sensitive to the gradient changes. Equation 5.2
shows how the IPMH integrates all the block sizes together, considering that all the 9 modes
are stored individually in 9 separate bins. It combines the low details (large size) blocks of
data (16×16 blocks) with the high precision data of the 4×4 and 8×8 blocks and stores them
together in one bin for each mode during the unification process. The equation of IPM-basic
is similar to the IPMH. The only fundamental difference of this version with the proposed
IPMH is lack of Ordinal Pattern Distribution (OPD) which will be explained in the following
section.
In e-IPMH, the size of the proposed descriptor was increased by one bin, but the low
and high precision data were separated. The first 9 bins in e-IPMH contain unified modes
of the 4×4 and 8×8 blocks, while the 10th bin contains the number of all the 16×16 blocks,
regardless of their modes. Equation 5.3 shows the calculation of the two sets of bins in the
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e-IPMH:
eIPMHi(I) =


∑
mb∈I∩P ′
Count(mb, i) if 0 ≤ i ≤ 8
∑
mb∈I∩P
16 otherwise,
where P = {mb|Psize(mb) = “16×16”},
P ′ = {mb|Psize(mb) 6= “16×16”},
Count(mb, i) =


∑
sb∈mb
4 ·mode(sb, i) if Psize(mb) = “8×8”
∑
sb∈mb
mode(sb, i) if Psize(mb) = “4×4”
mode(b, i) =


1 if mode of block b is i
0 otherwise.
(5.3)
eIPMHi(I) denotes the final count of the e-IPMH bins for each mode i of the I-frame I.
mb denotes the macroblocks within each I-frame and sb denotes the subblocks within each
macroblock. As mentioned earlier, the function Psize() is used to detect the partition size of
macroblocks. As shown in the formula 5.3 , the 10th bin in the e-IPMH (i = 9, otherwise),
sums up all the 16×16 block sizes regardless of their modes, and merge them in a single
bin (10th bin). The procedure for other partition sizes are exactly similar to IPMH and the
results are stored in the first 9 bins.
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Figure 5.6: General feature construction diagram of IPMC.
5.2.2 IPMC
Calculating the spatial correlation between identical modes of blocks, which actually repre-
sent identical gradient orientations, leads us to propose the IPMC as a novel video descriptor
similar to the Auto-Correlogram introduced by Huang et al. [1997]. Figures 5.6 depicts the
process to construct IPMC. It is calculated on unified 4×4 subblocks with identical modes
located at distances of 1, 3 and 5 blocks (4×4) apart from each other. In IPMC, first, a
unification process is applied on the I-frames in which all the blocks are unified and con-
sidered as 4×4 units. Instead of calculating the probability distribution of the 4×4 blocks
used in IPMH, the focus is on identical pairs of 4×4 blocks, with similar gradient orientation
(modes), located at the specific distances; 1, 3 and 5 blocks. This approach is depicted in
Figure 5.7. As can be seen, IPMC detect the visual features based on the distance between
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Figure 5.7: Approach of detecting visual features in IPMH and IPMC. IPMC utilises one
histogram of modes for each distance while IPMH dedicates one histogram for all the modes
regardless of their distances.
the blocks and a histogram of modes is dedicated for each distance, however, IPMH and
e-IPMH just consider one histogram for all the modes.
IPMC represents the global distribution of local spatial correlation of identical modes,
whereas IPMH and e-IPMH represent the absolute probability distribution of the modes.
This particular specification of IPMC enables it to preserve more detailed spatial information
compared to its predecessors. IPMC uses 9 bins for each distance. Equation 5.4 represents
the calculation for unified IPMC for the three distances between identical pairs of blocks.
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IPMCi,d(I) =
∑
b1,b2∈I∩D
mode(b1, b2, i), where 0 ≤ i ≤ 8,
D = {b1, b2|dist(b1, b2) = d}, d ∈ {1, 3, 5}
mode(b1, b2, i) =


1 if mode of b1, b2 is i
0 otherwise.
(5.4)
IPMCi,d(I) represents the value of bins of 4×4 pairs of blocks for each mode i of an I-frame
I. The subblock partition size in IPMC is considered as the smallest block size and all the
partition sizes are unified to 4×4 block size before selecting pairs of blocks. The function
dist(b1, b2) returns the distance d, or number of blocks, between unified 4×4 pairs of blocks.
The binary function mode(b1, b2, i) returns 1 if the mode of pairs of b1, b2 blocks is i.
5.2.3 Structure of the IPM-based descriptors
IPM-based descriptors utilise an Ordinal Pattern Distribution (OPD) approach on the unified
intra-prediction modes on the four equal rectangular regions of I-frames. The OPD process
of the IPM values is shown in Figure 5.8. In this approach, the selected frame is partitioned
into four equal non-overlapping subregions. Then the ordinal pattern distribution of modes
in each subregion is calculated. This is similar to the Ordinal Histogram introduced by Bhat
and Nayar [1998] and used by Yuan et al. [2004]. The experimental results show better
performance of the ordinal approach compared to the simple histogram model for IPMH.
Figure 5.9 depicts the process of constructing OPD histogram of GoF for each intra-
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Figure 5.8: Ordinal Pattern Distribution of IPM blocks. In 4 regions there are 24 different
varieties of OPD.
prediction mode. The GoF histogram is actually an aggregated OPD. Two groups of I-frames
are depicted in the diagram; query and database, and the number of I-frames in the GoF is
six.
The first step is calculating the OPD histograms of each intra-prediction modes of all the
I-frames in the GoF. Then all the similar bins of each OPD histograms are summed up to
create an aggregated OPD histogram of that mode for the GoF. This process is implemented
for the both GoFs. The final step is calculating the distance (similarity) among the two
similar intra-prediction modes, of the two GoFs histograms. The diagram depicts the distance
calculation based on the histogram intersection, selecting the minimum value between paired
bins of GoF histograms. The total distance between the two GoF is the summation of all
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Figure 5.9: Distance calculation of OPD histograms on two group of frames: query and
database.
the distances of the intra-prediction modes.
Ordinal features are immune to global changes in the quality of the videos. They contain
spatial information [Hampapur et al., 2001; Bhat and Nayar, 1998]; therefore this approach
is a good complement to colour/intensity-based features. The ordinal approach was applied
over all the IPM-based descriptors (IPMH,e-IPMH, and IPMC). Ordinal pattern distribution
of the four rectangular regions of each I-frame generates 4! = 24 patterns. Increasing the
number of regions leads to numerous pattern distributions that will not necessarily lead to a
better result.
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We just introduced the OPD and unification process in this chapter. The effects on the
performance of IPM-based descriptors will be discussed in detail in the following chapter
which is supported by conducting multiple experiments.
5.3 Summary
Processing in the pixel domain needs fully decompression of video signal which is memory
demand task with high computational cost. Decompression is necessary for the pixel domain-
based approaches because their features are based on spatial information. Conversely com-
pressed image and video signals mostly contain frequency information of the source data, such
as DCT. However, H.26x video compressions contain spatial information in the compressed
domain and it makes them a good candidate for the current research.
This chapter proposed building block elements and architecture of three global visual
features (IPMH, e-IPMH, and IPMC) in the compressed domain, which are composed of
spatial information. H.264/AVC was selected as the compression standard because it is the
most commonly used compressed video format. H.264/AVC utilises three major types of
coded pictures (frames) known as I (IDR), P and B.
I-frames keep the whole content of the video frames by utilising a compression technique
called intra-prediction mode (IPM). As their content is not related to any other frames in
the video stream, they are independent frames and known as the key frames in H.264/AVC
videos. Conversely, the content of the other two types of the frames relates to the I-frames.
Utilising IPM-based descriptors for video copy detection is a novel approach proposed in
this thesis. Intra-prediction modes of the I-frames are the building block elements for the
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proposed IPM-based descriptors.
IPMH and e-IPMH are Histogram-based descriptors which demand less calculation time.
IPMH contains 9 bins, one bin for each intra-prediction mode, regardless of their size. In
e-IPMH low and high precision, data are separated by dedicating an extra bin for all the
16×16 blocks regardless of their modes.
IPMC is an auto-correlogram-based feature. The number of bins in IPMC is similar to
IPMH and each bin dedicated to one intra-prediction mode. As the IPMC calculates the
spatial correlation between identical modes, this descriptor demands more computational
time compared to the IPMH and e-IPMH. However, it will be shown in the next chapter that
Histogram-based descriptors (IPMH and e-IPMH) are not as effective as the auto-correlation-
based one (IPMC).
The architecture of the IPM-based descriptors was also presented in this chapter. This
architecture is based on unification of all the modes, and Ordinal Pattern Distribution (OPD)
of unified modes on segmented frames. Why these two techniques are used and how such
architecture can affect the performance of IPM-based descriptors will be investigated in the
next two chapters. It will be shown that this structure along with its light-weight nature,
will make the IPM-based descriptors robust and efficient against content-preserving visual
transformations as well as encoder types and encoding profiles.
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Impact of Spatio-temporal
Parameters on the Proposed
IPM-based Descriptors
This chapter is dedicated to the impact of spatio-temporal parameters on the proposed IPM-
based descriptors. This is important to find the most appropriate structure for the proposed
descriptors such as the number of regions in frame partitioning, and the number of frames in
a GoF as well as colour spaces and distance measures. It has been achieved by analysing the
impact of the spatio-temporal parameters on the performance of the proposed descriptors.
Due to the importance of encoder settings effect, the effect of compression settings is discussed
in the following chapter. The experiments are performed on the content-preserving (non-
geometric) visual distortions: T3, T4, T5, and T6, which is the performance scope of the
global descriptors such as IPM-based descriptors. The effects of this set of transformations
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Figure 6.1: Blockwise image of an original sampled frame (a) and its distorted versions with
transformations: T3 (b), T4 (c), T5 (d) and T6 (e).
on a sampled frame are shown in Figure 6.1.
In this chapter, two sets of experiments are conveyed on two different video collections:
• Pilot collection (Section 6.1): this set of experiments investigates the impact of the
spatio-temporal parameters, and
• Main TRECVID 2011 collection (Sections 6.2 and 6.3): this set of experiments investi-
gates the performance of the final spatio-temporal structure of the proposed descriptors
and compare them to the baseline.
6.1 The effect of spatio-temporal parameters on the pilot dataset
The primary sets of experiments on the pilot dataset were conveyed to investigate the most
appropriate spatio-temporal structure for the IPM-based descriptors. To achieve this the
effect of the following important spatio-temporal parameters on video copy detection were
investigated:
• Effects of frame-partitioning and ordinal distribution
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• Effects of colour and intensity planes
• Effect of distance measures techniques
• Effect of the size of the group of frames (GoF) in the temporal structure
Since there are many intervening factors affecting the parameters under study, investigating
all the possible combinations of the parameters requires numerous experiments. For example,
there exist 4 varieties in partitioning, 2 varieties in colour space, 5 distance measures and
3 GoF sizes, generating, in total, 120 different combinations. A thorough analysis of the
effect of all possible factors and their correlations is prohibitive and beyond the scope of this
work. Therefore, we decided to investigate the effect of a particular parameter in each set of
experiences, while all the other parameters were fixed. In this study, the fixed parameters
were set to their best values, based on the experiments conducted in this research.
Due to the light-weight nature of the proposed features, only measures of effectiveness
such as MRR and Precision@1 are presented in the comparison tables. When no significant
difference is detected between different parameters, the measure of efficiency (mean processing
time) is included to aid the comparison.
6.1.1 Effect of frame-partitioning and ordinal distribution on IPM-based de-
scriptors
The ordinal approach was described in detail in the previous chapter (Subsection 5.2.3).
The extraction of any global feature can be performed on either single or multiple regions
of selected frames. Extracting features from different regions can provide some regional in-
formation. The global information of partitioned frames, compared to the global data of
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Metric Method T3 T4 T5 T6 Overall
precision@1
Single Region 0.13 0.11 0.37 0.04 0.17
4 Regions 0.65 0.45 0.70 0.28 0.52
16 Regions 0.83 0.63 0.87 0.55 0.72
4 Regions Ordinal 0.69 0.82 0.97 0.64 0.78
MRR
Single Region 0.18 0.16 0.42 0.08 0.21
4 Regions 0.64 0.49 0.72 0.33 0.56
16 Regions 0.85 0.67 0.88 0.58 0.74
4 Regions Ordinal 0.75 0.87 0.98 0.74 0.83
Table 6.1: Frame-partitioning effect on CCD task by IPMH visual descriptor.
the whole frame, yields more discriminative results in content-preserving transformations.
Experimental evidence on pilot collection by IPMH verify the hypothesis in video copy de-
tection task. The results of the single versus multiple regions (4 and 16 square equal regions)
can be seen in Table 6.1. The role of ordinal distribution [Bhat and Nayar, 1998; Yuan et al.,
2005] compared to the Simple-IPM Histogram distributions over the 4 regions is also rep-
resented in the Table 6.1. The table shows that increasing the number of regions enhances
the precision@1. MRR also shows steady improvement by increasing the number of regions
especially in T3. Both metrics show significantly better overall output in the ordinal distri-
bution approach on four regions, which is the final selected model in IPM-based descriptors.
The condition of the other parameters, in the set of experiments related to Table 6.1, are
similar. The distance measure is histogram-intersection, the colour space is Y, and GoF size
is 6 with 3 frames overlap.
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6.1.2 Effect of colour space
The intensity (Y) and colour (U, V) planes were tested to investigate the effect of colour
space on the proposed descriptors. Conversely to the intensity data, the colour data in U
and V planes are only distributed in 4 modes of 16×16 macroblocks. Theoretically, adding
such non-detailed information, would not lead to improving the overall performance, having
added non-discriminative information to the descriptor. Experimental results proved the
hypothesis in CCD task. A comparison of the results of the colour and intensity data can
be seen in Table 6.2. The table shows how the performance of the IPMH on the intensity
plus colour space does not yield more discriminative results compared to intensity only data
in content-preserving transformations. Colour data distributed in U and V planes are in
the form of 16×16 macro blocks. Such smooth distribution of colour data does not contain
any detailed information and adding them to the highly detailed intensity data cannot affect
the performance positively, except to increase the elapsed searching time as an unwanted
side effect. Accordingly, the significance test shows an insignificance difference between these
two methods (P-values 0.99 and 0.91 for precision@1 and MRR respectively) except the
computational load which is reflected in the mean processing time. The condition of the
other parameter in the set of experiments related to Table 6.2 is similar. The distance
measure is histogram-intersection, regions are 4 (ordinal), and GoF size is 6 with 3 frames
overlap.
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Metric Method T3 T4 T5 T6 Overall
precision@1
Intensity and colour 0.69 0.81 0.97 0.63 0.78
Intensity only 0.69 0.82 0.97 0.64 0.78
MRR
Intensity and colour 0.72 0.86 0.98 0.75 0.83
Intensity only 0.75 0.87 0.98 0.74 0.83
Mean Processing
Intensity and colour - - - - 2.47
Time (Sec.) Intensity only - - - - 0.62
Table 6.2: Effect of colour spaces by IPMH visual descriptor.
6.1.3 Effect of distance measure
To investigate the similarity of query and dataset videos, distance measure techniques play
a crucial role. The IPM-based features use histograms as the descriptor; thus five different
distance measures, mostly used in histograms comparison, were investigated. There exist
other Bin-by-Bin distance measures such as the Kullback-Leibler (K-L) divergence which,
because of its non-symmetric property and sensitivity to histogram binning, was not used in
the current research.
To compare the histograms of two images, (IQ) from a query and (IDB) from a sample
database, the first step is choosing an appropriate metric d(H(IQ),H(IDB)) to measure the
similarity or well-matching of the compared histograms. With defining n as the total number
of histogram bins of H(IK) where K ∈ (Q,DB), average values of H(IK) is:
H(IK) =
1
n
n∑
j=0
Hj(IK) (6.1)
The equations of the five well-known histogram matching techniques, are as follows:
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• Correlation: d(H(IQ),H(IDB)) =
∑n
j=0
(
Hj(IQ)−H(IQ)
)
.
(
Hj(IDB)−H(IDB)
)
√∑n
j=0
(
Hj(IQ)−H(IQ)
)2
.
∑n
j=0
(
Hj(IDB)−H(IDB)
)2 (6.2)
• Chi-Square: d(H(IQ),H(IDB)) =
n∑
j=0
(
Hj(IQ)−Hj(IDB)
)2
Hj(IQ)
(6.3)
• Bhattacharyya: d(H(IQ),H(IDB)) =
√√√√1− 1√
H(IQ).H(IDB).n2
n∑
j=0
√
Hj(IQ).Hj(IDB) (6.4)
• L2 Norm (Euclidean): d(H(IQ),H(IDB)) =
√√√√ n∑
j=0
(
Hj(IQ)−Hj(IDB)
)2
(6.5)
• Intersection: d(H(IQ),H(IDB)) =
n∑
j=0
min
(
Hj(IQ),Hj(IDB)
)
(6.6)
The above distance measure equations shows the distance between the two sample images.
The
∑n
j=0Hj(I) represents the summation of all the n bins of the histogram, generated from
a sample image (I).
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The L2 Norm utilised by CRIM and Histogram-intersection was employed in the final
version of all the three proposed methods. Minkowski with d2 is known as L2 Norm or
Euclidean distance. It is the square root of the sum of the squares of the differences between
corresponding bins, whereas the Histogram-intersection compares the pair of bins and selects
the smaller value. This specification enables the histogram-intersection to consider the partial
matching [Rubner et al., 2000]. Experimental results show how this property of histogram-
intersection can yield higher performance for the proposed block-based descriptors, compared
to other distance measures.
Table 6.3 shows how the IPMH can offer significantly higher performance with histogram-
intersection distance measure. The other parameters in the set of experiments for Table 6.3
are fixed as follows: colour space is intensity, regions are 4 (ordinal), and GoF size is 6 with
3 frames overlap.
The following two equations expands the utilised histogram-intersection method. This
distance measure simply selects the minimum value of the similar bins of the two OPD
histograms of a group of I-frames: G from a query H(GQ) and a database H(GDB).
S =
n∑
j=0
(Hj(GQ) ∩Hj(GDB)) (6.7)
Hj(GQ) ∩Hj(GDB) =Min
(
Hj(GQ),Hj(GDB)
)
(6.8)
where S denotes the similarity between the two comparing GOF histograms of query and
dataset in their similar bins j, n depends on the maximum number of bins which for OPD
histogram is 24.
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Metric Method T3 T4 T5 T6 Overall
precision@1
Correlation 0.57 0.50 0.94 0.46 0.62
ChiSquare 0.66 0.59 0.88 0.49 0.65
BhattaCharyya 0.62 0.55 0.87 0.45 0.62
L2 Norm 0.73 0.61 0.93 0.54 0.70
Intersection 0.69 0.82 0.97 0.64 0.78
MRR
Correlation 0.64 060 0.95 0.54 0.68
ChiSquare 0.71 0.62 0.89 0.54 0.69
BhattaCharyya 0.67 0.60 0.88 0.51 0.66
L2 Norm 0.77 0.67 0.94 0.59 0.74
Intersection 0.75 0.87 0.98 0.74 0.83
Table 6.3: Investigating the effect of distance measure techniques on IPMH, where colour
space is intensity, 4 (ordinal) regions, 1/second I-frame sample rate and GoF size is 6 with
3 frames overlap.
6.1.4 Effect of I-frame sampling rate
The sampling rate can be considered as an important parameter because it directly related
to the efficiency versus effectiveness of the copy detection task. To investigate the effect of
an image sample rate from video streams, four series of videos were encoded. The videos are
the variations of same source video but with the different I-frame rate as follows:
• 0.5: One I-frame per 2 seconds,
• 1: One I-frame per second,
• 2: Two I-frames per second, and
• 4: Four I-frame per second.
As the main goal of this thesis is efficiency, while maintaining the effectiveness, a lower sam-
pling rate of I-frames was chosen to improve the efficiency by reducing the computational
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costs and a smaller feature space. As shown in Table 6.4, the trade-off between mean pro-
cessing time and effectiveness factors, precision@1 and MRR can be seen clearly. Choosing
a suitable value for I-frame sampling is challenging because increasing the I-frame sampling
rate improves effectiveness in some extent, then becomes steady; but the mean processing
time continues to increase. With respect to the drastic increase in mean processing time
from one I-frame sample per second to two and severe decrease in overall effectiveness from
one I-frame sample per second to one I-frame per two seconds, the selected I-frame sampling
rate is selected as one frame per second in all the main experiments in this thesis.
The sample rates shown in Table 6.4 are nominal. They are the values that set in the
encoder. However, the real average sample rate is a little higher than what is shown in the
table due to the automatic insertion an extra I-frame whenever there is a major scene change.
The actual I-frame rate, when the sample rate is set to 1 frame per second in the encoder, is
1.26 I-frames/second on average over all the videos in the collection.
6.1.5 GoF effect on temporal structure
To investigate the effect of a temporal descriptor, some experiments were conducted based
on the combination of I-frames. The combination process yields the structure of the spatio-
temporal IPM-based descriptors over a group of frames (GoF). The GoF process is discussed
in the previous chapter. Although the GoF size changes are not significant in the perfor-
mance (all the pairwise chi-square p-values are greater than 0.99 for precision@1 and MRR),
nevertheless, decreasing the size of GoF in the temporal descriptor negatively affects the
efficiency of the algorithm. Conversely, increasing the size of GoF has a direct relation to
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Metric Sample Rate T3 T4 T5 T6 Overall
precision@1
0.5 0.61 0.70 0.91 0.54 0.69
1 0.69 0.82 0.97 0.64 0.78
2 0.82 0.90 0.98 0.79 0.87
4 0.80 0.89 0.99 0.80 0.87
MRR
0.5 0.72 0.80 0.98 0.67 0.79
1 0.75 0.87 0.98 0.74 0.83
2 0.86 0.93 0.99 0.85 0.91
4 0.85 0.93 0.99 0.85 0.91
Mean Processing
0.5 - - - - 0.19
Time (Sec.)
1 - - - - 0.62
2 - - - - 2.97
4 - - - - 6.17
Table 6.4: Effect of I-frame sample rate by IPMH visual descriptor with histogram intersec-
tion distance measure, 4 (ordinal) regions, intensity colour space, histogram intersection for
distance measure and GoF size is 6 with 3 frames overlap.
efficiency and to some extent, performance. Theoretically, small values in GoF can increase
detection accuracy, but this metric could not be investigated due to the similar size of the
video in the query and the copied video in the pilot collection.
As can be seen in Table 6.5, choosing a small number of frames for GoF not only drastically
increases the mean processing time, but also decreases the performance. Selecting a proper
value for GoF window and overlapping frames is an intricate decision. Increasing the GoF
size definitely improves efficiency; however, the performance starts increasing to some extent,
then gradually decreases. Increasing the GoF size can also negatively affect the detection
accuracy due to the larger gap between overlapping windows. Considering these three factors
and, based on the results of the pilot collection shown in Table 6.5, the middle range of GoF
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Metric Method T3 T4 T5 T6 Overall
precision@1
GoF 2 Overlap 1 0.69 0.72 0.96 0.62 0.75
GoF 6 Overlap 3 0.69 0.82 0.97 0.64 0.78
GoF 10 Overlap 5 0.67 0.80 0.95 0.62 0.76
MRR
GoF 2 Overlap 1 0.75 0.80 0.98 0.70 081
GoF 6 Overlap 3 0.75 0.87 0.98 0.74 0.83
GoF 10 Overlap 5 0.75 0.85 0.98 0.71 0.82
Mean Processing
GoF 2 Overlap 1 - - - - 8.16
Time (Sec.)
GoF 6 Overlap 3 - - - - 0.62
GoF 10 Overlap 5 - - - - 0.32
Table 6.5: Investigating the effect of GoF size on the temporal structure of IPMH, where
colour space is intensity, 4 (ordinal) regions, 1/second I-frame sample rate and histogram
intersection as the distance measure.
size and overlapping frames were selected for the final temporal structure. The middle range
can mutually fulfil both efficiency and performance. Subsequently, the number of I-frames in
each temporal segment was set to 6. The size of overlapping frames depends on the trade-off
between location accuracy and efficiency. This variable was set to half of the GoF size in the
current experiments, in order to fulfil both metrics.
The condition of the other three parameters in the set of experiments related to Table 6.5
is similar. Distance measure is histogram-intersection, regions are 4 (ordinal) and intensity
values are selected as the colour space.
6.2 Performance analysis with the baseline on the main collection
The main collection is the latest TRECVID/CCD collection of 11485 videos. In the main
collection scenario, 1608 transformed queries are used to evaluate the performance of CCD
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Metric Method T3 T4 T5 T6
Overall
(Balanced)
minNDCR
IPMH 0.343 0.398 0.278 0.366 0.346
e-IPMH 0.336 0.276 0.157 0.358 0.281
IMPC 0.179 0.119 0.022 0.291 0.152
CRIM 0.041 0.127 0.022 0.119 0.077
Mean F1
IPMH 0.592 0.602 0.609 0.622 0.606
e-IPMH 0.645 0.648 0.654 0.665 0.653
IMPC 0.851 0.852 0.847 0.857 0.851
CRIM 0.841 0.803 0.828 0.824 0.824
Mean Proc.
IPMH 251.20 270.92 264.30 305.20 272.90
Time (Sec.)
e-IPMH 279.11 301.02 293.67 339.11 303.23
IMPC 607.72 656.68 637.00 749.67 662.77
CRIM 2191.42 2266.33 2209.17 2222.83 2222.44
Table 6.6: Comparing performance and efficiency measures on the main collection. The
figures belong to the Balanced profile (Optimal).
algorithms and video descriptors. Unlike the pilot collection, queries in the main collection
are not necessarily the same size as the videos in the dataset, however, they can be partially
matched with them. Thus, the slice of starting and ending time of the copied segment plays
an important role in this scenario. This specification brings accuracy (detection accuracy) to
the forefront as an important metric in the evaluation of the performance of CCD algorithms
and video descriptors. Accuracy is represented by the F1 measure in the main collection and
calculated based on the asserted copy location versus ground truth location.
Ideally for a fair comparison of mean processing time, comparing methods should be im-
plemented on the same hardware platform, as well as with a similar computing technique
(CPU versus GPU). This situation was fulfilled in the pilot dataset comparisons. Both ap-
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Metric Method T3 T4 T5 T6
Overall
(NoFA)
minNDCR
IPMH 0.343 107.079 106.964 0.366 53.688
e-IPMH 0.336 0.276 0.157 0.358 0.281
IMPC 0.179 0.119 0.022 0.291 0.152
CRIM 0.097 0.127 0.022 0.119 0.091
Mean F1
IPMH 0.592 0.602 0.609 0.622 0.606
e-IPMH 0.645 0.648 0.654 0.665 0.653
IMPC 0.851 0.852 0.847 0.857 0.851
CRIM 0.848 0.803 0.828 0.824 0.825
Table 6.7: Comparing performance and efficiency measures on the main collection. The
figures belong to the NoFA profile(Optimal). The most of the NoFA values are similar to
the Balanced profile due to having one IPM-based result-set for both profiles. However, there
are two outlier minNDCR values in IPMH in T4 and T5. The reason is due to high false
alarm rate by cut-off decision threshold (0.67 for IPMH for all the transformations) which
automatically selected by TRECVID software to minimise the total cost. This value is similar
to the Balanced profile and in general offers minimum cost in Balanced and NoFA. Mean
processing time in both profiles is similar.
proaches were implemented on a simple hardware platform and computing technique (CPU).
However, as the current research is committed to present the original video-only results pro-
vided by CRIM team, providing such a fair situation for the main dataset comparison was
unattainable. The asserted mean processing time by CRIM was achieved via a hardware
platform using Intel Xeon X5650 2.67 GHz (6 core) with GPU GTX 580. In terms of com-
puting technique, GPU programming was employed by CRIM to improve the efficiency of
their method. Whereas the IPM-based descriptors utilised a lower performance hardware
platform with processor Intel Core i5-2400S 2.5 GHz (Quad-Core). The CPU computing
technique was employed for indexing and searching algorithms which is clearly much slower
than the GPU computing utilised by CRIM. Despite the lesser hardware performance and
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of IPM-based descriptors(IPMH, e-IPMH and IPMC) and
CRIM/2011 (video-only) method as the baseline in: (a) Mean Reciprocal Rank and (b) Mean
Processing Time. Numbers in the brackets represents the number of regions and bins per
region, respectively.
computing technique, IPM-based descriptors offer significantly more efficient processing time.
Considering this fact is important in analysing the mean processing time in the main dataset
shown in the Table 6.6. Tables 6.6 and 6.7 compare the results of optimal mode of IPM-
based descriptors with the CRIM method over the main dataset. As mentioned before, in
the optimal mode, the best cut-off threshold is set automatically by the evaluation software
to achieve the minimum cost (min-NDCR).
Detection Error Trade-off (DET) curve comparisons of IPMC and CRIM/2011 method
on content-preserving transformations: T3, T4, T5, and T6 are shown in Appendix C, Fig-
ures C.1 to C.8.
6.3 Analysis of the results
Experimental evidence on the pilot dataset suggests the performance of CRIM method is
directly related to the sampling frame rate used in the feature extraction (indexing) phase.
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Method T3 T4 T5 T6
Overall
(Precision@1)
Original CRIM
1.00 0.94 0.99 0.97 0.97
(RGB,16 Regions,All Frames)
Modified CRIM-1
0.26 0.34 0.31 0.35 0.32
(RGB,16 Regions,1Frame/S)
Modified CRIM-2
1.00 0.90 1.00 0.93 0.96
(RGB,4 Regions,All Frames)
Modified CRIM-3
1.00 0.95 0.99 0.97 0.97
(Intensity,16 Regions,All Frames)
Modified CRIM-4
0.35 0.38 0.34 0.40 0.37
(Intensity,16 Regions,1Frame/S)
Table 6.8: Comparing performance (Precision@1) of CRIM on the pilot dataset in the pres-
ence of changing colour space, frame-partitioning and frame-sampling rate.
Distributions of RGB are known to be fragile, even in environments with lower complexity
such as image retrieval [Bhat and Nayar, 1998]. CRIM utilises the normalised-average of
regional RGB values on partitioned frames. Normalization and averaging improve the per-
formance of colour-based features compared to absolute RGB and makes them invariant to
monotone intensity changes, such as T5. In addition, partitioning enables CRIM to store the
global spatial distribution of RGB values on 16 subregions of each frame. Preserving spatial
information in feature vectors enhances the performance of image/video retrieval tasks [Yuan
et al., 2005; Huang et al., 1997] using global descriptors. Although CRIM tries to store spa-
tial distribution by utilising a partitioning approach, IPM-based descriptors could preserve
more spatial distribution in lower sampling frame rate by utilising the partitioning concept
over a lesser number of regions but by applying ordinal distribution [Hampapur et al., 2001;
Bhat and Nayar, 1998]. IPMC in particular, by capturing global distribution of local spatial
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Method T3 T4 T5 T6
Overall
(MRR)
Original CRIM
1.00 0.95 0.99 0.97 0.98
(RGB,16 Regions,All Frames)
Modified CRIM-1
0.49 0.55 0.51 0.57 0.53
(RGB,16 Regions,1Frame/S)
Modified CRIM-2
1.00 0.91 1.00 0.93 0.96
(RGB,4 Regions,All Frames)
Modified CRIM-3
1.00 0.95 0.99 0.97 0.98
(Intensity,16 Regions,All Frames)
Modified CRIM-4
0.53 0.56 0.51 0.59 0.55
(Intensity,16 Regions,1Frame/S)
Table 6.9: Comparing performance (MRR) of CRIM on the pilot dataset in the presence of
changing colour space, frame-partitioning and frame-sampling rate.
correlation of IPM blocks and describing them in an ordinal approach, preserves even more
detailed spatial data in its unique structure of the feature descriptor. This characteristic of
IPMC allows it to be more robust and competitive in tolerating the low sampling frame rate
used in indexing phase.
As can be seen in the experimental results of the main collection in Tables 6.6 and 6.7,
CRIM outperforms the IPM-based descriptors in minNDCR measure. Based on the Equa-
tion 3.1, this due to the less frequent occurrence of false alarms and miss counts achieved by
CRIM. The searching method in the IPM-based approach is similar to what CRIM introduced
in 2011. Both methods utilise nearest-neighbour mapping approach [Gupta et al., 2012]. Less
probability of missed count and false alarms and, conversely, a higher true positive count in
CRIM method directly relates to the sampling frame rate in the feature extraction phase.
The effect of sampling rate on CRIM in the pilot dataset was investigated. Figure 6.2(a)
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and Tables 6.8 and 6.9 show a dramatic decrease in performance of CRIM in lower sampling
frame rate (1 frame/second). This method is called Modified CRIM-1 and -4 in the Figure
and Tables. The effect of partitioning and intensity, on CRIM method, were investigated
on the pilot dataset, with sampling frame rate as the original CRIM (all frames). The
results can be seen on Tables 6.8 and 6.9. As shown in these two tables, the effect of colour
space (Modified CRIM-3) and the effect of frame-partitioning (Modified CRIM-2) does not
significantly reduce the performance of CRIM method on content-preserving transformations.
On the contrary, the reduce of sampling rate can significantly affect the performance of CRIM
method as can be seen in CRIM-1 and CRIM-4.
Figure 6.2(b) shows core advantage of IPM-based descriptors is their efficiency. CRIM
in the same frame sampling rate shows competitive efficiency in average searching time but
with a drastic drop in the performance.
Based on the above experimental evidence, it can be concluded that CRIM is very sensi-
tive to the sampling frame rate used in the feature extraction phase. Increasing the sampling
frame rate directly increases the performance of CRIM, but dramatically reduces the effi-
ciency of this descriptor. Conversely, IPM-based descriptors in general and IPMC in partic-
ular, can offer effective results with significantly efficient processing time, due to their ability
to extract more robust features for morphological similarity (Oriented gradients of intensity
blocks versus normalised-average RGB colours), even at a much lower sampling frame rate
(1 frame/second versus all the frames).
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6.4 Summary
The impact of spatio-temporal parameters on the proposed IPM-based descriptors (IPMH,
e-IPMH, and IPMC) as well as a performance analysis with the CRIM method as the baseline
were presented in this chapter. All the experiments were conducted to investigate the effi-
ciency and effectiveness of the proposed descriptors and the baseline on the content-preserving
visual transformations (T3, T4, T5 and T6)
The experiments were conducted using two different video collections: The pilot and main
collections. The pilot dataset is a subset of the main dataset for sensitivity analysis of the
spatio-temporal parameters and is used for selecting the most appropriate spatio-temporal
structure for the proposed descriptors. The main collection is the latest TRECVID/CCD
dataset in 2011. The query-set in both scenarios was the same. Both collections were encoded
by FFMPEG to H.264/AVC video format, using High13 profile.
To find the most appropriate structure for the proposed descriptors, the following major
spatio-temporal parameters on video copy detection were investigated on the pilot dataset:
• Frame-partitioning and ordinal distribution,
• Colour and intensity planes,
• Distance measures techniques, and
• Size of the group of frames (GoF) in the temporal structure.
On the pilot collection, Mean Reciprocal Rank and precision@1 were utilised as perfor-
mance metrics. Three metrics: min-NDCR, Mean F1 and mean processing time, suggested
by TRECVID/CCD task, were selected for comparisons on the main collection. Consider-
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ing that global descriptors are effective for content-preserving transformations in CCD tasks
[Gupta et al., 2011], the comparisons were made on the T3, T4, T5, and T6.
Spatio-temporal sensitivity analysis on the pilot dataset revealed that 1 frame per second
in sampling rate, 4 equal subregions in frame partitioning, and 6 frames in GoF, yields the
best performance for the proposed descriptors. Moreover, for the spatio-temporal structure,
the histogram intersection as the distance measure, and intensity as the colour space are the
other two important factors that improve the performance of the proposed descriptors.
The results on both collections indicate IPM-based descriptors, are discriminative visual
descriptors for near-duplicate video similarity detection. The research shows that the core
competency of the IPM-based descriptors is the efficient mean processing time. Efficiency
analysis on the main dataset shows significantly discriminating results; about 3.3 times faster
than CRIM, even by using CPU programming technique. On the pilot dataset with same
hardware conditions and programming technique (no GPU programming), IPMC and IPMH
are even more significantly efficient (153 and 320 times faster respectively) than CRIM.
Effectiveness analysis on the main dataset shows the CRIM method is more effective in
minNDCR but less in F1 measures compared to the IPMC.
Based on the experimental evidence achieved by the pilot and main datasets, the per-
formance of CRIM is very sensitive to the number of frames used in the feature-extracting
phase. Conversely, IPMC can offer effective results even with a much lower sampling frame
rate, 1 I-frame per second.
With respect to the importance of compression settings, their impact was excluded in
this chapter and the next chapter is dedicated to this purpose.
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In the previous chapters, we discussed the effects of the spatio-temporal parameters as well as
the effect of the content-preserving visual transformations on the IPM-based descriptors. The
focus of this chapter is on the impact of compression settings. Two categories of compression
setting which are the most common in H.264 encoding are investigated:
• Encoder-types (types of encoders), and
• Encoding-profiles (types of profiles).
Since mode-decision functions used in different encoders are not standardised, IPMs, as the
encoders product, are expected to be sensitive to the different types of encoders. Utilising
different encoder-types in query-set and dataset can affect the performance significantly.
Similarly, applying different encoding-profiles of an encoder on the video collections can also
negatively impact the IPM-based features.
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A set of experiments is implemented on the pilot dataset (a subset of TRECVID/CCD
2011 collection) and the performances are compared on content-preserving visual distortions.
Encoder-type impact is investigated on three commonly used encoders:
• FFmpeg,
• MediaCoder, and
• JM.
Using the FFmpeg encoder, four H.264/AVC profiles are compared for encoding-profile
impact as follows:
• High10,
• High,
• Main, and
• Baseline.
For comparing encoder-type impact, all the three encoders utilised same profile: High10.
The experiments show how ordinal pattern distribution of unified IPM-based descriptors
can improve their tolerance against changes in encoder settings. It is also shown that the
correlogram of the IPM-based descriptor (IPMC) is the most robust structure for encoding-
profile and encoder-type impacts.
7.1 Sensitivity issue in the compressed domain-based features
Compressed domain-based algorithms are generally efficient and are appropriate for high com-
putational cost application such as video processing. However, compressed domain methods
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have been criticized for their sensitivity to the compression technique [Ahmad and Gabbouj,
2005; Delac et al., 2007; Schaefer, 2008] and the encoder settings [Guldogan et al., 2003].
This sensitivity can affect the components used in the structure of features which are
extracted from different encoders. We describe this phenomenon as encoder-type impact.
Moreover, within each bit-stream syntax, a limited number of subsets, known as Profiles
[ITU-T Recommendation, 2003], enable the encoder to adapt the encoded video in a different
signal transmitting channels to maintain the highest quality available. Profiles can affect the
visual feature components in the compressed domain, for a given encoder. We describe this
issue as encoding-profile impact.
Numerous research studies exist relating to the efficiency of mode-decision function tech-
niques for H.26x encoders. Although the mode-decision function can directly affect the IPM
components, there is no research on how the changes of IPM components can affect the
performance of IPM-based descriptors.
IPMs in H.264 video streams utilise a block-based approach for compression. Despite the
sensitivity of block sizes and modes to the picture texture, it is shown in this chapter that
using an ordinal distribution of unified block sizes can produce robust features. IPM-based
features utilise the information stored in the IPMs of key frames in H.264/AVC videos. These
descriptors take a unification process to unify similar modes of different block sizes which are
needed when comparing different encoding-profiles. They also exploit an ordinal approach
instead of a probability distribution of IPM blocks. Ordinal Pattern Distribution (OPD)
is the key technique that enables IPM-based descriptors to be computationally efficient,
more effective in content-preserving visual distortions, and robust against encoder settings.
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This is similar to nonparametric methods in statistics that use order statistics and ranking
of observations, which makes them independent of the assumptions about the underlying
distribution of data.
IPM-based descriptors, specifically IPMC (IPM Correlogram), proposed in Chapter 5,
operating in the lower-dimensional subspace of the compressed-domain is more efficient com-
pared to the conventional methods which operate in the pixel domain. In this chapter
we show IPMC, compared with IPMH, is less sensitive to the impact of encoder-type and
encoding-profile at the expense of marginally higher computational cost. Moreover, with
respect to the unification process and OPD, IPMC incorporates spatial information stored
in correlation among pairs of blocks, instead of single block distributions used by IPMH.
The locality information provided by IPMC can compensate for the lack of local information
in the compressed domain. Furthermore, a sensitivity study is missing from the existing
literature on IPM-based descriptors; to address this, a comprehensive sensitivity analysis is
conducted on both the IPMH and IPMC descriptors using data from the TRECVID/CCD
task. The sensitivity of IPM-based descriptors is studied for the three encoder-types and
the four encoding-profiles on four content-preserving video distortions. A non-parametric
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) statistical test [Sheskin, 2003] has been employed for testing the
null hypothesis.
7.2 Effect of encoder-type and encoding-profile on IPMs
For a better understanding of the sensitivity of IPM blocks, an I-frame with its blockwise
image in two situations—normal and distorted, by non-geometric visual transformations,
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Figure 7.1: Encoder-type impact (top) and encoding-profile impact (bottom) shown on block-
wise images of a sampled frame.
were shown in Chapter 6, Figure 6.1. As can be visually observed, any distortion in the
appearance of the image can affect the distribution of intra-prediction modes which are
depicted in different colours and block sizes.
Similar to any changes of pixel values in the pixel domain, such distortions can make
IPM-based image/video retrieval algorithms fragile, even in uncomplicated tasks. Different
H.264/AVC encoders and different profiles provided by the encoders can affect the IPM com-
ponents massively. Figure 7.1 shows this phenomenon on different encoder-types (FFmpeg,
MediaCoder, and JM) and encoding-profiles (High, High10, Baseline, and Main). As shown,
IPM components of a sample video frame, encoded by different encoders and profiles, can be
resulted in significantly different distributions of block sizes and modes. Consequently, util-
ising a simple probability distribution of IPM blocks cannot be considered as a robust visual
descriptor, because they are not capable of detecting similarity in such visual distortions.
Two techniques that makes the structure of the IPM-based feature robust and tolerant
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against encoding-profile and encoder-type impacts are: unification process and Ordinal Pat-
tern Distribution (OPD). The unification process, deals with the size of the blocks. The
ordinal histogram represents the Ordinal Pattern Distribution (OPD) of target components,
rather than probability distribution used in conventional histograms. Both techniques are
discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
7.3 Performance evaluation
The goal is to test the sensitivity of IPM-based descriptors to some of the common variables in
encoder settings that are attributes of H.264/AVC compression algorithms. Three encoder-
types and four encoding-profiles are investigated to determine their impact on copy detection
tasks in the compressed domain. To evaluate the effectiveness of the OPD technique, we
compare three IPM-based descriptors that utilise similar elements from the H.264/AVC video
format as follows:
• IPM-basic: Histogram of unified IPMs,
• IPMH: Histogram of unified IPMs plus OPD, and
• IPMC: Correlogram of unified IPMs plus OPD.
IPM-basic is a baseline that is similar to the method proposed by Zargari et al. [2010]. This
method extracts pure intra-prediction modes from selected frames of the video stream, with-
out applying unification of different block sizes and ordinal distribution of segmented frames.
This basic version utilises a single region and exploits Euclidean distance for histogram
comparisons, as suggested by Zargari et al. [2010]. Conversely, IPMH and IPMC utilise seg-
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Descriptor Encoder T3 T4 T5 T6 Overall K-S p-value
IPMC
Q:FFmpeg DB:FFmpeg 0.86 0.92 0.98 0.84 0.90 -
Q:FFmpeg DB:MediaCoder 0.83 0.92 0.97 0.85 0.89 0.999
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM 0.80 0.87 0.95 0.78 0.85 0.089
IPMH
Q:FFmpeg DB:FFmpeg 0.76 0.88 0.98 0.76 0.85 -
Q:FFmpeg DB:MediaCoder 0.74 0.86 0.97 0.75 0.83 0.924
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM 0.66 0.79 0.94 0.64 0.76 3.3E-5
IPM
Q:FFmpeg DB:FFmpeg 0.64 0.33 0.93 0.22 0.53 -
basic
Q:FFmpeg DB:MediaCoder 0.51 0.25 0.76 0.19 0.43 6.7E-05
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM 0.32 0.16 0.57 0.15 0.30 0.000
Table 7.1: H.264/AVC encoder-type impact on the MRR of IPMC, IPMH, and IPM-basic.
Profile is High:10. The larger p-values represent less sensitivity.
mentation on the selected frames to calculated ordinal distribution of each mode on the four
regions. Histogram intersection is also utilised as the distance measure. It has been shown
in Chapter 6 that histogram intersection provides more effective results compared to the Eu-
clidean distance in multi-regions segmented frames. All these three IPM-based descriptors
utilise the unification process to unify all the block sizes.
7.3.1 Evaluating encoder-type impact
Using different encoders to encode video streams, even for a similar video format, does
occur, and the impact of the encoding algorithm is not negligible. Hence, investigating the
robustness of IPM-based descriptors for the different mode-decision functions used in different
encoders is necessary.
Three H.264/AVC encoders were selected to evaluate the tolerance against encoder-type
effect: FFmpeg (x264), MediaCoder, and JM.
FFmpeg is the most commonly used open-source package for handling multimedia files
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in Linux and Windows platforms since 2000 [Tomar, 2006]. FFmpeg is the main multimedia
processing package used in real-world applications as well as in research [Bankoski et al.,
2011]. It utilises different libraries to encode and decode different video and audio streams.
For H.264/AVC, FFmpeg utilises a library known as: x264, which is the most common H.264
open-source library for encoding video streams to H.264/AVC. In the experiments here we
use FFmpeg binary version 2.5.2.
MediaCoder is a media-transcoding package available since 2005 for converting the most
popular audio/video formats. The MediaCoder team announced on their website that they
have improved the compression technique in their H.264/AVC encoder. Version 0.8.38 is
used here.
JM is the only reference software for H.264/AVC. This software is a product of the joint
video team (JVT) of ISO and ITU, the two organisations responsible for image and video
codec standardisation. The version employed here is V 17.0. JM enables the video researcher
to manipulate all the parameters affecting the encoding and decoding process.
The effect of the three encoders can be seen on the blockwise images of a sample frame,
as shown in the top row in Figure 7.1. The selected profile in the three encoders is High10-
profile, which is the profile that utilises all the three block sizes.
The methodology in encoder-type impact is based on keeping the query videos as fixed
(encoded by FFmpeg) and the dataset videos as variable, in which the three types of encoders
(FFmpeg, MediaCoder, and JM) encoded all the 201 videos in the dataset. Effectiveness
measures are shown in Table 7.1 for each of the four content-preserving transformations (T3,
T4, T5, and T6), as well as the average over all four of these transformations. To evaluate
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Figure 7.2: MRR (Effectiveness measure) scatter plot of the three descriptors by the 3
encoder-types and 4 encoding-profiles impacts.
the significance of the encoder-type impact, Table 7.1 also shows, for each descriptor, the
results of the pairwise K-S significance test between FFmpeg and the other two encoders (on
the dataset).
Analysis of the effectiveness results shows the proposed descriptors, and IPMC in partic-
ular, not only provide higher performance in the content-preserving transformations but are
also more robust in terms of the impact imposed by using different encoder-types. The higher
overall MRR values and the p-values of the K-S significance test on MRR values show that
the structure of the feature elements used in IPMC and IPMH are effective in terms of the
robustness of the proposed IPM-based descriptors in video copy detection. The simple struc-
ture in IPM-basic shows poor results and high sensitivity to the encoder-types. However,
IPMC and IPMH, in spite of their effective results and lower sensitivity to the encoder-type
remain more sensitive to the videos encoded by the JM encoders.
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In videos encoded by JM software, the pattern of the IPM blocks is different from the
other two encoders, leading to significantly worse effectiveness for IPMH and IPM-basic
as shown in Table 7.1. IPMC seems more robust to JM. JM is a reference software and
provides numerous options for the encoding/decoding process, whereas, in the MediaCoder
and FFmpeg packages, the options to set are very limited. In these experiments, we chose
the JM settings most similar to the FFmpeg and MediaCoder. Main profile parameters such
as: Intra- and IDR-period, type of profile and bit-rate were set similar to the other encoders.
Multiple runs with a variety of different settings were investigated and are shown in the next
section, but the best results are yielded when the rest of the options in JM are left as default.
7.3.2 Encoding effect of JM encoder parameters
JM is a reference software and provides numerous options for the encoding/decoding process.
Multiple runs with a variety of different settings were investigated and are shown in the
Table 7.2, but the best results are yielded when the rest of the options in JM are left as
default. 8 different configurations are investigated, however, the Configuration No. 6 due to
its better overall results, is the selected configuration for this chapter.
The 8 different configurations are as follows:
• Conf. 1: Profile:High, IntraPeriod: 25, IDRperiod: 75, AdaptiveIntra:1 (true), Adap-
tiveIDR:0 (false), RateControlEnabled:0 (False), RCupdatemode:0 (false), EnableOpen-
GOP:0 (false), Bitrate:45020 (default).
• Conf. 2: Profile:High, IntraPeriod: 23, IDRperiod: 0, AdaptiveIntra:1 (true), Adap-
tiveIDR:1 (true), RateControlEnabled:0 (false), RCupdatemode:0 (false), EnableOpen-
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GOP:0 (false), Bitrate:45020 (default).
• Conf. 3: Profile:High10, IntraPeriod: 25, IDRperiod: 75, AdaptiveIntra:1 (true), Adap-
tiveIDR:0 (false), RateControlEnabled:0 (false), RCupdatemode:0 (false), EnableOpen-
GOP:0 (false), Bitrate:45020 (default).
• Conf. 4: Profile:High10, IntraPeriod: 25, IDRperiod: 75, AdaptiveIntra:1 (true), Adap-
tiveIDR:0 (false), RateControlEnabled:1 (true), RCupdatemode:2 (....), EnableOpen-
GOP:0 (false), Bitrate:45020 (default).
• Conf. 5: Profile:High10, IntraPeriod: 25, IDRperiod: 0, AdaptiveIntra:1 (true), Adap-
tiveIDR:0 (false), RateControlEnabled:1 (true), RCupdatemode:2 (....), EnableOpen-
GOP:1 (true), Bitrate:135060 (45020x3).
• Conf. 6: Profile:High10, IntraPeriod: 25, IDRperiod: 75, AdaptiveIntra:1 (true),
AdaptiveIDR:0 (false), RateControlEnabled:0 (False), RCupdatemode:0 (false), En-
ableOpenGOP:0 (false), Bitrate:1000kb.
• Conf. 7 similar to 6: Profile:High10, IntraPeriod: 25, IDRperiod: 75, AdaptiveIntra:1
(true), AdaptiveIDR:0 (false), RateControlEnabled:0 (False), RCupdatemode:0 (false),
EnableOpenGOP:1 (false), Bitrate:1000kb.
• Conf. 8: Profile:High10, IntraPeriod: 25, IDRperiod: 75, AdaptiveIntra:1 (true),
AdaptiveIDR:0 (false), RateControlEnabled:1 (False), RCupdatemode:2 (false), En-
ableOpenGOP:1 (false), Bitrate:1000kb.
• Conf. 9: Profile:High10, IntraPeriod: 25, IDRperiod: 0, AdaptiveIntra:1 (true), Adap-
tiveIDR:0 (false), RateControlEnabled:1 (true), RCupdatemode:2 (Refer to note), En-
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Descriptor Encoder T3 T4 T5 T6 Overall K-S p-value
IPMC MRR
Q:FFmpeg DB:FFmpeg 0.86 0.92 0.98 0.84 0.90 -
Encoder impact
Q:FFmpeg DB:MediaCoder 0.83 0.92 0.97 0.85 0.89 0.999
Profile:High10
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf1 0.79 0.86 0.95 0.77 0.84 0.053
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf2 0.77 0.89 0.94 0.81 0.85 0.100
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf3 0.79 0.86 0.94 0.77 0.84 0.046
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf4 0.74 0.85 0.94 0.75 0.82 0.000
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf5 0.79 0.87 0.95 0.76 0.84 0.023
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf6 0.80 0.87 0.95 0.78 0.85 0.089
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf8 0.77 0.84 0.94 0.76 0.83 0.002
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf9 0.75 0.81 0.93 0.74 0.81 1.6E-5
IPMH MRR
Q:FFmpeg DB:FFmpeg 0.76 0.88 0.98 0.76 0.85 -
Encoder impact
Q:FFmpeg DB:MediaCoder 0.74 0.86 0.97 0.75 0.83 0.924
Profile:High10
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf1 0.65 0.79 0.94 0.63 0.75 2.8E-06
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf2 0.64 0.76 0.93 0.64 0.74 8.1E-08
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf3 0.65 0.78 0.94 0.63 0.75 1.7E-06
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf4 0.58 0.76 0.89 0.61 0.71 3.9E-10
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf5 0.65 0.77 0.92 0.63 0.74 2.5E-7
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf6 0.66 0.79 0.94 0.64 0.76 3.3E-5
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf8 0.61 0.75 0.92 0.62 0.73 1.0E-9
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf9 0.61 0.74 0.91 0.62 0.72 2.0E-10
IPM-basic MRR
Q:FFmpeg DB:FFmpeg 0.64 0.33 0.93 0.22 0.53 -
Encoder impact
Q:FFmpeg DB:MediaCoder 0.51 0.25 0.76 0.19 0.43 6.7E-05
Profile:High10
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf1 0.31 0.15 0.56 0.14 0.29 0.000
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf2 0.31 0.15 0.55 0.13 0.28 0.000
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf3 0.31 0.15 0.56 0.14 0.29 0.000
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf4 0.14 0.10 0.27 0.09 0.15 0.000
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf5 0.32 0.16 0.62 0.12 0.31 0.000
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf6 0.32 0.16 0.57 0.15 0.30 0.000
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf8 0.33 0.16 0.50 0.13 0.28 0.000
Q:FFmpeg DB:JM Conf9 0.32 0.15 0.49 0.12 0.27 0.000
Table 7.2: H.264/AVC encoder-type impact on the MRR of the three methods; IPMC, IPMH,
and IPM-basic. The JM encoder with 8 different settings is compared. The larger p-values
represent less sensitivity.
ableOpenGOP:1 (true), Bitrate:1000kb.
Note: RCupdatemode:2 (2 = original plus intelligent QP selection for I and B slices (including
Hierarchical).
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Descriptor Profile T3 T4 T5 T6 Overall K-S p-value
IPMC
Q:High10-DB:High10 0.86 0.92 0.98 0.84 0.90 -
Q:High10-DB:Baseline 0.81 0.90 0.98 0.80 0.87 0.630
Q:High10-DB:Main 0.82 0.91 0.98 0.79 0.87 0.507
Q:High10-DB:High 0.85 0.86 0.98 0.83 0.88 1.000
IPMH
Q:High10-DB:High10 0.76 0.88 0.98 0.76 0.85 -
Q:High10-DB:Baseline 0.72 0.83 0.98 0.71 0.81 0.128
Q:High10-DB:Main 0.70 0.83 0.98 0.68 0.80 0.016
Q:High10-DB:High 0.76 0.86 0.98 0.74 0.83 0.999
IPM
Q:High10-DB:High10 0.64 0.33 0.93 0.22 0.53 -
basic
Q:High10-DB:Baseline 0.31 0.22 0.59 0.17 0.32 0.000
Q:High10-DB:Main 0.31 0.20 0.61 0.17 0.32 0.000
Q:High10-DB:High 0.53 0.25 0.80 0.19 0.44 3.8E-4
Table 7.3: H.264/AVC encoding-profile impact on the MRR of the three methods; IPMC,
IPMH, and IPM-basic. The encoder is FFmpeg. The larger p-values represent less sensitivity.
7.3.3 Evaluating encoding-profile impact
Encoding-profiles can restrict the size of blocks, which can, in turn, affect the modes of
blocks. Four common encoding-profiles were selected to investigate the sensitivity of IPM-
based descriptors to encoding-profile settings:
• Main-profile,
• Baseline-profile,
• High(HiP, 100) and
• High10(HiP,110) profile.
The Main-profile is the most widely used profile as it provides a balance between compression
performance and computational complexity [Richardson, 2011]. Baseline-profile provides
lower complexity and is useful for low computational budget platforms such as mobile phones.
High-profile is a superset of the Main-profile and is the most complex and high-quality video
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streaming profile. The High-profile is suitable for High Definition (HDTV) broadcasting and
archiving applications on discs, such as the storage format used in Blue-ray discs. High10
is built on top of the primary High-profile and is beyond the needs of typical mainstream
applications. High10 dedicates up to 10 bits per sample for the resolution of the decoded
picture. The level in all the profiles is set to 4.0 (which is the default value used by all the
encoders).
Effectiveness measures of the encoding-profile impact on the IPM-based descriptors using
one encoder (FFmpeg) are shown in Table 7.3. To evaluate the sensitivity of the encoding-
profile on the proposed descriptors, Table 7.3 also provides, for each descriptor, the results
of the pairwise K-S significance test between the High10 profile, as the most precise and
detailed profile, and each of the other three profiles (Main, Baseline, High10) on the dataset.
The methodology of investigating the encoding-profile impact is based on considering
the query videos as the fixed (High10) parameter and the dataset videos as the variable
parameter, encoded with the four profiles.
Analysis of the results using FFmpeg shows the IPMC and IPMH descriptors are insensi-
tive to different High-profiles. IPMC shows the least sensitivity to the different profiles. For
IPMH, only one of the four profiles (Main-profile) showed statistically significant differences,
which is interpreted as some sensitivity. Whereas, IPM-basic is sensitive to all the encoding-
profile impacts (Main, Baseline, and High profiles). The scatter plots shown in Figure 7.2
represent encoder settings impact by magnitude and diversity of the values. The overall score
in MRR and p-value, shown in Table 7.1 and Table 7.3 reveals IPMC is more effective and
less sensitive to the variation of encoding than IPMH. In addition to the discriminative re-
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Method
Feature Vector Size Mean Processing Time (Seconds)
(Bytes/Frame) High10 High Main Baseline Average
IPMC 660 1.35 1.24 1.35 1.25 1.29
IPMH 220 0.62 0.60 0.59 0.68 0.62
IPM-basic 55 0.90 0.90 0.91 0.88 0.89
Table 7.4: Comparing efficiency of the three IPM-based descriptors on the four profiles.
sults on the content-preserving visual transformations, both descriptors provided significant
tolerance against encoder settings, compared to IPM-basic.
7.3.4 Evaluating efficiency
The values shown in Table 7.4 represent the average search time for all 1608 queries when
the dataset and queries are encoded with FFmpeg. The mean processing times across all the
profiles are shown, although they are not significantly varied for the different profiles of a
descriptor. Using different encoders does not change the average searching time significantly
either.
In terms of efficiency, IPMC is the least efficient descriptor, although it is the most
effective IPM-based descriptor. The lower efficiency of IPMC is due to its feature vector size,
which covers the 3 distances for the auto-correlogram of IPM components.
IPM-basic utilises the smallest feature vector size but it is not the most efficient. This is
due to calculating the total count of all the 9 modes for computing the Euclidean distance.
The histogram-distance computation is not an oﬄine task and the Euclidean distance used
in the IPM-basic method, compared to histogram intersection used in IPMH and IPMC
imposes much more computational overhead in term of searching time. According to the
TRECVID/CCD procedures, feature vectors for dataset videos are computed off-line, but
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Figure 7.3: Efficiency (X-axis) versus the effectiveness (Y-axis) of the three descriptors on
the 3 encoder-types and 4 encoding-profiles impact.
extracting the features for each query is considered as a real-time process.
The scatter plots shown in Figure 7.3 represent the trade-off between efficiency and
effectiveness of the three descriptors. Although IPMC is less efficient than IPMH, the mean
processing time for IPMC (1.29 seconds), is still about 40 times faster than 4-regions RGB-
based (51.4 seconds, shown earlier in Chapter 4) and 155 times faster than the CRIM method
which possesses the best performance of the pixel domain approaches on content-preserving
visual transformations (199.6 seconds, shown earlier in Chapter 4.)
7.4 Summary
This chapter investigated the impact of the two most common compression settings on the
proposed descriptors:
• Encoder-types (types of encoders), and
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• Encoding-profiles (types of profiles).
H.264/AVC is a compression standard and there exist many encoders that perform this
compression for video signals. Such sensitivity to encoder settings can be considered as a
constraining factor in image/video retrieval research in the compressed domain.
Following the instructions of a video compression standard, such as H.264, does not guar-
antee similar output for mode-decision functions among different encoders. Consequently,
IPMs are expected to be sensitive to the different types of encoders. This phenomenon
can potentially affect the performance of the IPM-based descriptors when the query-set and
dataset have been produced by different encoder-types. Moreover, even in utilising the same
encoder, applying different encoding-profiles on the video collections can also negatively im-
pact the performance of the proposed IPM-based descriptors.
Three H.264/AVC encoders—FFmpeg, MediaCoder, and JM—were investigated for the
encoder-type impact and four H.264/AVC profiles—High10, High, Main, and Baseline—
were investigated for the encoding-profile impact. Effectiveness was evaluated using mean
reciprocal rank and efficiency was measured by mean processing time.
Two types of IPM-based descriptors: IPMH and IPMC were compared with a simple IMP-
based descriptor, IPM-basic, as a simple model for comparing the techniques. IPMH and
IPMC utilise ordinal pattern distribution (OPD) (frames are partitioned into four regions)
while the IPM-basic utilises IMP components from non-partitioned frames. It has been
shown, applying OPD on compressed domain elements (IPMs) can make them more robust
to the mentioned encoder settings.
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For performance analysis, MRR was selected for measuring the effectiveness and mean
processing time for efficiency measure. As we observed in our previous experiments, the
Precision@1 and MRR are linearly related to each other, in this chapter, we summarised the
comparisons to the MRR only.
The methodology of experiments is based on keeping the query videos fixed, encoded by
FFmpeg, for encoder-type experiments and encoded with High10 profile, for encoding-profile
experiments. The dataset videos were encoded with different encoder-type and -profiles, as
well as a set similar to the query-set.
Our experiments on the pilot dataset shows that IPM-basic has the most sensitivity to
both compression settings. While IPMH and IPMC, due to utilising OPD technique, shows
less impact. IPMC, though somewhat less efficient (with average mean processing time: 1.29
compared to 0.60 and 0.89 for IPMH and IPM-basic), is an effective descriptor that is more
robust to the impact of both encoder-type and encoding-profile. This is due to utilising
ordinal pattern distribution as well as incorporating spatial information stored in correlation
among pairs of blocks in IPMC.
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Conclusion
Efficient multimedia searching to retrieve near-duplicate video segments is required in big
multimedia archives and data banks. Tag-based and content-based search are two common
approaches to multimedia retrieval. The tag-based approaches are based on the use of meta-
data, especially in form of annotations, whereas the content-based approaches are based on
extracting audio-visual features directly from the multimedia files.
Content-based approaches for multimedia retrieval, extract audio-visual features directly
from multimedia files, as compared to tag-based approaches that use metadata such as an-
notations.
Content-based approaches are the method of choice for copy detection, content-based
video search, advertisement tracking, automated tagging, and copyright infringement detec-
tion; applications where annotations are either non-existent or inapplicable. The prohibitive
size of the available multimedia content in large collections also makes a manual annotation
approach infeasible.
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Video copy detection is a challenging task and handling all the morphological distortions
(content-altering and content-preserving) needs a bag of features including local and global
visual features which has not been the goal of the current research.
The focus of the current thesis is on the global visual features and its goal was answering
to these questions: What global visual features from a compressed video are robust against
content-preserving video distortions used in video copy detection? Which structures are
suitable for such visual features to maximise their efficiency and effectiveness? Are the
descriptors sensitive to compression parameter choices and visual distortions?
The objective of this research was answering the above questions.
8.1 Intra-prediction modes (IPMs), building blocks of the proposed features
H.264/AVC video codec utilised three types of frames (coded pictures):I (IDR), P and B.
I-frames, as well as IDR-frames, which are located at start of a group of frames (GoF) are
key frames and their content is independent from the other frames. Conversely the content
of other B and P frames are linked to the I-frames in their GoF or previous GoF.
I-frames are block-oriented compressed pictures and intra-prediction modes (IPMs) are
their essential component. As they represent the content of the picture independently, they
are comparable to the blocks of pixels in a picture in the pixel domain. The only difference
is that instead of pixels, there are (IPM) blocks which are coded based on the directional
gradient of the 4×4, 8×8 or 16×16 pixel block sizes in the I-frame. The 4×4 and 8×8 block
sizes (subblocks) utilises 8 directions and a DC mode while 16×16 blocks (macroblocks) utilise
only 3 directions and a DC mode. These modes are the essential component of the proposed
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feature and are explained in Chapter 5 in details.
Since I-frames are located at the start of each GoF, they are not as frequent as the B
and P frames in a video stream. H.264/AVC encoder offers two options for inserting I-frames
in a video stream: Fixed mode and Adaptive mode. The Fixed mode which the I-frames
are inserted in fixed time intervals, is the selected method in this research due to evenly
distribution of I-frames in the video stream. However, any sudden scene change can trigger
the encoder to inserts an extra I-frame to the predefined fixed time interval.
The fixed mode with 1 I-frame/second is used in the experiments conducted in this
research. However, with respect to the scene changes in the video collection, the actual
I-frame rate is on average 1.26 frames/second on all the videos in the collection.
8.2 Structure of the IPM-based descriptors
The main structure utilised in the IPM-based descriptors is similar and is based on the
following four techniques:
• Unification of the blocks,
• Partitioning the I-frames into four subregions,
• Constructing the mode-histogram for each subregion, and
• Ordinal Pattern Distribution (OPD) histogram (for each GoF).
These four techniques combined with Histogram-intersection as the distance measure between
OPD histograms, have made the IPM-based descriptors robust against visual transformations
and encoders settings. Unification process unifies all the block sizes to 4×4 and can reduce
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the block size effect of encoder profiles as well as visual transformations such as blurring
which cause the higher rate of larger block sizes in the I-frames.
The second step is partitioning I-frames into four equal non-overlapping subregions. Then
for each subregion, a histogram will be constructed which represents the probability distri-
bution of modes in each subregion. All of these three steps are implemented in constructing
index phase and the results will be stored in a file for each video.
The concept of OPD is implemented in the searching phase. For constructing the OPD
histogram of each GoF, the pattern of ordinal distribution of each unified mode, and of each
I-frame in a GoF is computed and stored in an OPD histogram. This histogram contains 24
bins ( 4! = 24 OPD patterns) and the sum of bins are equal to the number of frames in the
GoF.
Moreover to the structure explained above, the methods that can be applied on con-
structing the mode-histogram, enabled us to propose three different IPM-based descriptors
as follows:
• IPMH (Intra-Prediction Mode Histogram),
• e-IPMH (Enhanced Intra-Prediction Mode Histogram), and
• IPMC (Intra-Prediction Mode Correlogram)
IPMH and e-IPMH utilising a single mode-histogram for each subregion of I-frames. The only
difference of e-IPMH is that the 16×16 blocks are separated in an extra bin regardless of their
modes. IPMC has the most complicated structure and provides the most effective results.
IPMC utilises 3 histograms for each subregion. Each histogram represents the probability
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distribution of paired of unified blocks with similar modes. The paired of blocks are located
in 3 different distances from each other: 1, 3 and 5 and one histogram is dedicated for each
distance in the subregions.
8.3 Sensitivity analysis of the IPM-based descriptors
To evaluate the robustness of the proposed descriptors three types of sensitivity tests were
conducted in this research; including:
• Sensitivity to visual transformations (non-geometric),
• Sensitivity to the types of H.264/AVC encoders (encoder-types), and
• Sensitivity to the different H.264/AVC profiles (encoding-profiles).
To perform the sensitivity test on visual transformation, four types of transformation pro-
vided in TRECVID/CCD data collection are selected. Considering that IPM-based de-
scriptors are categorised among global descriptors, they are suitable candidates for content-
preserving (non-geometric) visual transformations in CCD tasks [Gupta et al., 2011] and the
sensitivity were made on the following non-geometric distortions:
• T3: Insertions of pattern,
• T4: Compression effect,
• T5: Change of gamma, and
• T6: Decrease in quality (combined transformation).
Chapters 4 and 6 are dedicated to the sensitivity of pixel- and compressed-domain descriptors
on these set of transformations. The best results for IPM-based descriptors achieved on T5
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which shows they are very discriminative luminance invariance descriptors. However, the
overall results on the non-geometric transformations are compared with the CRIM method
as the benchmark.
To perform sensitivity to the encoder-types and encoding profiles, the tests were con-
ducted on the most common and available encoders-types and encoding-profiles. The three
types of encoders are: FFmpeg, MdiaCoder, and JM; and the four profiles of a selected
encoder (FFmpeg) are: Main, Baseline, High(HiP, 100) and High10(HiP,110) profiles.
The sensitivity tests were conducted using two different video collections. The main
collection is the latest TRECVID/CCD dataset in 2011. The pilot dataset is a subset of the
main dataset for parameter analysis and sensitivity tests. The query-set in both scenarios
was the same. Both collections were encoded by FFMPEG to H.264/AVC video format.
For measuring effectiveness two metrics suggested by TRECVID/CCD task: min-NDCR,
Mean F1, were selected for comparisons on the main collection. On the pilot collection, Mean
Reciprocal Rank and precision@1 were utilised as performance metrics. Mean processing time
is the efficiency metric in both approaches.
Based on the experiments on both collections, IPM-based descriptors, specifically IPMC,
can be categorised among discriminative and significantly efficient visual descriptors for near-
duplicate video similarity detection. IPMC, as the most effective IPM-based descriptors,
offers significantly lower mean processing time (about 100 times faster than CRIM) and higher
mean F1 score. CRIM is superior by offering lower detection cost rate (higher performance
in min-NDCR). However, CRIM is very sensitive to the number of extracted frames used
for constructing the feature while IPM-based descriptors need much lower number of frames.
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CRIM extracted all the frames (24 frames/second) and IPM-based descriptors achieved their
discriminative results with 1.26 frame/second only.
Experimental evidence also shows the best performance is achieved in homogeneous video
collections, where a similar encoder is used in both the query-set and the dataset. However,
the feature structure of the proposed descriptor makes it robust against encoder-types. The
experiments also show using different encoding-profile have not statistically significant impact
on IPMC.
The spatial content in the structure of IPMC, is the main reason for the robustness
of the proposed technique. This is achieved by mutually utilising the concept of correla-
tion combined with the ordinal distribution. These specific characteristics make IPMC as
a computationally efficient as well as effective visual descriptor for copyright authentication
checking in video collections in which the videos are encoded in H.264/AVC format.
8.4 Limitations
The proposed IPM-based descriptors, specifically IPMC, are efficient and effective visual
descriptors constructed based on the visual content of I-frame pictures in the H.264/AVC
video streams. The mean processing time of IPMC is 100 times more efficient than the
benchmark (CRIM) with improvement in F1 in effectiveness measure at the expense of a
slightly higher detection cost rate (min-NDCR) compared to the benchmark. Moreover their
sensitivity to non-geometric visual transformations as well as H.264 encoding impact is not
significant.
Some intricacies of the real-world settings can limit the applicability of IPM-based de-
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Figure 8.1: Intra-prediction modes in (a) H.264/AVC and (b) H.265/HEVC.
scriptors:
• Restriction in video codec (H.264/AVC), and
• Restriction in I-frame rate (equal rate in dataset and query videos).
Although the H.264/AVC is widely used and is the most common video format in the digital
world and the multimedia domain, it is not the only available video codec. There are nu-
merous video codecs not belonging to the MPEG4 family, such as AVI (uncompressed) and
Apple MOV (compressed).
The equal I-frame rate is the second limitation that can affect the performance. In spite
of utilising H.264/AVC, the equal I-frame rate in the dataset and query videos plays an
essential role in achieving the best performance on this group of descriptors. It is clear that
the two limitations stated above can be easily alleviated by encoding the whole dataset and
query videos in H.264/AVC video codec using identical I-frame rates. Re-encoding dataset
videos is a common process in video archiving systems (e.g. TV archives for advertisement
tracking, or security video archives for video surveillance search), which are among the most
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popular applications of content-based video search and copy detection.
8.5 Future work
The proposed IPM-based descriptors can be extracted from HEVC video codec. High-
Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC), also known as H.265 and MPEG-H Part 2 is the successor
of H.264/AVC. HEVC offers double compression ratio compared to H.264 with the same
quality level [Sullivan et al., 2012]. The first version of the HEVC standard was provided
and published in 2013 and the second version in early 2015. The standard was recognized
by a Primetime Emmy in October 2017 and acquired the Engineering Award on its effect on
the technology of television.
Compared to 8 directional modes and 1 DC mode in H.264/AVC, HEVC utilises 33
directional modes for IPMs plus a DC and planar mode as shown in Figure 8.1. As the
future perspective of the current research, since the IPMs of H.264/AVC videos are the basic
components of the proposed feature, a similar technique could be applied on H.265/HEVC
videos which also utilise an intra-prediction approach but with higher dimensionality in
modes. Increasing the 9 IPMs to 33+1 IPMs in HEVC will potentially increase the richness
of texture in the IPM-based visual descriptors which can lead to more discriminative results.
However, increasing the number of IPMs can cause the increase in the size of the descriptor
which can affect the negative impact on efficiency. Investigating the effect of increasing IPMs
in the visual descriptor from 9 modes in H.264/AVC to 34 modes in H.265/HEVC, is a matter
worthy of future research.
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Overview of Still Image Encoding
As the frames or pictures are building blocks of a video stream, reviewing some basic concepts
used in still image coding, can help us to understand the video compression process more
clearly. JPEG is a still image compression standard since mid 1980s which is a joint product
of ITU and ISO [Shi and Sun, 2008]. Figure A.1 represents the block diagram of DCT-based
image coding used in JPEG as a standard basic compression process.
A.1 Partitioning
Partitioning is prior to any steps in image compression. Each partition will be coded in-
dependently. Generally, the blocks are non-overlapping and the size of blocks, especially in
DCT-based image compressions such as JPEG, are considered as 8× 8 pixels.
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Figure A.1: Block diagram of still DCT-based image coding used in JPEG.
A.2 Level shifting
In an uncompressed RAW image, each pixel store 8-bit units of data which contains an
integer between 0-255. In a monochrome RAW image, there is a single unit of data which
represent the grey-level of the pixel in 8 bits. However, in a coloured image, each pixel stores
3 units of data, each unit represents the intensity of Red, Green and Blue colours, in 24 bits.
For evenly distribute these pixel values around zero, the compression techniques subtract
128 from the value of the pixel units. This step shifts the level of data to -128 to 127. Level
shifting will yield more compression rate in the following steps.
A.3 Transformation (DCT)
The shifted values of each block are transformed from pixel domain to alternate domain
(frequency) by applying the DCT transform on the block content. If each pixel in the 8× 8
block denoted by x(m,n) where 0 ≤ m,n ≤ 7, the discrete cosine transform of the pixels
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x(i, j) computed as follows:
x(i, j) =
1/4 · α(i) · α(j) ·
7∑
m=0
7∑
n=0
(
x(m,n)cos(
(2m + 1)pii
16
)cos(
(2n + 1)pij
16
)
)
where :
0 ≤ i, j ≤ 7,
α(i) =
√
1/2, for i=0,
α(i) = 1, Otherwise.
(A.1)
By inverting the DCT, we can get the original pixel values by applying the following
equation:
x(m,n) =
1/4 ·
7∑
i=0
7∑
j=0
(
α(i) · α(j) · x(i, j)cos(
(2i + 1)pim
16
)cos(
(2j + 1)pin
16
)
)
where :
0 ≤ m,n ≤ 7
(A.2)
A.4 Quantization
Quantization is a simple step which quantizes the DCT coefficients based on different pre-
defined quantization matrices. There exist four different quantization table used in JPEG
encoding [Shi and Sun, 2008]. The elements of the matrices are different but there is a
common general concept in their elements: the top left corner values are significantly smaller
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than the lower right corner values. This characteristic will help the coding process to put
lots of zeros in Run Length Encoding (RLE) used in the next step.
If X(i, j) considered as DCT coefficient located at (i, j) coordinates, and Q(i, j) be the
corresponding value in the quantization matrix then the quantised value of DCT coefficient
would be:
Xq(i, j) = Round
(X(i, j)
Q(i, j)
)
, (A.3)
Where Round(x) is the nearest integer value to the x.
In the decoding process, the original DCT coefficient cannot be regenerated as the
quantization-dequantization phases are lossy processes. An approximation of DCT coeffi-
cients can be regenerated by multiplying quantization table elements to the quantized DCT
values as follows:
Xˆ(i, j) = Xq(i, j) ·Q(i, j), (A.4)
Where Xˆ(i, j) is the most nearest reconstructed X(i, j) but they are not necessarily equal.
A.5 DC and AC coefficients encoding
The quantization DCT values will be stored in the matrix X(i, j) in Equation A.3. The
component X(0, 0) is called the DC coefficient and is the most important frequency compo-
nent which represents the average intensity value of the 8× 8 block of pixels. The remaining
63 components are known as AC coefficients. The DC values of adjacent blocks are highly
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correlated, except in the high-frequency areas in which a significant intensity change can be
seen, like edges.
The DC components are encoded by a predictive coding method which the encoded values
are constructed based on the difference (DIFF) of the DC components of the current block
X(0, 0) and the earlier (PRED) block. The DIFF values will be encoded by Huffman entropy
coding. DIFF also is known as DC offset.
DIFF = Xq(i, j) − PRED, (A.5)
The AC components of each 8 × 8 blocks are encoded independently. They first should be
arranged in a zigzag order before applying entropy coding. This converts a 2-dimensional
sequence of numbers to a 1-dimensional order. As many of the DCT values, mostly high-
frequency components, are changed to zero, after quantization process, the zigzag scanning
order puts the zeros in a 1-dimensional sequence order and make them efficiently be encoded
by run length of zeros.
A.6 Entropy encoding
Entropy encoding is a lossless encoding method and JPEG encoders generally use this tech-
nique for encoding DC and AC sequences. However, arithmetic encoding can also be used
for entropy coding. The entropy coding assigns different length of codes to a sequence of
symbols (code words) in a way that most probable symbols use shorter length codes. As the
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statistical distribution of symbols used for DC coefficients is different from AC coefficients,
consequently JPEG encoder uses two Huffman tables.
A.7 Colour encoding
As colour components are significantly correlated in the RGB colour space, images and
videos in the compressed domain uses another colour space which is known as: Y CbCr. The
transformation formulas from RGB to Y CbCr colour can varies based on the application and
the input/output ranges of the colour components. The following transformation formulas
is a sample space conversion which RGB input and Y CbCr output ranges are (0-255):
Y = 0.299R + 0.587G + 0.114B,
Cb = −0.169R − 0.331G + 0.500B + 128,
Cr = 0.500R − 0.419G − 0.081B + 128,
R = Y + 0.000 + 1.400.(Cr − 128),
G = Y − 0.343.(Cb − 128) − 0.711.(Cr − 128),
B = Y + 1.765.(Cb − 128) + 0.000,
(A.6)
In the Y CbCr colour space, Y referred as luminance components and CbCr are referred to
as the chrominance (chroma) components. There is a distinction between the luminance and
luma. The luminance is the light intensity which linearly encoded based on the R, G and B
values but the luma is light intensity which non-linearly encoded based on gamma corrected
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RGB. In this research we use luma and luminance as synonyms.
As the importance of luminance is greater than the chrominance, in Y CbCr, less band-with
can be dedicated to the chrominance, depends on the chrominance sampling resolution. i.e.
in 4:1:1 sampling resolution for every 4 luminance (Y ) blocks, there is only one Cb and one
Cr block whereas in 4:4:4 the luminance and the chrominance components are compressed
equally with their highest sampling resolution.
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Overview of Video Encoding
Video data compared to image, carries greater amount of redundancy. It is due to temporal
redundancy in consecutive frames, in addition to the spatial redundancy which is the only
redundancy in still images. Video compression algorithms target reducing these two types of
redundancies to offer more reduction in the size of data while keeping the quality of playing
video.
In typical video compression, video frames (pictures) can be categorised into two major
groups: those pictures that are encoded independently (generally known as I-frames or key
frames) and those frames that are very similar to the previous or next frames in temporal
order. The second group needs comparison the current and referenced frame to calculate the
differences which are known as motion compensation and motion estimation (ME). These
pictures in H.26x standards known as P (predicted) and B (Bi-predictive) frames but in
H.264/AVC, the concept of slice, substituted with the whole frame (picture). The rest of the
process is generally similar to the DCT-based still image compression and typically is shown
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Figure B.1: Simplified block diagram of typical DCT-based video coding.
Figure B.2: VCL and NAL layered structure of H.264/AVC.
in Figure B.3.
As Figure B.3 depicts, in a typical video compression process, the only major difference
with the still image encoding is using de-quantization and inverse transform functions in
the encoding process. These two functions are needed to re-construct the currently encoded
frame and then subsequently being compared with the next input frame to estimate the
motion or decide to encode independently in case of severe scene changes.
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B.1 Overview of H.264/AVC or MPEG4-part 10/AVC
To outperform the former MPEG-4 Visual (H.264) standard [Appendix: 2.1], ISO and ITU
introduced a new version of the video coding standard entitled: Advanced Video Coding.
H.264/AVC (also known as MPEG4-Part 10/AVC) [Wiegand et al., 2003; Richardson, 2004;
2011] is among the most advanced video standards which is widely used. This video CODEC
utilises a layered structure for addressing a variety of applications and multimedia network
infrastructures. The layered structure of H.264/AVC consists of two layers: Video Coding
Layer (VCL) and Network Abstraction Layer(NAL). The function of VCL is compressing the
content of the frame. For this purpose, the frame content, based on the types of frames are
encoded either using intra- (in I-frames) or inter- (in other frames) predictions. The NAL is
a new concept in this standard and is using for efficient transmission of the compressed video
signal [Shi and Sun, 2008]. Henceforth the H.264/AVC bitstream consists of two major types
of data format: VCL-NAL units and Non-VCL-NAL unit which can be distinguished from
their headers in the byte stream. Figure B.3 represents the layer structure of H.264/AVC.
Profiles defines the video coding details and Levels defines the decoder capabilities in
H.264/AVC CODEC. This standard uses different profiles which can affect the structure of
the compressed video signal such as types of frames, the size of the blocks used in the frames,
luma and chroma resolution, entropy coding technique and details of NAL units. The details
of features supported by each profile are so technical and we just summarise them to those
items that have a direct effect on the body of the current research which is frame types and
prediction block sizes. There are 8 profiles defined for H.264/AVC. The list of H.264/AVC
profiles are as follows:
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Figure B.3: VCL and NAL layered structure of H.264/AVC.
• Constrained Baseline Profile: primary for low-cost applications.
• Baseline Profile: primary for low-cost applications and supporting transport efficiency.
• Main Profile: used for broadcasting and storage application (used before developing
the High profile).
• Extended Profile: provides high compression capability.
• High Profile: the primary profile for broadcasting and disc storage applications.
• High 10: supports up to 10 bits per sample.
• High 4:2:2: supports 4:2:2 chroma sampling and up to 10 bits per sample.
• High 4:4:4: supports 4:4:4 chroma sampling and up to 14 bits per sample. Lossless
region encoding.
H.264/AVC, for offering higher compression rate, the granularity of compression technique
which had been using the whole picture or frame, changed to a lower level, called regions
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Slice (frame) Type Macroblock Types Profile(s)
I (Including IDR) I only All
P (Predicted) I and/or P All
B (Bi-Predicted) I,P and/or B Extended, Main, High
SP (Switching P) P and/or I Extended
SI (Switching I) SI Extended
Table B.1: Types of slices used in H.264/AVC and the related profiles.
Macroblock Type Macroblock Sizes
I (Including IDR)
4×4 Intra-prediction modes
8×8 Intra-prediction modes(High profiles)
16×16 Intra-prediction modes
P
16×16, 16×8, 8×16 Partition size
8×8 Partition size in sub macroblock type
P-skip (no data transmitted)
B
16×16, 16×8, 8×16 Partition size
8×8 Partition size in sub macroblock type
B-skip (no data transmitted)
SI None
Table B.2: Types of macroblocks and their sizes used in H.264/AVC.
or slices. Each coded picture or frame in H.264/AVC can be composed of one or more
slices. Most of the H.264/AVC encoding applications use one slice per picture. Table B.1
and Table B.2 introduce the types of slices in H.264/AVC, with their ingredient macroblock
(16×16) types respectively [Wiegand et al., 2003; Richardson, 2004; 2011]. In H.264/AVC
the unit of region is macroblock, which can be consist of a single 16×16 block or four, 8×8
or sixteen, 4×4 or a combination of 8×8 and 4×4 blocks.
I-macroblocks in I-slices are the only ingredients of the key frames and exploits intra-
prediction modes for minimizing spatial redundancy. Intra-prediction mode is the basic
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concept used in the proposed features in the current research and will be explained in the
next section. P-slices are made up P- and I-macroblocks and use intra-prediction modes
as well as inter-prediction from one reference, per macroblock partitions, to minimizing the
spatial and the temporal redundancies. The reference list used by P-slices is called List-0
and refer to the previous I or P slices. B-slices, are similar to the P-slices except they exploit
two reference lists, to predict macroblock partitions and it is actually the naming reason
of the B-slices (Bi-prediction). The two reference lists are called list-0, which references
previously coded I and P slices, and list-1 which consist of subsequent I and P slices. As
the list-1 used by B-slices, references to the next frames, in H.264/AVC the transmission
order of coded frames is not matched with their display order. SP-slices (Switching P) and
SI-slices (Switching I) are used to facilitate switching between coded streams and are exist
in the Extended profiles [Karczewicz and Kurceren, 2003].
B.1.1 Overview of H.264/AVC prediction techniques (Intra and Inter)
The most important reason for widespread usage of H.264/AVC is its high compression per-
formance without significant quality reduction. H.264/AVC, if properly used, can outperform
other video CODECs in compression ratio with a given quality [Richardson, 2011]. Such
a high compression performance is due to exploiting efficient prediction techniques by the
encoder.
The concept of prediction works based on a set of predefined modes including 9 or 4
status, depends on the block sizes. Modes are similar to the gradients and represent the
directional flow of the top and left edge of a block. For every macroblock, a prediction is
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Figure B.4: Types of prediction modes used by 4× 4 and 8× 8 luma blocks in I slices. 8× 8
luma are used in the High profiles only.
created which has the minimum residue with the original block, after reconstructing the
predicted mode. The efficiency and accuracy of mode selection process have a significant
impact on the compression performance.
In H.264/AVC video compression two types of prediction are used to conduct the com-
pression process:
• Temporal Prediction (inter-prediction)
• Spatial Prediction (intra-prediction)
Temporal prediction is exploited in P and B macroblock types and slices and known
as inter-prediction in H.264/AVC. This type of prediction is based on motion compensated
prediction from previously or subsequently coded frames and for decoding, they need to refer
to other slices. As inter-prediction is not used in the proposed feature descriptor, the details
of this type of prediction are neglected in this research.
In luma and chroma spaces, there is a high correlation between the adjacent blocks.
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Spatial prediction is a technique which utilises this correlation to reduce the redundancy of
the luma and chroma blocks. Spatial prediction is used in independently encoded macroblocks
(I macroblocks). As can be seen in Table B.2 this types of macroblocks can occur in any
slices types but I and IDR pictures use only I slices and macroblocks. IDR and I pictures are
technically similar, the only difference is that the P and B pictures after an I pictures may
refer to some other I pictures but it cannot happen for IDR pictures. All the frames after
IRD should reference to pictures after the IDR and before the next IDR.
The spatial prediction is known as intra-prediction in H.264/AVC and consists of 9 modes
for 4 × 4 and 8 × 8 luma blocks and 4 modes for 16 × 16 luma blocks. Chroma blocks
use 4 modes in 8 × 8 blocks. The concept of intra-prediction modes is based on top and
left edge gradient orientation of luma and chroma blocks. This concept is very similar to
the intensity gradient of pixels introduced by [Ma and Manjunath, 1998] and even some
research proposed intensity gradient techniques for H.264 mode decision [Tsai et al., 2008].
In contrast to the previous video standards, which the prediction techniques was conducted
in the compressed domain, such as H.263, in H.264/AVC intra-prediction is conducted in the
spatial domain [Sarwer and Wu]. Figures B.4 and B.5 depict the intra-prediction modes
in H.264. Figure B.6 represents the blockwise view of three sample pictures and the effect of
using the Main (without 8×8) and High profiles. The 9 prediction modes used in 4×4 and
8×8 luma blocks, which are used in the current research are as follows:
• Mode 0 (Vertical): The upper edge samples A,B,C, and D are extrapolated vertically.
• Mode 1 (Horizontal): The left edge samples I,J,K,L are extrapolated horizontally.
• Mode 2 (DC): All the block samples are predicted by the mean of A..D and I..L.
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• Mode 3 (Diagonal Down-left): The block samples are interpolated at a 45◦ angle be-
tween lower-left and upper-right
• Mode 4 (Diagonal Down-right): The block samples are extrapolated at a 45◦ angle
down and to the right.
• Mode 5 (Vertical-left): The block samples are extrapolated at an angle of approximately
26.6◦ to the left of vertical.
• Mode 6 (Horizontal-down): The block samples are extrapolated at an angle of approx-
imately 26.6◦ below horizontal.
• Mode 7 (Vertical-right): The block samples are extrapolated at an angle of approxi-
mately 26.6◦ to the right of vertical.
• Mode 8 (Horizontal-up): The block samples are extrapolated at an angle of approxi-
mately 26.6◦ above horizontal.
The 4 prediction modes used in 16×16 luma blocks, which are also used in the current
research are as follows:
• Mode 0 (Vertical): Extrapolation of upper edge samples.
• Mode 1 (Horizontal): Extrapolation of left edge samples.
• Mode 2 (DC): Mean of upper and left edge samples.
• Mode 3 (Plane): A linear plane function is fitted to the upper and left edge samples.
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Figure B.5: Types of prediction modes used by 16× 16 luma blocks in I slices.
B.1.2 Complexity of encoder algorithms in H.264
Mode decision is the most important phase of the intra-prediction technique. The mode is
selected based on the top and left rows of pixels of each block. The encoder selects the most
appropriate mode based on the Rate Distortion cost (RD) [Sullivan and Wiegand, 1998].
There are three techniques for calculating RD cost. The high-complexity technique is known
as Sum of Square Differences/Error (SSD or SSE). In SSD, the difference of the reconstructed
block values is compared with the source block values to select the best match as the final
mode of the block [Huang et al., 2005]. In the low-complexity technique, the Sum of Absolute
Difference (SAD) or Sum of Absolute Transformed Difference SATD is used for selecting the
most suitable mode. Mode decision in the SAD or SATD is based on difference between
predicted (but not reconstructed) blocks and the source block values of the pixels [Huang
et al., 2005].
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Figure B.6: Comparing the Main and High profiles on three sample pictures and their block-
wise view.
DSAD =
∑
x,y
|(rx,y − sx,y)|
DSATD = α
∑
x,y
|T ((rx,y − sx,y))|
DSSD =
∑
x,y
(rx,y − sx,y)
2
(B.1)
The (x, y) in (7) shows the sample position in a block, rx,y and sx,y are samples of the recon-
structed blocks and the source blocks respectively, T is a transform such as the Hadamard
transform and α is a normalization factor.
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The results of the (SSD) technique are more accurate than the other two techniques but
the calculation cost in the encoding process is higher. In the current research the (SSD)
technique is used for which the rate distortion cost is:
Cost = SSD + (λ(Qp)×R(mode)) (B.2)
Where λ(Qp) in Equation B.2 denotes the quantization parameter and R(mode) represents
the number of bits required for storing the modes. For the most probable mode, R will be
considered as zero.
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DET Curves
Detection Error Trade-off (DET) curve comparisons of IPMC and CRIM/2011 method on
content-preserving transformations: T3, T4, T5 and T6. The horizontal axis representing the
Rate of False alarm (RFA) and the vertical axis representing Probability of Miss (PMISS).
The lower value represents less error. The green curve is the results of IPMC and CRIM
compared to the random performance showing by red curve.
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Figure C.1: DET curve of IPMC method on T3 transformation.
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Figure C.2: DET curve of CRIM method on T3 transformation.
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Figure C.3: DET curve of IPMC method on T4 transformation.
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Figure C.4: DET curve of CRIM method on T4 transformation.
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Figure C.5: DET curve of IPMC method on T5 transformation.
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Figure C.6: DET curve of CRIM method on T5 transformation.
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Figure C.7: DET curve of IPMC method on T6 transformation.
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Figure C.8: DET curve of CRIM method on T6 transformation.
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Performance of IPM-based
Descriptors on All the
Transformations
The main objective of this thesis is investigating the performance of IPM-based descriptors
on the content-preserving visual transformations (T3, T4, T5 and T6). However, this ap-
pendix depicts the performance of all varieties of IPM-based descriptors as well as CRIM
and a variety of CRIM on luminance data, on all the 8 visual transformations. As can be
seen the core competency of the global descriptors are in the content-preserving visual trans-
formations. However, the performance of CRIM in T1 shows that increasing the number of
segments can increase the performance on some of content-altering transformations.
As the proposed IPM-based descriptors are based on the ordinal distributions, increasing
the number of regions on the segmented frame to more than 4, can increase the permutations
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TRANSFORMATIONS
Figure D.1: Precision@1 of IPM-based descriptors versus CRIM (RGB) and a variation of
CRIM on luminance data.
drastically and avoided in this research. The last chart shown in Figure D.3 illustrates
the significantly higher efficiency of the proposed IPM-based descriptors with competitive
effectiveness on content-preserving visual transformations shown in Figures D.1 and D.2.
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Figure D.2: Mean Reciprocal Rank of IPM-based descriptors versus CRIM (RGB) and a
variation of CRIM on luminance data.
Figure D.3: Mean Processing Time in seconds of IPM-based descriptors versus CRIM (RGB)
and a variation of CRIM on luminance data.
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